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Abstract
Acquisition of realistic and relightable 3D models of large outdoor structures, such as
buildings, requires the modelling of detailed geometry and visual appearance. Recov-
ering these material characteristics can be very time consuming and needs specially
dedicated equipment. Alternatively, surface detail can be conveyed by textures recov-
ered from images, whose appearance is only valid under the originally photographed
viewing and lighting conditions. Methods to easily capture locally detailed geome-
try, such as cracks in stone walls, and visual appearance require control of lighting
conditions, which are usually restricted to small portions of surfaces captured at close
range.
This thesis investigates the acquisition of high-quality models from images, using
simple photographic equipment and modest user intervention. The main focus of this
investigation is on approximating detailed local depth information and visual appear-
ance, obtained using a new image-based approach, and combining this with gross-scale
3D geometry. This is achieved by capturing these surface characteristics in small ac-
cessible regions and transferring them to the complete façade. This approach yields
high-quality models, imparting the illusion of measured reflectance.
In this thesis, we first present two novel algorithms for surface detail and visual
appearance transfer, where these material properties are captured for small exemplars,
using an image-based technique. Second, we develop an interactive solution to solve
the problems of performing the transfer over both a large change in scale and to the dif-
ferent materials contained in a complete façade. Aiming to completely automate this
process, a novel algorithm to differentiate between materials in the façade and asso-
ciate them with the correct exemplars is introduced with promising results. Third, we
present a new method for texture reconstruction from multiple images that optimises
texture quality, by choosing the best view for every point and minimising seams. Ma-
terial properties are transferred from the exemplars to the texture map, approximating
reflectance and meso-structure. The combination of these techniques results in a com-
plete working system capable of producing realistic relightable models of full building
façades, containing high-resolution geometry and plausible visual appearance.
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ACQUISITION of realistic and relightable 3D models of largeoutdoor objects, such as buildings, requires the modelling
of detailed geometry and visual appearance. Recovering these is
a complex task, needs specially dedicated equipment, and can be
very time consuming. This thesis investigates how to recover high-
quality models from images, using simple photographic equipment
and modest user intervention. It explores how to enhance such mod-
els with surface detail to provide a compelling visual appearance. In
this introductory chapter, we motivate and focus our approach, out-
line the contributions of this thesis, and present its structure.
1.1 Digitising the Real World
Creating digital 3D models of existing objects and environments has become an im-
portant aspect of producing realistic computer graphics. Digitising buildings is of im-
portance to a range of possible applications including architectural visualisation and
planning, computer games, film post-production, archaeology and cultural heritage.
The recovered 3D models can be augmented with CAD models of new buildings, or
alterations to existing structures, such that the visual impact of the new designs can
be assessed. Games and films demand models of increasing levels of realism as well
as reducing the cost and effort dedicated to generating them. For buildings of historic
significance, analysis of the visual impact of changes, such as the construction of a new
visitors centre, or other extensions, is of primary importance in the planning process.
These applications need to be capable of rendering the synthetic scenes under
changing lighting as well as view point, – for example, a historic building may re-
quire simulation under floodlighting – necessitating digitising not only the geometry
of the objects, but also their visual appearance: the way surfaces reflect light at each
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point. Existing techniques, for building complete 3D models, involve a trade off be-
tween the quality of the recovered models and the amount of effort and cost to create
them. The accepted way to create a high-quality model today, is to use a laser scanner
and reflectance measurement equipment, but this requires both expensive instruments
and significant effort for both data capture and final model assembly. In contrast,
image-based approaches offer the promise of low cost equipment, simple capture re-
quirements and automated model assembly. The challenge for image-based methods
is to build complete models with sufficient local detail that compare favourably with
more labour intensive approaches.
Acquisition of detailed 3D geometry from photographs has proven to be a complex
problem. Existing flexible and automatic systems aimed to capture the global structure
– the gross-scale geometry – of building façades from a set of views. However, few cur-
rent methods exist to easily capture and incorporate local detailed surface –meso-scale
geometry or meso-structure – such as cracks and protrusions in stone walls, necessary
to create realistic appearance under novel lighting. Furthermore, these methods, such
as photometric stereo, require high-resolution images, normally captured at a close
range, restricting their usability to small portions of the surface. Mostly, surface detail
is conveyed by textures recovered from images, whose appearance is only valid under
the originally photographed viewing and lighting conditions.
Visual appearance can be even more difficult to digitise for large objects under
outdoor lighting conditions. Reflectance properties can be complicated to measure
and express for even a single point, and typically vary across the surface of an object.
These can be estimated from digital photographs of the objects captured from differ-
ent viewing and illumination directions. Unfortunately, large outdoor scenes make it
complicated to control the illumination and viewpoints. During daytime, the lighting
conditions change continuously, and large surfaces are most easily photographed from
ground level making it impractical to cover a full range of angles. An important as-
pect of visual appearance is its albedo, i.e. the surface colour under a full spectrum
white light. Albedo is a simplification of the complete reflectance function of a sur-
face, but acquiring it involves factoring out reflectance and lighting from the observed
photographs. Although texture includes colour information, separating albedo from
lighting is an inherently ill-posed problem. This separation is key to conveying visual
realism of textured surfaces under novel lighting.
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1.2 Geometric Detail and Visual Appearance from Pho-
tographs
In this thesis we address the problem of constructing visually faithful models of build-
ing façades from photographs. Our objective is for reconstructed models to appear as
much like the real scenes as possible under varying viewing and lighting conditions,
such as on a cloudy day, in bright sunshine, or at night-time when floodlit. The main
focus in this investigation is on approximating detailed surface meso-structure (local
depth information) and visual appearance (albedo), and combining this with gross-
scale 3D geometry obtained using a different image-based approach. This is achieved
by capturing these surface characteristics in small accessible regions, and then trans-
ferring them to the complete façade.
We envisage a scenario where a user takes several pictures of a building from dif-
ferent viewpoints, and sample images of materials at a close range, comprising a flash
and a no-flash photograph of each material. Together, the flash and no-flash pair pro-
vide exemplars for each type of texture in the building. Global scene structure and
camera parameters are recovered automatically using a previously developed system,
extended here to handle larger models. The material exemplars are also processed
automatically, using image processing algorithms, to recover the meso-structure and
reflectance of the textures. Then, using the novel techniques developed in this thesis,
the user transfers the surface detail and appearance to the complete model. Such a
transfer process poses difficulties in reconstructing an appropriate texture map for the
complete building, identifying different materials in the façade, associating them with
the corresponding exemplar, and finally, effectively transferring the desired material
characteristics. This approach yields high-quality models, imparting the illusion of
measured reflectance. In Figure 1.1, our reconstructed model of a historical English
castle in the city York – Clifford’s Tower – is rendered under novel lighting conditions
and compared with a photograph, taken from the Internet 1.
Thus, we present a complete image-based system that facilitates recovery of gross-
scale geometry, local surface structure, and surface albedo, to create highly detailed
3D models of building façades from photographs. A key aspect of our process is
that it uses only simple digital SLR equipment and has low data capture and labour




Figure 1.1: Clifford’s Tower, York. The image on the right is a photograph taken
from the Internet. The image on the left is a model reconstructed using our ap-
proach, rendered under novel lighting conditions, and seen from a similar view
point to the photograph.
1.3 Summary of Contributions
To the knowledge of the author, this is the first attempt to apply exemplar-based tex-
ture transfer techniques to the problem of recovering meso-scale geometry and visual
appearance for outdoor scenes. This is considered the main contribution of this thesis.
Other novel and original work presented in this thesis includes:
• Two novel algorithms for meso-structure and albedo transfer, where these ma-
terial properties are captured for small exemplars, using an image-based technique.
These methods are studied analytically and tested.
• An extension of the transfer to several materials and larger surfaces. We present
an interactive solution to solve the problems of performing the transfer over a large
change of scale and to the different materials contained in a full façade. Aiming to
completely automate this process, a novel algorithm to differentiate materials in the
façade and associate them with the correct exemplars, is introduced with promising
results.
• A new method for texture reconstruction from wide-baseline multi-view im-
ages, based on graph optimisation. We formulated the problem as a ‘picture mo-
saicking’ to reduce artifacts and maximise the quality, producing high-resolution
textures. Material properties are transferred from the exemplars to the texture map,
approximating reflectance and meso-structure.
• A complete working system capable of producing realistic models of full build-
ing façades, containing high-resolution geometry and plausible approximations of
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visual appearance. The system developed uses easy to capture photographic data,
and is largely automatic requiring only modest user interaction for some parts of
the process. This extends the previous gross-scale geometry reconstruction system,
which could only capture untextured low/middle resolution models.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In this thesis we address the difficulties of capturing and estimating geometric detail
and appearance for building façades from images. Chapter 2 introduces and defines
the specific problems of reconstructing outdoor scenes. We begin by commenting on
the digitisation of geometry, separating global geometry and surface detail. We re-
view, for context, the techniques for gross-scale geometry reconstruction from images,
and introduce the multi-view modelling system that we used and extended during the
completion of this thesis. Then, we present meso-structure capture techniques and
the limitation of the previously published techniques. Capturing meso-scale geome-
try overlaps with the acquisition of visual appearance, which is also discussed in this
chapter with particular emphasis on the problems of outdoor conditions. This serves
as justification to investigate our novel transfer approach, which is presented together
with an overview of the complete reconstruction system.
Chapter 3 reviews the Depth Hallucination technique 2 for capturing material ex-
emplars of textured surfaces. After analysing this process, and the characteristics of
the data, we introduce two different methods to transfer the captured surface detail and
visual appearance: Histogram Matching and Transfer by Analogy. This process is per-
formed and evaluated on a one material-to-one material basis, and for small samples
of texture. The extension to transfer several materials is presented in Chapter 4. We
discuss our practical solution to perform the transfer of multiple materials contained
in a façade, using semi-automatic techniques. Targeting the complete automation of
this process, we also introduce an extension to the Transfer by Analogy method to
associate exemplars and materials in the façade automatically.
Once the transfer techniques have been presented, we address their application to
texture maps of complete buildings in Chapter 5. We discuss the requirements of an
optimal texture map and present a novel approach for its acquisition. Then, we analyse
the effects of the deformations caused by the texturing process in the application of our
2Although the author collaborated in this work published in [GWJ+08], the Depth Hallucination
technique is not part of the contribution of this thesis
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transfer techniques. The end of Chapter 5 is dedicated to the combination of recovered
surface detail with the gross-scale geometry reconstructed previously.
An overall evaluation of the reconstruction system is carried out in Chapter 6. We
show the resulting reconstructions of three historic buildings that contain the typi-
cal challenges of outdoor scene reconstruction. We compare our models, enhanced
with the meso-scale geometry and visual appearance recovered with our transfer tech-
niques, with the models recovered other approaches and with photographic images of
the buildings, illustrating the effectiveness of our approach through visually realistic




Reconstruction of Outdoor Building
Scenes
THIS chapter introduces the context of 3D reconstruction and de-fines the research problem, starting point, pipeline and moti-
vation of the novel techniques developed in this thesis. Furthermore,
it reviews previous research in geometry and reflectance acquisition
and justifies the necessity of a novel approach for our specific re-
quirements.
Representation of a scene in computer graphics consists of three main components:
geometry, visual appearance, and illumination. To create renderings of existing objects
under changing lighting as well as view point, it is necessary to digitise their geometry
and visual appearance. Normally, and in the context of this thesis, geometry refers
only to surface geometry of opaque objects, and visual appearance is limited to sur-
face reflectance properties. Modelling and digitising translucent objects and materials,
and rendering physically complex phenomena such as fluorescence, phosphorescence,
subsurface scattering or polarisation, require specialised techniques that are out of the
scope of this thesis and of most rendering applications.
Our focus is on techniques to recover digital models of large structures, such as
buildings, under outdoor conditions using only photographic data. Large scenes and
the use of photographs as input data lead to a series of specific difficulties for recov-
ering both geometry and reflectance properties. Detailed large-scale objects require a
large number of images to be modelled appropriately, so resolution and hardware re-
quirements quickly become an issue. On the other hand, recovering reflectance from
photographs requires knowledge or control over the lighting, which is challenging un-
der natural lighting conditions. In fact, natural illumination conditions are considered
uncontrollable, and to date, measuring them requires special equipment.
This chapter introduces the problems and solutions for acquiring relightable models
of existing outdoor scenes. We present an overview of current approaches for digitising
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geometry and appearance which motivates our novel approach for easy surface detail
and reflectance recovery based on texture transfer methods.
2.1 Digitising Geometry
Geometry in computer graphics refers to a 3D representation of object surfaces. The
usual representation is a mesh which contains a set of points in 3D space (vertices) and
combinations of them defining planar faces (facets). The number of vertices and facets
of this piecewise representation of the geometry will define its resolution and level of
detail.
We make a distinction between two kinds of geometry depending on the level of
detail. In the example of a building, we define gross-scale geometry as the global
3D structure, such as walls and roofs, meanwhile the fine detail, like bricks, cracks,
and other texture patterns, is denoted meso-scale geometry or meso-structure. Meso-
structure assumes an underlying planar surface and can be captured using different
techniques to those used to recover gross-scale geometry. Modelling this kind of ge-
ometry is important to reproduce self-shadowing effects in textured surfaces, which
provide visual realism and a more accurate appearance.
A common approach to make geometric models tractable in terms of memory is
to have a middle-low resolution geometric meshed model of the gross-scale geome-
try, and represent the high resolution detail or meso-scale geometry as a texture map.
Texture maps are images that code superficial information, such as per pixel surface
orientation, relative displacement with respect to the gross-scale geometry, and colour.
The following sections review separately current techniques to recover gross- and
meso-scale geometry.
2.1.1 Gross-scale Geometry
There exist two main methods for reconstructing geometric models of existing objects:
Range-based modelling and Image-based modelling. Range-based modelling uses ac-
tive sensors (typically laser scanners) that can provide highly accurate depth measure-
ments in the form of 3D point-clouds which can be meshed to a final 3D model. Scan-
ners work at different ranges and resolutions, and large objects require several scans
which need to be aligned and filtered. The technology is mature and it is considered
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the most reliable way to acquire geometric models, having become popular for applica-
tions such as cultural heritage [RBMT98, IS01, GGV+04, DTG+04b, IOT+07]. How-
ever, scanners need careful calibration, require expert knowledge of the capabilities of
each technology, and their high cost inhibits their widespread adoption, especially for
individual users.
Image-based modelling (IBM), on the other hand, offers the possibility of low cost
solutions and has attracted researchers and industry interest in the last two decades.
IBM is the process of creating three-dimensional models from a collection of im-
ages or video. Computer vision algorithms, with different grades of user interaction,
estimate camera positions, match features between images and extract 3D structure
from the multiple views. Impressive results can be produced with interactive sys-
tems [DTM96, EH02, GHCH03, DTC04, SSS+08a, XFT+08] where the user can
model scenes using the images and some automatically recovered 3D information as
guides. These models are normally composed of simple geometric primitives such
as planes, spheres, and cylinders. More complex structures require skilled users and
some time to model. Advances in the theory of multi-view geometry gave way to sev-
eral automatic image-based modelling systems from uncalibrated photographs includ-
ing those of [FZ98, Nis05, PvV+04, RP05, LQ05]. Further research was focused on
making the relative baseline between images wider still recovering quasi-dense point-
clouds [BL05, Liu07]. By using similar techniques, recent work took advantage of
large photo collections from the Internet to reconstruct buildings [GSC+07, SSS06,
SSS08b] and even cities [ASS+09]. However, those approaches only recover sparse
3D representations of the scenes. Furukawa et al. [FCSS10] subsequently applied
dense matching to similar large data collections, improving the density of the final
point-clouds. These techniques are very flexible, low cost, and some of them, totally
automatic. They provide good models of the high-level 3D structure. However, when
trying to capture more detailed geometry, dense matched point clouds are noisy in
comparison to laser-scanned data, and produce artifacts at the meso-structure level.
In summary, interactive image-based modelling techniques are very efficient at pro-
viding relatively simple low-resolution geometric models containing simple geomet-
rical primitives, but do not provide enough detail to compute self-shadowing effects.
Automatic techniques can provide quasi-dense point clouds in a similar fashion to laser
scans, but these point clouds are not regularly distributed, and resolution and accuracy
are limited. Consequently, when re-lighting the geometric models obtained in this way,
little detail can be reliably computed; where such detail is attempted, it is often noisy,
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and gives poor or unreliable self-shadowing effects. We conclude from this review that
automatic, or quasi-automatic, Image-based modelling techniques provide good gross-
scale geometric models, but dissatisfy when a higher-level of detail is demanded.
In the following section, we overview a state-of-the-art system for automatic scene
reconstruction from wide-baseline photographs, previously developed in our group [Liu07].
This system was used to recover gross-scale geometry for the models presented in this
thesis. We also present solutions to two limitations that arise when reconstructing mod-
els of complete buildings with this system: registration of partial models and filtering
of unreliable 3D points.
2.1.2 Gross-scale Geometry from Wide-baseline Images
To create our models, we use a system previously developed in our group named He-
lios, described in detail by its author in his doctoral thesis [Liu07]. In principle, any
other similar system can be used to recover the gross-scale geometry. Helios au-
tomatically detects features [Low04] in the input images (Figure 2.1), and matches
these across the sequence using robust methods to estimate camera parameters [Nis04]
and the 3D position of the matched points. By using the reconstructed feature points
as seeds, it propagates the matching to the neighbouring pixels using Oriented Nor-
malised Cross Correlation [Liu07]. After a bundle adjustment stage, where 3D point
positions and camera parameters are optimised iteratively, the system provides a quasi-
dense 3D reconstruction from a collection of still images in the form of a 3D point
cloud, camera positions and orientations for every view, and correspondences between
the reconstructed 3D points and the 2D pixels in the view where they are visible. Since
the raw output (a 3D point cloud) from the reconstruction process is somewhat noisy
and not uniform, we obtain a gross-scale model by estimating a normal vector per
point, and then applying Poisson surface reconstruction [KBH06] to obtain a triangu-
lated implicit surface enforcing continuity and smoothness.
This reconstruction system suffers from several limitations which are common to
similar techniques running on regular desktop computers. First, scalability is con-
strained by the memory available in a desktop computer (4GB nowadays), which de-
termines the number and resolution of the images that the system can handle in a sin-
gle reconstruction. The second limitation is the noise in the reconstructed point cloud,
which also depends on the number of views and image resolution, as well as texture
features available in the building.
We propose solutions to these two limitations. First, we present a simple robust
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Figure 2.1: Sequence of multi-view photographs used for reconstruction and re-
sulting point cloud.
technique for aligning partial reconstructions. Second, we use the uncertainty model
described in [Liu07] to reject unreliable propagated points.
Scalability to Full Models
The incremental nature of the reconstruction algorithm can, in principle, handle an
arbitrary number of input images. In practice, this is limited by available memory.
The bundle adjustment stage is the most memory-demanding component in the recon-
struction pipeline, increasing linearly with respect to the total number of 3D points
and number of cameras. The number of points that can be acquired in a single re-
construction, is approximately one million in a 4G RAM memory desktop. Although
the current implementation re-samples the quasi-dense 3D points before bundle ad-
justment, it is necessary to have a method to deal with large scenes. We designed
a method to merge partial reconstructions as suggested in [Liu07]: "merging partial
reconstructions may be a viable option and needs further investigation".
Aligning and merging partial reconstructions is a common problem for scanned
data [RL01, Fit03, BL04]. A widely used algorithm is Iterative Closest Point(ICP) [BM92]
and variants [RL01, Zha92] which starts with an initial guess of the rigid transform be-
tween datasets, and iteratively refines the transform by generating pairs of points on
the models and minimising the least squares error between the two point sets. Several
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Figure 2.2: Point-clouds combined into a single point cloud. Each colour rep-
resents a different sequence. We incrementally align new sequences. The last
sequence presents some misalignment (highlighted by a red square) with the first
sequence due to distortion of the input data. Note that first and last sequences are
not aligned directly but by the intermediate point-clouds.
algorithms have been proposed for simultaneously registering a collection of scans.
Chen and Medioni [CM91] perform global alignment by incrementally aligning new
range scans to all previous ones. This approach suffers from errors accumulating as
successive scans are added. Other approaches including [KLMV05, IMNI08] align
all scans simultaneously which distributes the errors globally. When no initial guess
is available, features need to be detected and matched between point-clouds. This is
generally a difficult part of registration techniques. We avoid this problem by intro-
ducing a common image in consecutive reconstructions. Then, we find the common
reconstructed points by comparing the reprojected points in 2D from both sequences in
the same image. Having the correspondences, we need to find the rigid transformation
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between both models. This transformation is a 4 × 4 matrix that define the transla-
tion, rotation and scaling. We used the robust RANSAC(Random Sample Consensus)
method [FB81] to get a good initial estimation and reject outliers. Then we use non-
linear least-squares minimisation to find the transformation that best fits the data. This
method deals appropriately with outliers and noisy data. As in the work of Chen and
Medioni [CM91], our alignment algorithm is sequential and accumulates error, how-
ever the misalignment error is small compared with the distortion of the point-clouds
due to errors in camera estimation. This method does not correct for such distortions.
Figure 2.2 shows the progressive alignment of several partial sequences of the Eagles
and Jaguars model. The red square in the bottom-right image, shows that the first and
last sequences have some misalignment offset, however, the alignment in the rest of
the overlapping areas presents minimal errors.
We tried solving the optimisation process globally, but the results presented larger
distortions. Since the main source of misalignment is the distortions of the point
clouds, a global optimisation distributes the error over all the partial models, produc-
ing large misalignments also in all the overlapping areas. Correcting for input data
distortion could be solved with aligning methods that allow for non-rigid transforma-
tions [IGL03, BR07]. This is a more difficult problem since the distortions in the
model are unknown a-priori. Allowing for non-rigid transformations would require,
in this case, establishing constraints like symmetry, or user guidelines, so only the
distorted models are corrected.
In summary, our algorithm sequentially aligns partial models dealing appropriately
with noisy data and outliers. It improves the scalability of the system allowing it to
reconstruct larger scenes. However it is limited by the correctness of the input data and
further research is necessary in order to correct distorted models.
Filtering Noisy Points
Both merging partial models and the meshing algorithm, are robust methods that can
deal with noisy data. However, removing noisy data improves their performance. Fil-
tering noisy point data is a common problem for laser scanned data [SBS05, WPH+04].
We propose a simple threshold-based filtering method, that uses the uncertainty com-
puted from the Structure from Motion process, that can complement other filtering
techniques.
Estimated depth for points matched across several views, that differ little in their
baseline, cannot be accurately constrained, and the uncertainty about the position of
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this point will be large. On the other hand, when the views have a large angular differ-
ence between them, the depth can be estimated more accurately. We use the uncertainty
to filter the point cloud and reduce the amount of noisy data.
The uncertainty model is defined [Liu07] and provides a measurement of the con-
fidence about every point in every direction in 3D. Uncertainty is modelled as an ellip-
soid, representing the uncertainty in every direction. We take as the uncertainty value
for every 3D point, its largest uncertain value, which coincides with the largest Eigen
value of its covariance matrix. We apply a threshold-based filter to discard unreliable
points.
(a) Point cloud seen from an input view point. (b) Point cloud seen from a novel view point. Note
the noisy points in the red circles.
(c) Filtered point cloud using 0.5 threshold value (d) Filtered point cloud using 0.1 threshold value
Figure 2.3: Example of the cleaning effect on a reconstructed point cloud.
Figure 2.3 shows the results of applying our filtering technique. Figures 2.3(a)
and 2.3(b) show the model before filtering, where very distorted points can be observed
in the highlighted circles. All these points are filtered out using uncertainty. If the
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user wants only the best points, for instance if this data is available in other partial
sequences, we can set a smaller value for the threshold. In figure 2.4 we show the
distribution of the uncertainty data for the same partial model.
Figure 2.4: Histogram of the uncertainty. For this model, around 90% of the
points have an uncertainty less than 0.2. The values over 1 are cropped to 1.1 for
visualisation purposes.
The appropriate threshold is dependent on the quality of the reconstructed point
cloud. We need to find a trade-off between the number of points remaining and their
quality. Studying the values of our uncertainty measure in Figure 2.4, we see that most
of the points have values between 0 and 0.5. Applying a threshold value of 0.5 (see
Figure 2.3(b)) removes the highly distorted points keeping a well sampled model in all
areas. A value of 0.1 (See Figure 2.3(a)) leaves holes in the model that would lead to
artifacts in the final mesh.
We typically use a threshold value between 0.1 and 0.5, depending on the sequence.
Values larger than 1 are normally useless. Sometimes, by keeping uncertain points in
areas where the point cloud is very sparse, we obtain a better final mesh.
Meshed Models
After cleaning and merging the partial models from the image-based modelling sys-
tem, we use Poisson surface reconstruction presented by Kazhdan et al. [KBH06] to
create an implicit surface from the point cloud. Figure 2.5(b) shows the mesh obtained
with this method. The algorithm tries to create a closed surface which sometimes pro-
duces extra geometry like the dome above the platform in the Figure. This excess
geometry is then cleaned and smoothed by using open source software Meshlab 1. The
1http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/
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cleaning process is carried out manually, with the tools provided by the software. The
cleaning process requires modest skills and effort, although in principle, it could be
automated by comparing the mesh with the reconstructed point cloud. The final result,
in Figure 2.5(b), constitutes our gross scale geometry.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: (a) Vertexes of the implicit surface after meshing. (b) Reconstructed
mesh resulting from the meshing algorithm. (c) Mesh after cleaning and smooth-
ing.
We observe that the gross scale geometry contains the global structure of the build-
ing (in this case a Mayan platform), but lacks surface detail or meso-scale geometry.
Meso-scale geometry could be captured using similar image-based methods such
as multi-view stereo, by using close views, at the cost of capturing a vast number
of pictures. However, since only the local detail is required, we can make safe as-
sumptions about the global geometry, for instance that is comprised of largely planar
surfaces, and use a different approach capture it. The next section reviews methods
to recover meso-scale geometry at similar, or even higher resolutions, to laser-scanned
models.
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2.1.3 Meso-scale Geometry from Images
We define meso-scale geometry, meso-structure or textural geometry as the local vari-
ation of the relief in globally planar surfaces. Many models used in graphics appli-
cations do not explicitly model this type of detailed geometry and instead use simple
colour texture maps to give the appearance of detail on the surfaces. Texture maps
can produce very realistic results, but they do not hold when changing view point
or changing lighting conditions. Effects like self-shadowing and correct appearance
in oblique views, are important to convey realism in computer graphics, and require
meso-structure to be modelled.
The techniques previously presented for acquiring gross-scale geometry, such as
multi-view stereo and range measurements with laser scanners, can be applied to meso-
scale geometry acquisition by using higher resolution images. However, the nature
of the meso-scale geometry – small depth disparities over a planar surface – allow
other image-based techniques to estimate geometric detail from a single view point,
recovering depth per pixel without the holes that usually appear in multi-view stereo
and laser scanning. In this section we review the ideas behind photometric-stereo
and Shape-from-shading.
Photometric stereo [Woo80] recovers surface orientation from a single view by
changing the lighting direction. Assuming a surface whose reflectance does not depend
on the view point, i.e. reflects the same amount of light in every direction, and knowing
the lighting directions with respect to the camera, three images are sufficient to recover
surface normal direction and reflectance. Multiple extensions to the original algorithm
have been proposed, allowing for general reflectance properties [Geo03], resolution at
sub-pixel level [TLQ06], and relaxing the illumination conditions to general unknown
lighting [BJK07]. These techniques require the same view point under several lighting
conditions, so are mainly restricted to controlled environments. More flexible capture
systems have been developed emphasising the easy capture and general application.
Rushmeier and Bernardini [RB99] used a portable rig with five tungsen-halogen light
sources, so they could ignore up to two lights that caused specular reflections or shad-
ows. A simplification of this method presented by Ward and Glencross [WG09], which
is an especially flexible capture system, uses a three flash rig. They used crossed po-
larisers to avoid specular highlights, and interpolated normals in shadowed areas. A
similar system was presented by Paterson et al. [PCF05]. These researchers introduced
a physical frame around the target which allowed them to take the pictures from dif-
ferent viewpoints, recovering full, complex reflectance. However the approach limits
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the samples to a small portion of the surface (approximately 20× 30cm) .
Shape-from-shading solutions aim to acquire 3D depth information from a single
image [KvD83, Hor89, MM89, HF98a, HF98b, PF05]. This is an under-constrained
problem, since, as we have seen, at least three images are necessary. Numerous shapes,
surface reflectances, and lighting conditions can give rise to the same shading pat-
tern [BKY99]. However, shape-from-shading approaches are attractive for recovering
meso-scale geometry as they do not require special equipment or lengthy data-capture
processes. These techniques infer surface orientation under a single known lighting
configuration, normally a unique light source at infinity. They also assume a Lamber-
tian surface of uniform albedo equal to 1. With further assumptions about the under-
lying shape, lighting direction can be estimated [ZC91]. A large body of literature on
the topic of shape-from-shading exists, and we refer to published surveys for a review
of existing methods [ZTCS99, DFS07].
A variation of the classical shape from shading model analyses the perception of
shape under diffuse illumination, where the light arriving is the same for all direc-
tions. Experimental evidence shows that humans perceive darker areas of a surface as
more distant or deeper [LB00]. This is loosely the basis for the method presented by
Langer and Zucker to recover shape on a cloudy day [LZ94]. Khan et al. [KRFB06]
successfully demonstrated how, under certain circumstances, limitations in our ability
to correctly interpret depth and lighting [OCS05] can be exploited to create plausible
synthetic images using a similar dark-is-deep approach.
Broadly, our approach to recover meso-scale geometry [GWJ+08] is similar in
spirit to the iterative technique of Langer and Zucker [LZ94]. They observe that lumi-
nance in the surface depends primarily on a function of the solid angle of the sky that
is visible and apply a set of constants and a robust numerical approach to solve depth.
We developed a simpler deterministic solution that works in multi-scale image space.
Assuming an underlying planar surface, we define a surface meso-structure model that
can be approximated as a terrain with hills and valleys with average depth equal to zero
(Figure 2.6).
Shape-from-shading approaches are useful to approximate meso-scale geometry
from a single image, but they rely on a constraining assumption of uniform reflectance,
therefore only mono-chromatic surfaces can be recovered. Estimating the shape of
multi-colour surfaces requires separating shading and reflectance, resulting in two in-
trinsic images [BT78]. Intrinsic images have been estimated from a single image us-
ing machine learning approaches for classifying gradients in the image into shading
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Above-plane surface model applies
Below-plane surface model applies
Figure 2.6: Example of a profile of a textured surface and the separation between
the above-plane and below-plane surface models.
or colour [TFA05]. Systems based on photometric stereo are able to decouple geom-
etry from colour since lighting is known and several images are available. Our sys-
tem [GWJ+08] uses only two images from a fronto-parallel view point, one with flash
and one without flash under diffuse lighting conditions (for instance a cloudy day), to
solve the shading-reflectance ambiguity. The flash image, after calibration, is a close
approximation to the colour image, since the flash also lights the shaded areas, and
the shading image is computed as the ratio of the image under diffuse lighting and the
colour image. This approach relies on the flash light being located close to the camera
lens.
2.2 Recovering Visual Appearance for Outdoor Scenes
When light is incident on a surface, it is reflected back following a spectral distri-
bution and a directional distribution that determine colour and intensity respectively.
The spectral distribution is often denoted texture and is usually limited to three wave-
lengths: red, green and blue (RGB). The directional distribution defines the amount of
light reflected in every direction for every incoming direction. When this directional
distribution is constant for every direction the material is denoted diffuse. Diffuse ma-
terials like matte plastic, are also called Lambertian and their reflectance, called albedo,
denotes the reflective ratio.
A general model for reflectance is the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Func-
tion [NRH+77], which is normally wavelength dependent and defines both spectral
and directional distributions. BRDFs can be represented by a parametric model such
as [CT81, LW94, War92] ([Sch94] for a review), which define the complete distribu-
tion function with only a few parameters. Extensive research has been carried out to
measure accurate reflectance properties from images which is denoted the inverse re-
flectometry problem. In the general case, this requires sampling surface reflectance in
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every direction, for every incoming lighting direction at every point, which requires
knowledge of the surface geometry, specifically surface normal orientation, and light-
ing conditions, together with a large number of images. Following this intensive data
sampling approach, Dana et al. digitised small patches of complex textures creating
a variation of the BRDF called the Bidirectional Texture Function(BTF) [DMP+00].
Marschner et al. [MWLT00] used a curved sample so several directions are sampled
at the same time. Efforts to minimise the number of lighting conditions and simul-
taneously recover 3D shape by extending the photometric stereo principles were pre-
sented [Geo03]. Under natural illumination, portable setups using flash lighting can
recover reflectance of close views where the flash is still more powerful than the am-
bient lighting [PCF05, GWJ+08, WG09].
The necessity of controlling lighting conditions limits inverse reflectometry sys-
tems to very controlled environments or small regions of the scene. Outdoor scenes
require different capture techniques and a different set of assumptions.
2.2.1 Large Scenes Under Natural Lighting Conditions
Large scenes present a level of complexity difficult to approach with traditional in-
verse reflectometry techniques. Natural lighting is complex and coloured, varies with
time and is uncontrollable. Multiple materials may be present and models may have
complex geometry.
Two very interesting works managed to recover non-Lambertian reflectance for
complex outdoor scenes. Debevec et al. [DTG+04b] presents a full digitisation of the
Parthenon using images and a laser-scanned model. The most interesting contribu-
tion in this paper is the estimation of the BRDF parameters (Lafortune model [LW94])
using changing natural illumination. They designed a measuring device for natural
lighting and a portable device to recover some BRDF measurements of representative
surfaces. They measure an accessible surface that exhibits a range of colouration prop-
erties representative of the site using 83 photographs from different directions under a
single illuminant in four different positions. Then they fit the measurements to three
BRDFs using a Lafortune cosine lobe model. They infer the most plausible BRDF for
a surface point, given its Lambertian colour and the BRDF samples available. Starting
with these initial reflectance properties, and a laser scanned model of the building, they
use the same iterative process as in [Deb98, BG01] to refine the reflectance properties.
The results of this process are impressively realistic. Unfortunately, it requires special
equipment, capturing the lighting conditions for every shot of the building and accurate
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geometry.
A more applicable method for material recovery of outdoor scenes was presented
by Yu and Malik in [YM98]. They use a small number of photographs captured with
a hand-held camera to recover photometric properties of buildings in outdoor scenes.
They decouple the distant lighting from two main sources, sun and sky. They model
the sun as a parallel light and reconstruct manually a low resolution version of the sky
and environment at the moment the photographs are taken. They introduce the con-
cept of a pseudo-BRDF that separates diffuse and specular components for both sun
and sky. For this method to work properly they need at least two images of each face
of the building, one with direct illumination from the sun and one without it. A sim-
ple 3D model produced with image based interactive modelling software [DTM96],
combined with the recovered pseudo-BRDF, produced realistic results. This model
lacks self-shadowing effects and it is difficult to appreciate the real benefit of the re-
covered specular components; it still needs at least two images with different lighting
conditions for every façade of a building. Both these techniques recover lighting or
environment data in addition to the images.
Recovering reflectance properties for large outdoor scenes requires therefore, a
set of different views of the scene registered to a complete geometrical model, and
measurements of the lighting conditions for every view. The acquisition and processing
of all this data is itself a complex task, so further assumptions are necessary to make
this process tractable for non expert users.
A common and reasonable assumption when trying to recover a building reflectance
is that most of the interesting construction materials are mainly diffuse. This assump-
tion ignores windows and metallic modern construction materials, but most brick and
stone types can be plausibly approximated by a Lambertian material [GWJ+08]. Un-
der this assumption, the inverse reflectance problem is simplified to solve the lighting-
reflectance ambiguity, i.e. what proportion of an observed colour is due to reflectance
and what due to lighting. Lighting and reflectance can be decoupled with a single
observation per point of the material, providing knowledge about the lighting. Unfor-
tunately, capturing the lighting in outdoor scenes requires special equipment [Deb98,
STJ+04, DTG+04a] and a second camera synchronised with the one we use to take the
material samples.
In cases where illumination cannot be measured because of equipment limitations,
some alternatives have been presented. Xu et al. [XGRD06] used the ratio between
the green channel of the captured images and the reflected laser intensity to correct all
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colour channels. Without the extra information provided by the laser scan, decoupling
lighting and illumination is an ill-posed problem. Triccoli and Allen [TA08] presented
two algorithms to deal with outdoor reflectance recovery using only image data and
without capturing illumination. The first algorithm allows for relighting using the ratio
between two images of the same surface under different lighting conditions. For a
diffuse surface, such a ratio is texture free, i.e. it cancels out the albedo. This work is
similar to the one of Agathos et al. [AF03] and Beauchesne and Roy [BR03] for fusing
views of the same object under different lighting conditions. This assumption does not
hold in the presence of shadows and fails in the case of pronounced self-shadowing
when highly textured surfaces are captured under direct lighting. The second algorithm
recovers albedo up to a scale factor. It uses an illumination model for the sky and sun
similar to [YM98] based on a point light source for the sun, which is recovered using
the time stamp from the camera and a database for sun trajectories in the location of
the scene, and a low dimensional spherical harmonic expansion following the work
of Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [RH01]. This method shows the limit of what we can
achieve in radiometric terms from the images of the scene only. The problem can only
be solved up to a scale factor, needs at least two different illuminations, simplification
of the illumination model, acquiring extra information from GPS and solar movement
databases, but it does handle artifacts like shadows.
2.3 Appearance Modelling Based on Exemplars
We have seen that modelling realistic and relightable large outdoor scenes such as
buildings remains a complex task that requires specially dedicated equipment, is very
time consuming and is far from automatic. The aim of this thesis is to explore simpler,
more approachable, more automatic methods to achieve high quality results compa-
rable to the ones provided by the state of the art techniques in heritage reconstruc-
tion [DTG+04b].
Image-based modelling is a feasible alternative and its relatively low cost allows
widespread adoption. However, reconstructing models from uncalibrated images still
presents problems to acquire geometry at the level of detail of a laser scan. Automatic
multi-view approaches and interactive systems allow the user to recover good low-
medium resolution models, but struggle to acquire reliable and realistic texture detail
suffering from alignment and resolution limitations. High resolution texture geometry
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is important for plausible relighting and view point change, and can be acquired by us-
ing controlled lighting, even under natural conditions. These techniques, however, are
limited to the power of portable light sources such as flashes, whose effect is limited to
1 to 2 meters. This limits the recovery of detailed geometry to accessible small areas.
The same restriction applies to reflectance recovery. Without artificial lighting or spe-
cial equipment to measure natural lighting, the problem of recovering reflectance, even
in its simpler diffuse representation, is ill-posed. Therefore, we are again restricted to
partial, attainable samples where we can use artificial lighting.
Here, we explore a novel mixed approach that uses multi-view stereo for recov-
ering gross-scale geometry and an exemplar based transfer system to add meso-scale
geometry and reflectance to the model. Using the system described in section 2.1.2
we recover a medium resolution model of the scene. We then recover a unified texture
map for this model from the multi-view imagery available using a novel technique. We
capture meso-scale geometry and reflectance of relatively small samples of represen-
tative materials present in the scene using a simple photometric approach [GWJ+08]
that only requires two images of a fronto parallel view to recover depth and albedo.
Identifying regions of these materials in the global texture map and associating them
to the exemplars, we are able to transfer albedo and geometric detail to the gross-scale
model. The complete process produces a model comparable, in level of detail, to those
recovered with laser scanners, with modest user interaction, easy data capture process,
and without the necessity of expensive equipment.
To our knowledge, the idea of transferring geometry and reflectance properties
from exemplars is novel and presents a new approach to solve the intrinsic radiometric
problems of modelling large outdoor scenes from photographs. Our transfer techniques
are totally image-based and take inspiration from the texture analysis, synthesis, and
transfer, particularly from the exemplar-based methods, which have proven to be ef-
fective for both synthesis and transfer [WLKT09, HJO+01].
2.3.1 Texture Synthesis and Transfer
Texture can be defined as an image containing repeating patterns. Natural textures may
contain interesting variations or imperfections which are referred to as randomness.
Depending on the amount of randomness, textures can be classified within a contin-
uum from regular (tiled floor) to stochastic (sand beach). Texture synthesis solves the
problem of creating an arbitrary sized image of a certain texture from a smaller sam-
ple. On the other hand, texture transfer, first defined by Efros and Freeman [EF01],
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takes two images – the source image and the target image – as input and modifies
the target image to acquire certain characteristics of the source image. The objective
of texture synthesis is to generate textures that are similar to the source texture. "A
clear criterion of success exists in texture synthesis: the result has to look like the in-
put" [Ash03]. However, establishing formally what "look like" means is difficult. Most
techniques are considered to perform correctly when users evaluate the results as plau-
sible. Some efforts to quantitatively evaluate texture synthesis algorithms have been
carried out recently [ZFG08]. Texture synthesis and transfer share many of the same
challenges and several texture synthesis algorithms have been also used for texture
transfer [EF01, Ash01, Ash03]. Texture transfer is normally used for artistic purposes
and formal evaluation has not been studied.
We take inspiration from two different techniques that were successfully applied
to texture synthesis and transfer. The first one is histogram matching [HB95]. Heeger
and Bergen demonstrated that by matching the statistics (histograms of the response
of two images to filters at different scales and orientations) of two images, they could
synthesise very plausible results for stochastic textures (see [ZWM98] for a theoretical
justification). However their approach failed for synthesising more structured textures.
We apply histogram matching as a transfer technique and use it to transfer albedo and
meso-structure. The source image is the albedo or shading map to be transferred and
the target image is the global texture. We show that we can transfer reflectance and
meso-scale geometry, generating plausible results.
The second transfer method is also inspired by the texture synthesis literature. In
order to correctly synthesise more regular textures, methods started using neighbour-
ing information to gradually generate texture by finding the best pixel by comparing
its neighbourhood with the neighbourhood of the already synthesised pixels [EL99,
WL00a]. These algorithms are simple to implement, but are slow since searching for
the best candidate (Nearest Neighbour Search (NNS)) is a costly operation. Ashikhmin
explored the concept of coherence (neighbouring pixels in the input are likely to be
found close together in the output) to improve the performance of the algorithm [Ash01].
This work also allows for a user defined colour map to control the synthesis. Efros
and Freeman use a real image to define a correspondence map instead, defining tex-
ture transfer [EF01]. Hertzmann et al. explored this concept further, and proposed
a technique to automatically create correspondence maps, which they called image
analogies [HJO+01]. Image analogies take three images as input: a source image, a
filtered version of the source image, and a target image. It uses a similar algorithm
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to [WL00a, Ash01] to find correspondences between the source and target image, gen-
erating a correspondence map, but storing the relative offset between both images. Us-
ing this correspondence map together with patches from the filtered image, it is able to
create an analogous filtered image of the target image. Building upon this prior work,
researchers have proposed methods to synthesise geometric detail [BIT04], geometric
texture [ZHW+06] and height fields for terrain synthesis [ZSTR07].
We use the concept of Image Analogies to transfer albedo and meso-scale geom-
etry. We implemented several optimisations and extensions of the original technique,
accelerating the NNS [BSFG09] to allow for high-resolution texture maps, and to han-
dle the specific case of transferring material characteristics.
2.4 A Novel Mixed Image-based Approach for Outdoor
Scene Reconstruction
Having presented the context and definitions necessary for the rest of this thesis, we
present the global structure of our modelling system. Figure 2.7 shows the work flow
and different stages of the process. Orange boxes are techniques developed and im-
plemented for this thesis. Grey boxes are stages where we use available software, and
white boxes are the processes where manual intervention is needed. Note that only
cleaning the gross-scale mesh and some segmentation options are not fully automatic.
The complete colour code is the following:
• Grey: Other available software used.
• Orange: Developed and implemented for this thesis.
• White: Manual process.
• Turquoise: Intermediate data.
• Pale Yellow: Input data.
• Bright Yellow: Output data.
We start from two kinds of image input data. One or several sequences of images
from different points of view of the whole building are used to acquire the gross-scale
model, reviewed in section 2.1.2. The gross-scale model is flattened into a plane and
used, together with all the images, to create an optimal texture map. We describe this
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of our Mixed Image-based Modelling System.
process in Chapter 5. Exemplars of different materials present in the scene are captured
and processed using surface depth hallucination [GWJ+08]. These exemplars will be
used to transfer meso-scale structure and albedo to the surface of the model. Chapter 3
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describes the capture process and presents and evaluates the transfer techniques. Seg-
mentation of the global textures and transfer of characteristics for multiple materials
are covered in Chapter 4. Finally, the process of combining together gross-scale and
meso-scale models is presented in Chapter 5.
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Capturing and Transferring Texture
Appearance and Meso-structure
THIS chapter investigates the capture and transfer of appearanceand geometry from images. It reviews a method to capture
both depth and albedo from small portions of globally flat surfaces
from a single point of view. It also investigates the relationships be-
tween appearance under diffuse lighting conditions, reflectance and
depth, and presents and evaluates two methods to transfer these ma-
terial characteristics to different samples of the same materials.
Texture has several definitions. Here the term texture denotes the characteristics of
a surface, and is represented by an image or a set of images that are mapped to a 3D
geometrical model. The image or images that represent the texture are denoted texture
maps. Texture is a very powerful tool to add important characteristics to 3D models,
for example to provide geometrical detail, colour information, or realistic appearance,
and therefore is a crucial aspect of 3D modelling.
There are three different approaches to the creation of textures: capture, artistic
generation, and synthesis. Capturing a texture can be as simple as taking a picture. Un-
fortunately, a simple picture is usually not a good enough representation of the texture
since it is illumination and view point dependent and therefore it is only valid under the
lighting conditions and view point under which the picture was taken. Since capturing
an appropriate texture map is not always possible, artistic generation and synthesis are
also required. Texture synthesis is probably the most active area of research related to
textures and some problems with this remain unsolved.
Different characteristics and different types of texture present different problems
when synthesising and capturing images. We focus on two essential characteristics
of the texture: albedo and meso-structure. An albedo map represents the diffuse re-
flectance of the surface. It is, therefore, a colour map that defines the ratio of reflected
light to the incident light, under the assumption that this is equal in all directions.
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Unlike a photograph of the surface, the albedo can reproduce correctly the colour of
the surface under novel lighting and viewpoints since it does not contain shadows
or colour contributions from the light sources. The variations in appearance due to
self-shadowing effects require meso-structure to be realistically reproduced. Meso-
structure refers to the relief or texture geometry and is represented by a depth map.
These two texture characteristics do not represent a physically accurate represen-
tation of all materials, but Glencross et al. showed, through evaluation with human
subjects, that this model provides enough information to produce perceptually plausi-
ble relightable models [GWJ+08]. Figure 3.1 shows renderings under novel lighting
using this albedo-plus-meso-structure model, using only the albedo map, and simply
mapping a photograph of the textured surface under natural lighting. Figure 3.1(b)
shows how without meso-structure the result looks flat as if it were painted on a plane.
Using the original photograph (Figure 3.1(a)) provides a richer appearance but shad-
owing and colour are not consistent with the lighting. The result using the complete
model in figure 3.1(c) presents the appropriate shading and colour appearance.
(a) Original Image of the material
under diffuse lighting conditions.
(b) Recovered albedo map. (c) Recovered meso-structure.
Figure 3.1: An example of a material recovered using Surface Depth Halluci-
nation. Albedo and meso-structure provide a realistic appearance model for re-
lightable models.
As presented in chapter 2, capturing albedo and meso-structure for a large structure,
like the façade of a building, is not always possible or practical because of accessibility
issues, necessity to control or measure lighting, and it can be a very time consuming
process for large scenes. Texture synthesis is an alternative approach that can comple-
ment texture acquisition either automatically or interactively. The repeating nature of
texture patterns allows us to create large textures from an input exemplar. For example
a ‘brick’ pattern can be used to cover a large wall by repeating the pattern across the
surface. Real textures, contain irregularities and interesting variations, referred to as
randomness, which are difficult to synthesise.
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Depending on the amount of randomness, textures can be classified within a con-
tinuum from regular (tiled floor) to stochastic (sand beach). Textures in the middle of
this spectrum are the most difficult to synthesise realistically. Texture synthesis, par-
ticularly for near-regular textures, has received a lot of attention in the last decades in
the research community, and many advances have been achieved [WLKT09]. Synthe-
sising albedo and meso-structure using a captured exemplar is therefore a possibility
and approaches exist to produce colour texture [Ash01, EF01, Ash03] and geometric
texture [BIT04, ZHW+06, ZSTR07].
Although texture synthesis may produce a similar texture, the result does not nec-
essarily correspond to the real texture of an existing surface. Since capturing the com-
plete information is not always possible and synthesis has some limitations, we aim
to combine both capture and synthesis and propose to use a transfer approach. Trans-
fer can be understood as an exemplar-based guided synthesis. We capture albedo and
meso-structure of a representative portion of a material which constitutes our exem-
plar. Then, a new image for the complete area containing this material, captured under
certain lighting conditions, is used to guide the synthesis. Our goal is to produce the
albedo and meso-structure maps corresponding to the guide image, which contain the
original variations of the real surface. Texture transfer techniques have been used for
artistic purposes [Ash01, EF01, HJO+01] but, to our knowledge, they have not been
used to transfer physical properties of texture. This chapter presents the problem of
capturing and transferring albedo and meso-structure, analyses the specific relation-
ships between these texture characteristics and appearance, and proposes and evaluates
two image-based techniques to perform the task: Histogram Matching and Transfer by
Analogy.
We first review our exemplar capture technique, Surface Depth Hallucination (SDH).
This technique was developed in our department (with the author of this thesis as con-
tributor), but is not claimed as a contribution of this thesis. However it is crucial to
understanding the motivation for the chapter and rest of the thesis. The conclusions
presented in the evaluation (included in Appendix A) examine it as a robust technique
to capture perceptually plausible models of different textures.
The final aim of our transfer techniques is to provide perceptually realistic appear-
ance to more general scenes involving complete buildings and other large structures.
In this chapter, we focus on evaluating the capabilities of our algorithms to transfer
the proposed texture characteristics. We analyse their transfer capabilities and theo-
retical limitations, and evaluate their behaviour with real data. To do so, we test the
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techniques on small samples of the materials where we can capture ground truth data
against which to compare the results of the transfer techniques. We use exemplars cap-
tured with the perceptually validated SDH technique as ground truth data. Finally we
discuss their advantages and disadvantages, and their application in the context of 3D
architectural reconstruction which is further discussed in the following chapters.
3.1 Capturing exemplars: Surface Depth and Albedo
Hallucination
(a) Original Image of the material under diffuse
lighting conditions.
(b) Recovered albedo map.
(c) Recovered meso-structure. (d) Complete Recovered Model rendered under
novel lighting conditions.
Figure 3.2: An example of a material recovered using Surface Depth Hallucina-
tion.
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Recovering surface characteristics of textured surfaces from images is a challeng-
ing problem. Recently, we presented a method that can recover sufficient characteris-
tics to be able to reproduce realistically surfaces covering areas of approximately one
square meter, which we named Surface Depth Hallucination [GWJ+08]. The main
advantage of this method with respect to previous approaches is that it only needs one
point of view and only two images during data capture, one with flash and one without.
These images are taken under natural lighting conditions but with the single restriction
that no direct sunlight hits the surface, so that images must be captured, for example,
on cloudy day or in a region in shadow.
This method was evaluated by users who rated renderings of the reconstructed
models as real images, proving the perceptual plausibility of the results. Participants
were asked to rank each image from 1 to 5, corresponding to their certainty that the
image they were viewing was an untouched photograph. On this scale, we define 1 as
definitely synthetically generated, 5 as definitely an untouched photograph, and 3 as
undecided. On our rating scale a value of above 3 suggests the image is more likely
to be a photograph than synthetic. Although people rated photographs higher, re-lit
images were rarely dismissed as artificial, and equivalent photographs were not always
recognised as real. Importantly, around 15 out of 20 participants gave our synthetic
images average ratings above 3, leading us to conclude that our renderings compare
very well with photographs. This was further supported by participants commenting
in post study debriefing, on the difficulty in determining which images were synthetic.
More details about the perceptual study are presented in the Appendix A.
The process is overviewed in Figure 3.3 and consists of two stages. First is the
disambiguation between albedo, shading, and lighting which delivers an albedo map
and a shading map. Second is the calculation of depth from the shading map which
delivers a depth map that can be used to generate a geometric model and a normal map.
We use this technique to capture exemplars of textured surfaces.
We assume our surface can be plausibly represented as a height field, whose un-
derlying material is approximately Lambertian and opaque, with average reflectance,
2% < ρ < 70%. The input to our process is a diffuse-lit/flash-lit image pair [ED04].
Subtracting the diffuse-lit image from the flash-lit image gives a reasonable estimate
of albedo, and the ratio between our diffuse-lit image and albedo provides a usable es-
timate of diffuse shading for depth estimation. The final models can be rendered under
novel lighting conditions and viewpoints.
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart showing the steps in of the exemplar capture process.
3.1.1 Image Capture
To capture our input images, we employ a standard digital SLR camera mounted on a
tripod, and an attached strobe to achieve good alignment. Our method requires that we
capture a sample of the textured surface without global curvature, as might be found
on a wall or floor.
First we capture an image under indirect illumination (i.e., overcast skies or shadow).
We call this the diffuse-lit condition. A second photo is taken from the same point with
the flash fired at full power. Ideally, the flash should be mounted as close to the camera
lens as possible in order to minimise shadows, though the images shown in this thesis
(a) Photograph of a brick wall taken in shad-
owed daylight conditions.
(b) Flash-lit photograph of the brick wall.
Figure 3.4: An example input photograph pair.
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were all taken with a standard flash mount. See Figure 3.4 for an example input image
pair.
3.1.2 Albedo Map and Shading Image
The first stage in our method requires estimation of albedo and diffuse shading. This
results in an albedo map and a shading map that will be used subsequently in the
transfer process. Pixel values in the diffuse-lit image Id are subtracted from our flash-
lit capture If , and we divide the result by pixel values in the flash calibration image
Ic taken of a white Lambertian surface at a similar distance and aperture. This yields
approximate reflectance values at each pixel, simultaneously correcting for vignetting,
fall-off, and the global cosine factor.
We apply a daylight white balance that provides a good match to the flash, there-
fore image subtraction results in a good colour balance in our albedo image, as shown
in Figure 3.5(a). In cases where flash shadows are present, we also apply a simple
thresholding and neighbour-filling technique that copies detail from the flash-lit ar-
eas [PSA+04].
To compute the diffuse shading image, we take the ratio of the diffuse-lit condition
over the albedo at each pixel. This can result in a colour cast due to skylight or cloudy
illumination, but our depth estimation method uses only the luminance channel. A
computed greyscale shading image for our brick path is shown in Figure 3.5. The
depth estimation method described in the following section assigns a height of 0 to a
pixel intensity of 0.5, so we normalise our shading image to this mean value.
(a) Derived albedo map. (b) Diffuse shading image.
Figure 3.5: Example albedo map and shading image generated from the pho-
tographs in Figure 3.4 of the brick wall.
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3.1.3 Depth Estimation
Estimation of depth from shading is a popular problem in computer vision [ZC91].
The Langer and Zucker [LZ94] method is designed to recover shape from shading
on a cloudy day by using an iterative ray-tracing approach. Instead we developed an
approximate solution that works entirely in image space and yields a direct estimate of
depth at each pixel.
We define a surface meso-structure model that can be approximated as a terrain
with hills and valleys with average depth equal to zero. We therefore begin by devel-
oping two local models to approximate these different types of relationships between
meso-structure depth and shading. We derive our below-plane shadowing model by
approximating pits in the surface as cylinders (Figure 3.6(a)), and for the above-plane
model, we approximate surface protrusions as hemispheres (Figure 3.6(b)). These
models are derived such that an above-plane linear model is matched to a below-plane






















(c) The relationship between aper-
ture and shading factor in our model.
The dashed line shows the unused
extensions of each model.
Figure 3.6: Model to approximate shading of pits and surface protrusions.
As noted earlier, our depth estimates are conservative. First, we ignored albedo
to simplify our analysis. Second, we approximated indentations in the surface as pits,
where a crevice model might be more appropriate in some cases. We therefore ap-
ply a user-selected, uniform scaling factor to each depth map to compensate for this
and achieve an acceptable visual match to the original surface appearance. The depth
computation is perform in a multiscale process by estimating the depth in the different
scales and adding them up, producing a complex smooth signal.
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3.2 A Transfer Approach
Surface Depth Hallucination allows us to capture approximations, in the form of albedo
and depth maps, of texture reflectance and meso-structure. This provides enough infor-
mation to simulate perceptually valid models of many types of building textures under
different lighting conditions and view points. Unfortunately, this technique is limited
by the necessity of lighting the surface with a flash, whose standard working distance
is one to two metres, so only patches of approximately 1 square meter can be captured
in a shot. Furthermore, accessibility to high areas of the façade or rooves is highly im-
practical. Capturing texture for the whole building without the limitation of artificial
lighting is a simpler problem. We propose to capture a complete texture map under
natural lighting conditions and use this map as a guide to transfer albedo and meso-
structure from the representative exemplars captured with SDH. Before we detail the
transfer process for full façades, we present and evaluate two image-based transfer
techniques inspired by the texture synthesis and transfer literature [HB95, HJO+01]
using small patches of textured materials. The rest of this section defines formally the
material transfer problem and the relationships between albedo, meso-structure, and
appearance under natural illumination.
3.2.1 Material Transfer: Definition
We state the problem of material transfer in figure 3.7. A material M is defined by an
exemplar A constituted from three maps: an ambient map (Aam), a shading map (As),
and an albedo map (Aa). Now consider another sampleB of the materialM , for which
only the ambient map is being captured. The aim is to synthesise a shading map (Bs)
and an albedo map (Ba), from Bam and the exemplar A. These maps will be used to
produce a full model using the depth estimation presented in section 3.1.3.
Transferring Albedo and Shading from Ambient Lighting Capture
According to this definition, we assume that albedo and shading can be approxi-
mated/synthesised from a capture under ambient diffuse lighting conditions. Essen-
tially, that involves resolving the ambiguity between albedo and shading, which is an
ill posed problem from a single observation. The colour appearance can result from
multiple combinations of surface reflectance, lighting, and meso-structure. Assuming
that the same material has similar characteristics, we use an exemplar where this am-
biguity has been solved to help in making a good guess about both albedo and shading
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Figure 3.7: Transfer schematic.
of the new image. We follow with an analysis of the relationships of albedo, shading
and ambient capture.
The albedo and the ambient images have two main differences. The ambient cap-
ture contains shading effects, thus some pixels will be in shadow and will appear darker
than their true albedo. The second difference is the lighting conditions: the albedo
is the reflected light from the full spectrum (white illuminant), but the ambient map
has some colour shift due to ambient illumination which depends on the environment
around the capture, the sky, and the sun. The albedo map is always brighter than the
ambient capture. Inferring the albedo map from the ambient map will require therefore
a shift of the value of the pixel to a brighter level.
The shading map and ambient map have a different relationship. In order to com-
pare both maps we transform the ambient map to greyscale, using the luminance
Y which is a linear combination of the Red, Green and Blue channels in the form
Y = 0.2125R+ 0.7154G+ 0.0721B following ITU-R Recommendation BT.709. The
shading image results from computing the ratio between the ambient map and the
albedo map, which is then normalised to have an average 0.5, meaning a completely
flat surface would have a constant value 0.5 across the whole image. The grey scale
ambient map depends on the albedo, so dark and light areas may be due to shading,
albedo, or both. In general, the per pixel relationship between the shading map and
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the ambient map is arbitrary, with the exception that a completely white pixel in the
ambient map (Y = 1), cannot have a shade value smaller than 0.5, since it cannot be
in shadow.
In the following sections we introduce two transfer techniques: Histogram Match-
ing and Transfer by Analogy. We analyse the theoretical transfer capabilities of both
techniques. Then, we show results of the transfer with real data and evaluate its per-
formance. Finally, we suggest future work for material transfer.
3.3 Histogram Matching
(a) Histogram Ambient map(Y) (b) Histogram Shading map (c) Matched Histogram
(d) CDF Ambient Map(Y) (e) CDF Shading Map (f) Matched CDF
Figure 3.8: Histogram Matching works by matching the Cumulative Distribution
Function(CDF)
The histogram represents frequencies of the values in an image. It is normally rep-
resented graphically by adjacent rectangles representing the count of instances falling
in every bin (Figure 3.8(a)). Histograms are simple descriptors of images, but pos-
sess interesting properties that make them very effective to characterise images, for
example for data retrieval [YJL+08]. Histogram Matching [HB95] is a technique that
modifies the shape of the histogram of an image to match the shape of a second given
histogram. The basic assumption behind Histogram Matching as a transfer technique
is that two samples of the same material are statistically similar. By matching the
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statistics of the albedo and the shading maps we create a new sample of the material
that will have similar statistics and consequently similar appearance. This idea was
explored for synthesising stochastic textures [HB95] and detail in textures [IBG03] by
matching the histogram of noise patterns to a texture sample. Here, we extend this idea
to pseudo-regular textures, and to transfer albedo and shading patterns.
The histogram matching algorithm is illustrated in figure 3.8. Having two his-
tograms 3.8(a) and 3.8(b), we want to match the source histogram 3.8(a) to the shape
of the target histogram 3.8(b). The algorithm first computes the Cumulative Distribu-
tion Function (CDF ) (Figures 3.8(d) and 3.8(e)) of the target histogram, then it takes
the counts in the bins in ascending order of the source histogram to reconstruct the
same cumulative distribution.
Figure 3.9: Transfer schematic.
The material transfer process using Histogram Matching is illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Given a complete exemplarA, with mapsAam (Aam is not shown in Figure 3.9 because
it does not contribute to this transfer process), Aa and As, and a different ambient map
of a similar material Bam, we use histogram matching to create Ba and Bs. Albedo
is transferred by matching the histograms of the R, G, and B channels separately and
shading is transfered by matching the histogram of the luminance channel Y.
Glencross et al. [GWJ+08], presented some preliminary results showing that using
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this technique we can generate approximations to albedo and surface detail for simi-
lar surfaces obtaining perceptually plausible results that were validated in a user case
study. These results can be seen in Appendix A. In the following section we analyse
theoretically and empirically the performance of this technique, to understand in detail
what is capable of transfer and what is not.
3.3.1 Analysis of Transfer Capabilities: Histogram Matching
In order to analyse Histogram Matching as a transfer technique, we ran the follow-
ing experiment. Given a complete exemplar A, with maps Aam, Aa and As, we took
Bam = Aam. Therefore A and B are samples of the same material and statistically
similar (actually identical), as required by transfer technique. Histogram Matching is
a stochastic process so the result of the transfer is not trivial and Aam and Bam being
the same image does not guarantee a good transfer. A perfect transfer will produce
maps Ba and Bs identical to the captured Aa and As respectively. Since the Histogram
Matching process is performed per channel, we analysed the behaviour of a single
channel (the luminance channel) which coincides with analysing the transfer mecha-
nism of the shading image. The conclusions can be extrapolated to every channel of
the albedo image.
(a) Ambient map (b) Shading map (c) Monotonic H2
Figure 3.10: Two dimensional histogram of a synthetic exemplar
The algorithm matches the histograms in ascending order. This is a key aspect
of this process since it has an important consequence: if a pixel p is darker than a
pixel q in the ambient image, p will always be to be darker or equal than q in the
transfered shading image. The relative value order between pixels must be the same
in the ambient and shading images, since histogram matching is not able to change
this order. The histogram matching process sets the brightness and the contrast of the
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image to match the ones of the exemplar, but does not change the relationship between
the ambient appearance and the shading.
Thinking about it graphically, we plot a two dimensional histogramH2 (Figure 3.10),
where the possible values of the channel Y of the ambient image are on the y axis, the
possible values of the shading image are on the x axis. A material will be perfectly
transferable by histogram matching when this histogram define a monotonic curve,
meaning that the value relationship always increases. This condition is satisfied for
example for a material with a constant albedo map where all the variations in the ap-
pearance are due to shading. In this case, the H2 is perfectly monotonic. In the case
of transferring the albedo map, if the shading is constant (a flat surface) the histogram
matching only needs to compensate for the difference in the illuminant. Under diffuse
lighting, the illumination is constant for the whole image, and will affect the albedo as
a colour shift that can be seen as a constant multiplication per channel, which is a linear
relationship that is appropriately corrected with this method. Figure 3.10 shows a syn-
thetic more complex case, where the albedo is not constant, but shading and ambient
obey a monotonic lineal relationship.
Real textures, however, rarely have a H2 that defines a perfect monotonic curve
as can be observed in Figure 3.11. In general shaded pixels will appear darker in the
ambient image than some unshaded darker albedo pixels. Similarly some dark albedo
pixels will look dark in the ambient image even if the shadowing value is bright. In
general, some shading will remain in the albedo map and some colour information will
be misinterpreted as shadowing on the shading image. The accuracy of the transferred
maps depends on the distribution defined by its H2.
Besides this limitation our user study presented in Appendix A showed that the
method produces perceptually valid results when rendering the histogram matched
model created form transferred shading and albedo maps. This is due to the nature
of the resulting artifacts, the shape from shading algorithm, and also due to limitations
in the human perception system to evaluate depth from a single point of view [Ram88].
The artifacts in the albedo are caused mainly by remnants of shading effects, mean-
ing darker pixels in shaded areas. These areas are often shaded in the final renderings
producing over shaded areas that are consistent with the current shading being difficult
to detect by the observer. On the other hand, the shape from shading model combines
a linear above plane model with an exponential below plane model. Thus, differences,
and therefore inaccuracies, in the shading image in the below plane region (values un-
der 0.5) have a bigger impact in the final depth map than similar differences in the
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Figure 3.11: Five of the exemplars used for evaluation. Ambient map; Albedo
map; Shading map; H2. The colour in H2 means the frequency of each value: red
high frequency, blue low frequency.
above plane. Since the errors in the below plane model produce shaded areas and are
therefore rendered as dark pixels, these errors are more difficult to appreciate.
Finally, from a single view point, as in our examples, and without previous knowl-
edge about the surface, an observer cannot resolve the shading-albedo ambiguity fur-
ther than sensible explanation [Ram88]. Importantly, this means the resulting depth
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map and albedo map are required to be a plausible guess that can be accepted by a
user rather than an exact result. The perceptual validation of histogram matching ren-
derings showed that the algorithm produces plausible explanations for both albedo and
meso-structure.
3.3.2 Experimental Evaluation
We used a total of 21 exemplars and a synthetic test exemplar for our evaluation. We
then created an albedo map and a shading map using the histogram matching tech-
nique. We ran two experiments. First we used the same ambient map for Aam and
Bam. This way we make sure that the both materials are exactly the same. Therefore,
this experiment evaluates the transfer capabilities of the histogram matching algorithm.
The theoretical analysis predicts that the accuracy of the result will depend on the H2
defined in section 3.3.1. The second experiment uses pairs of exemplars of similar
materials so Aam 6= Bam. This experiment aims to evaluate the performance of the
method when samples of the material are not identical but similar.
Figure 3.12: Transfer schematic.
We evaluated numerically the transfer results, computing the difference between
the albedo, shading and depth maps captured with maps computed using Histogram
Matching. Figure 3.12 shows the global difference between maps in the form of the
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mean value and the standard deviation of the error distribution. In the case of the
albedo we used the average of the difference of the three channels. Values in the image
space are in the range 0..255.
In general we see that the error of the estimated albedo is lower than the error in
shading. 38 percent of the exemplars evaluated presented a mean error below 10 points,
which means a 4% difference. 42 percent presented a mean error between 10 and 20
points, i.e. between 4% and 8%. Ninety percent of the exemplars present a mean error
in the albedo below 10% (25.6 points over 255).
Differences in the shading maps are higher. Most exemplars have an error of around
10% with some cases rising to a mean difference in value of 20% (51 points). However,
in most cases the error in the shading maps is reduced when computing the depth map,
especially in those where the shading map presented higher differences. We observed
a case where this effect was strong (exemplar 8) and a case where the opposite also oc-
curs (exemplar 13). Figure 3.13 shows false colour images of the differences between
albedo, shading, and depth maps. Note that these images are scaled for visualisation
purposes and follow the value scale on the right side of each image.
(a) Albedo Difference (b) Shading Difference (c) Depth Difference
(d) Albedo Difference (e) Shading Difference (f) Depth Difference
Figure 3.13: Error in Albedo, Shading, and Depth, for two exemplars.
Exemplar 8 in Figure 3.13(a,b,c) shows localised high differences in shading with
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difference values around 200 (80%). This extreme case happened because this particu-
lar area is a protrusion that is interpreted as an indentation because of its black albedo.
Fortunately, when calculating the depth map, these differences reduce to 40%. This is
due to a smoothing effect produced by the multi-scale nature of the depth estimation
that encourages smooth transitions in depth.
The opposite case happens with exemplar 13 in Figure 3.13(d,e,f). In this case the
shading images are similar globally and the differences are smaller and more regularly
distributed. The same smoothing effect, in this case, causes larger areas with depth
disparities. Since the depth map in this case is close to flat, the final depth differences
are large, with areas exceeding 50%.
The depth estimation process described in section 3.1.3 contains a scale factor
which we fixed for all our experiments, that can be controlled by the user to adjust
the roughness of the texture. Although we focused our research on automatic methods,
an interactive interface where this factor could be modified by the user with real-time
feedback would improve the depth estimation when the automatic result is not satis-
factory. We also suggest as future work, to study the customisation of this factor in
different scales.
To finalise our analysis, we take exemplar 1 (Brick1) where the errors produced
by this technique are higher than the average and study the causes compared to those
predicted in the theoretical analysis.
3.3.3 Specific Analysis of the Exemplar Brick1.
Figure 3.14: Complete study: H2 Histogram Exemplar Brick1
The H2 histogram for the shading map of the brick1 exemplar is shown in Fig-
ure 3.14. The vertical axis y represents the values of the greyscale image resulting
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from the desaturation of the ambient map. The horizontal axis x represents the values
of the shading map. Both maps are scaled to the range 0 to 255. The image shows
the number of pixels having the corresponding values in both axes. The false colour
mapping assigns red for high frequencies and dark blue for low frequencies. First thing
to notice is that the distribution is somewhat sparse and does not follow a monotonic
curve which we established as a condition for a perfect transfer. This means that the
Histogram Matching process will behave poorly for the shading transfer of this exem-
plar and will incur artifacts, which makes this case interesting for analysis.
Exemplar Brick1:Shading and Meso-structure Artifacts
Differences between the shading images are high due to the high dispersion of H2 in
Figure 3.14. The dark areas due to the colour of the brick are misinterpreted as shaded
areas and therefore as indentations; similarly light coloured areas in the albedo will
be interpreted as protrusions. Figure 3.15 shows renderings of the captured and the
histogram matched meso-structure models. We also render the full model, including
albedo, under novel lighting and view point. In addition to the depth comparison, we
can compare the changes in orientation of the surface, which is encoded in the normal
map computed from the depth map.
(a) Captured Meso-structure and Normal Map
(b) Histogram Matched Meso-structure and Normal Maps
Figure 3.15: Captured and Transferred Meso-structure. Large artifacts due to
uncorrelated appearance and shading appear, however high frequency features are
correctly estimated.
We extract interesting conclusions from the visual evaluation of the renderings in
Figure 3.15. The depth estimation is wrong, but still coherent with the texture and
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(a) Renderings of the captured geometry
(b) Renderings of the transfered geometry using HM
(c) Two dimensional histogram
Figure 3.16: Synthetic renders of the captured and transferred meso-structure for
exemplar ChapBrick8 and its H2 histogram.
the albedo producing visually rich models due to the high frequency detail. Strong
geometric features like small protrusions are correctly estimated since their appear-
ance under ambient lighting is more correlated with depth and therefore the transfer is
correct. This demonstrates that orientation in high frequency geometry is well approx-
imated even in difficult cases like this one. In large areas where colour in the albedo
is dark or bright, and the shading does not correspond to indentations and protrusions
respectively, large artifacts appear.
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The exemplar Brick1 has a highly spread shading-ambient 2D histogram. For
comparison, we show in figure 3.16 the results of another exemplar where the 2D
histogram is closer to a monotonic curve with a narrower distribution so the transfer
is predicted to work better. We observe that the final meso-structure is practically
indistinguishable from the captured exemplar.
Under the assumption that the same material has similar shading-appearance dis-
tributions, we can predict the behaviour of the transferring by looking at its H2.
Exemplar Brick1: Albedo Artifacts
(a) Albedo maps: From left to right, captured, histogram matched, difference image
(b) Model rendered using captured albedo (c) Model rendered using histogram matched
albedo
Figure 3.17: Albedo artifacts are reduced in the final renderings because of shad-
ing consistency.
The transferred albedo map for the exemplar Brick1 presents smaller differences
than the shading observed in Figure 3.17. Comparing the captured and the transferred
albedo maps, some shading remains in the histogram matched albedo and the higher
errors are present in shaded areas as predicted by the theoretical analysis. The im-
portance of these artifacts in the shaded areas is reduced when producing the final
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renderings since these areas are very likely to be shaded by the indentations in the
meso-structure as they were in the original image. Figures 3.17(b) and 3.17(c) show
two renderings under novel illumination using the same geometry textured with the
recovered and histogram matched albedo respectively. The histogram-matched albedo
rendering presents some visible overshading, but this is less noticeable than when com-
paring the albedo maps from Figure 3.17(a). Computing the difference image of the
renderings, we get a mean error of 6.8% while the difference in the albedo map was
10.5%. We tested this hypothesis using different lighting conditions and results always
present an improvement regarding the differences in the albedo maps.
3.3.4 Conclusion on Histogram Matching
We have analysed the performance of Histogram Matching as a material transfer tech-
nique and evaluated it numerically to complement the previous perceptual study in-
cluded in the depth hallucination paper [GWJ+08]. In the results of that study, the
examples using histogram matched models, were rated marginally lower than the cap-
tured ones, but still achieved high ratings as real images. In our analysis we conclude
that the performance depends on the shape of the data distribution of the ambient map
and the corresponding channel we want to transfer. The closer this distribution is to a
monotonic curve the better the accuracy of the transfer. We also conclude that artifacts
in the albedo map are partially masked in the final rendering because of its correla-
tion with the shading areas. Finally, we observe that low frequency disparities in the
shading map produce more noticeable artifacts than high frequency ones.
In summary, histogram matching is able to successfully transfer albedo and meso-
structure with average errors of 7% for albedo maps and 10% for shading maps and
has been shown in trials with human subjects to yield perceptually plausible results.
3.4 Transfer by Analogy
The second transfer method is also inspired by the texture synthesis literature. This
time, instead of a stochastic method, we propose an image-based algorithm. Over
the last decade texture synthesis by exemplar has been a very active area of research.
We refer the reader to recent state of the art reports for a complete review [KW07,
WLKT09]. Using exemplars for synthesising texture has been proved to work effec-
tively for synthesising a large variety of textures. New pixels or patches are generated
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by choosing the best candidate from a given exemplar, such that it is coherent with
the already synthesised texture. For globally-varying textures, a control map is often
used to drive this type of synthesis. Ashikhmin [Ash01] synthesised an output condi-
tioned by a user drawn coloured map, and similar ideas are used in patch-based syn-
thesis [EF01] using an image as a guide. An extension of this was the notion of image
analogies [HJO+01]. This method takes three images as input: a reference exemplar, a
filtered version, and a target image, and transfers this filter to the target image, creating
its analogous filtered image.
Figure 3.18: Transfer by Analogy Process.
We apply the concept of image analogies to our problem. We consider the albedo
and shading images as filters of the ambient map. The algorithm is able to reproduce
these filters for a new image, in our case the new sample of the same material, pro-
ducing a new corresponding albedo and shading image. The basic idea is illustrated in
Figure 3.18.
By comparing Aam and Bam, we find the best match in Aam for every pixel in
Bam. This provides a coordinate map associating every pixel in Bam with a pixel in
the exemplar A. Using the coordinate map and the filtered source images (Aa,As),
we create the new filtered target images (Ba and Bs). The algorithm is as shown in
Figure 3.19.
The core of this algorithm resides in finding the best match within Aam for every
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Figure 3.19: Transfer by Analogy Algorithm.
pixel in Bam. A best match is defined as the minimum distance in a feature space so an
appropriate feature vector in this space must be defined for every pixel. This feature
space needs to be able to transfer the relationship between the filtered and the unfiltered
images.
3.4.1 Feature Descriptor
A feature descriptor for a pixel is an array, whose length n defines its number of di-
mensions, containing a series of values that can be computed for this pixel and defining
a vector in n dimensional space. The first feature descriptor that we can think of for
a pixel in the ambient image is the vector containing its colour triplet. As we have
seen in section 3.2.1, the relationship between the ambient image and the shading and
albedo maps describes a distribution that depends on the material. For every value
in the ambient image there is a distribution of possible values in the other two maps.
Using the colour triplet means that for every pixel there will be many pixels with the
same feature descriptor but with different values for the filtered images (albedo and
shading).
Finding the best match using this feature space leads to different solutions, but not
all of them are necessarily right. We need therefore to establish a feature space where
this relationship is able to determine a good albedo and shading value for a given pixel.
We would ideally want a feature descriptor that has a deterministic relationship with the
filter (albedo and shading) so the solution is unique and valid. This feature descriptor
has to be able to be computed from the information contained in the Ambient map
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alone, since this is the only information available for the maps to compare Aam and
Bam. The feature descriptor has to be transferable, i.e. has to be able to computed in
two different images and produce the same feature vector. Also, the distance within
this feature space must represent how well a vector descriptor transfers the filters.
In the texture transfer and exemplar based texture synthesis literature, researchers
have used neighbourhood information to keep coherence in the synthesised image [WL00a,
HJO+01]. Use of these extra channels like feature masks [WY04, ZZV+03] and dis-
tance to feature [LH06] have been proposed to better retain global structure in semi-
regular textures during synthesis. These feature masks are computed manually, so we
would need to create a feature mask for every exemplar and this has to be reproduced
in the image to be matched. To compute these feature masks automatically is still an
open issue.
Using neighbourhood information helps to constrain the matching, creating a more
deterministic feature vector. We use 7x7 pixels patches, as in [HJO+01], but we use
the three RGB channels instead of just the luminance channel Y . We can afford this
extra computation due to improvements we made to the algorithm to find the best corre-
sponding pixel, as described in section 3.4.2. For every pixel we produce a 7x7x3 (147)
high-dimensional feature vector. For a given pixel value in Bam, the pixel from Aam
that best matches it is the one with the same values for the given filtered images.
Since there is significant variation from one exemplar to another, it very difficult
to define a general feature descriptor that works optimally for all possible materials.
We studied the relationship between the different channels of the ambient map, the
gradient maps, second gradient, and luminance channel with the filters. We also tested
different patch sizes from 1 to 9 (we need to limit the size to 9 because of memory
limitations). We compute the mutual information between the feature descriptors and
the corresponding patch in the filter. The results show variation between channels,
with the green component being the one that shares most information. However, this
changed from exemplar to exemplar and therefore, the results could not be generalised.
Since variability in the input data did not provide evidence in our experiment, we
drew inspiration from recent texture synthesis algorithms [LH06] and fixed our feature
descriptors based on patches around the pixel, where 7x7 RGB patches have been
proved to perform correctly for a variety of textures. We evaluated the algorithm using
this descriptor, resulting in similar transfer accuracy to Histogram matching. However
we found that the nature of the artifacts is different.
Empirically, we have tested several feature descriptors, such as different colour
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spaces, different ways of computing masks, patch sizes, etc. Unfortunately since there
is significant variation from one exemplar to another, it very difficult to define a general
feature descriptor that works optimally for all possible materials. The one described
here provides plausible results for many cases, but ideally an adaptive descriptor would
be desirable. Recent research carried out by Eric Risser at al. [RHDG10] found that
sampling textures at different scales simultaneously keeps global and local structure
in texture synthesis. Our algorithm is general and can take advantage of these ad-
vances in the development of feature descriptors for textures. For the particular prob-
lem of albedo and meso-structure, we believe that future work in feature descriptors is
a promising area of research.
3.4.2 Nearest Neighbour Search
Finding the best match is a nearest neighbour search. Due to the large search space
(millions of pixels), the algorithm must be efficient. Nearest neighbouring search for
patches in a medium/large sized image rapidly becomes prohibitively expensive. Since
patch-based sampling methods have become popular for image and video synthesis, re-
searchers have studied optimising this process [WL00b, WSI07, KFCO+07, KZN08].
We employ a recent fast patch matching algorithm for approximate nearest-neighbour
matching between image patches [BSFG09] that performs at interactive rates in their
implementation.
The algorithm begins with a random initialisation, and then uses an iterative pro-
cess consisting of two steps: a propagation that searches within the neighbourhood
of the previously matched pixel, and a random search in the further area that helps to
avoid a local minimum. This iterative process proceeds in scanline order (from left to
right, top to bottom) for odd iterations, and in the inverse order for even iterations. The
final Transfer by Analogy algorithm becomes as shown in Figure 3.20.
The algorithm converges quickly giving a good level of detail in 5 iterations. The
key of this algorithm is the assumption that neighbouring source patches are likely to
be matched by neighbouring target patches which is denoted as coherence. This finding
was already explored in exemplar based synthesis algorithms to restrict the search for
ideal new patches [Ash01]. The second important aspect is random initialisation. Due
to the big number of samples, the probability of one of these random samples resulting
in a good match is very high. Once one good sample is found, the propagation phase
propagates the good matches. Running this algorithm in a coarse to fine fashion and
including the random search, makes it converge to a good global solution very quickly,
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Figure 3.20: Fast Transfer by Analogy Algorithm.
which makes it possible to use in our high resolution images in a reasonable time (30
seconds for a 700 image resolution, 7× 7 patch size, 5 iteration, and 5 levels of scale).
3.4.3 Image Reconstruction from Patches
The search algorithm returns a coordinate map containing the best match for every
pixel. Since our matching is performed in patches, every pixel is contained in as many
overlapping patches as theres are pixels within a patch. Several strategies can be de-
vised to reconstruct the final image from the coordinates of the best-match map. The
first trivial one is to directly take the value of the pixel in the coordinates determined
by this map. Second is to average equally all the pixels. The last one is pixel vot-
ing [SCSI08]. Pixel voting is a weighted average according to the distance to the
accuracy of the match in this pixel for a given patch.
Figure 3.21 shows the results of the three different strategies. Direct reconstruction
produces hard transitions between colours and makes it look artificial. Equal averaging
makes transitions softer but produces over-blurring.
Pixel voting produces smooth transitions between patches and sharper results than
simple averaging. Since it is computed per pixel, it allows us to correct for partial
matching. For instance, if the best matched patch has a pixel that is very different,
the particular quality of the matching for this pixel is taken into account, getting a low
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Figure 3.21: Results of the three different strategies for image reconstruction from
patch coordinates
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voting value for this specific pixel when creating the final image.
3.4.4 Experimental Evaluation
The evaluation of the method Transfer by Analogy needs a different experiment to
the Histogram Matching one. In this case, if we use the same ambient image for
Aam and Bam the filtered images resulting the transfer will be identical to the original
maps. Instead, we need to define pairs of exemplar of the same material. We take the
same exemplars used previously and define pairs and triplets where the material is the
same. Then we run the transfer between them. For example, for the same material
redbrick, we have two exemplars BRICK1 and BRICK3. We use BRICK3 as
an exemplar to infer the albedo and shading map of BRICK1. Since we have the
complete exemplar for BRICK1, we can compare the results of the transfered maps
with the captured ones. We can also run the symmetric experiment, usingBRICK1 as
exemplar to infer the material properties of BRICK3. Therefore we have two results
for every pair, and six for a triplet.
Figure 3.22: Results Transfer by Analogy.
We computed the differences with the reference exemplars. Figure 3.22 plots the
mean and the standard distribution of the difference as in section 3.3.2. The difference
means are paired by material. In general, if an exemplar A is a good match for B, B is
a good match for A. Globally we see that albedo was better transferred than shading.
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It is interesting to note that in some cases (2-3, 17-18, 19-20) the albedo transfer was
really accurate, with a error mean under 3%. Most (85%) of the exemplar presented
a mean difference in albedo around 10%. Shading presented higher errors, between
10% and 20%. The depth estimator reduces the differences of the shading maps in
most cases as explained for the histogram matching evaluation. However, as with
histogram matching, in certain cases the depth difference shows a greater difference
than the shading (see 3,11,12,14,15,16). The explanation for this phenomenon is the
same as previously. If a large region in the shading map is transferred incorrectly, that
produces a large disparity when comparing the resulting depth maps.
The nature of the error in this transfer method is more difficult to predict. The
matching will depend on whether the features in the reference image are present in the
exemplar. The matching is local so so it is expected to work better with more regular
materials. We confirm that in Exemplar pairs 17-18 and 19-20, where the material is
closer to regular and there is even some overlapping between the captures. The transfer
in this case, does not depend on the global appearance of the albedo or shading map,
but on the appearance of the material under diffuse lighting which was ignored by the
histogram matching method. However, when the features are not present, the resulting
filtered images are likely to introduce structural artifacts. Also the final result lacks
high frequencies due to the reconstruction process. This is particularly important in
the shading image, since as we explained before, the high frequencies are important
perceptually for humans to estimate the meso-structure. The quality of the transfer
will depend on the actual correspondence of the relationship appearance-shading and
appearance-albedo in both exemplars.
Figure 3.23 shows some results of transferred albedo maps. We observed that the
results vary in quality depending on the exemplar we use for transfer. When the exem-
plars match each other appropriately (Figures 3.23(b), 3.23(d), 3.23(e)), the resulting
albedo is very similar to the original one and does not suffer from over shading arti-
facts. On the other hand, this method is more sensitive to have a good match. When
exemplars do not correspond very well (Figures 3.23(a), 3.23(c)) the results lose struc-
ture and coherence. This method can produce very accurate results but it is more
sensitive to exemplars matching the materials appropriately.
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(a) Left to right(A,B,C,D); A: Albedo Exemplar X; B: Transferred Albedo for Exemplar X using C; C:




(e) From left to right: Albedo Exemplar X, Transferred Albedo for Exemplar X using Exemplar Y;
Transferred Albedo for Exemplar X using Exemplar Z
Figure 3.23: Four albedo pairs and a triplet results of the transfer.
3.5 Discussion and Comparison of Methods
We compare the quality of the transfer of our two methods numerically. The first stage
is to run the same evaluation experiment. We take the same exemplar pairs and triplets
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used to evaluate the Transfer by Analogy technique and run the Histogram Matching
transfer on them. The results are shown in figure 3.24.
Figure 3.24: Results Transfer by Histogram Matching.
We compared side by side the resulting statistics of both methods in the transfer
of albedo, shading, and the resulting depth from the shading map (figure 3.25). The
results show that both albedo and shading are transfered with similar accuracy, i.e. the
final images produced are numerically equivalent in terms of error. However the final
depth is in general somewhat better in the case of Histogram Matching. Depth maps
synthesised using Transfer by Analogy lost high frequencies in the process and con-
sequently the structural coherence is sometimes missed. Histogram matching created
more coherent shading images that lead to more plausible depth maps.
The conclusion that we extract from this comparison is that the general accuracy is
similar. However, the nature of the errors introduced are different. Histogram match-
ing is more sensitive to the colour-depth discrepancy having problems to fully remove
shadows and may misinterpret dark albedo as indentations and bright albedo as protru-
sions. However, it preserves very well the global structure of the texture, and produces
plausible results. On the other hand, Transfer by Analogy is less sensitive to the global
statistics because of the local matching. This is an important quality because allows
us to match materials where the global statics change, which is common when trans-
ferring to a larger surface. We will discuss this in detail in chapter 4. This method
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(a) Comparison albedo maps
(b) Comparison Shading
(c) Comparison Depth
Figure 3.25: Error comparison between two transfer methods: Transfer by Anal-
ogy (Blue) and Histogram Matching (Red).
removes shadows effectively by solving the albedo-shading ambiguity locally instead
of globally. In the negative aspect, the final result can lack high frequency detail in
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comparison with histogram matching, which is particularly important for the plausi-
bility of the meso-structure.
This new method provides a number of important advantages over histogram match-
ing. By performing local matching, the technique is less sensitive to the quality of the
match between the global statistics of the exemplar and the target image. This is im-
portant since exemplars are in general small samples of the material and might contain
features that are statistically significant in the exemplar but not in the global texture, or
vice versa. Another important characteristic is that we can search for the best patch in
several exemplars side-stepping the need for segmenting and fixing a material for ev-
ery segment. This is studied in chapter 4. Also, since we combine the different patches
according to the quality of the match using pixel voting, we can reproduce features that
are not directly present in any one single exemplar by mixing several of them.
Finally, since the matching process produces a coordinate association between the
exemplar and the target image, we can potentially increase the resolution [HJO+01] of
the textures when the exemplar has a higher resolution than the global texture. Note
that this is normally the case, since exemplars are typically captured as close up-views.
Transfer by Analogy behaves better with patterned textures since they are close to
regular textures and stochastic textures are better transferred by Histogram Matching.
3.6 Conclusions and Future work
This chapter has presented a method to capture reflectance and meso-structure sample
for globally flat textured material, which is able to create perceptually plausible render-
ings of these surfaces. It presents, analyses, and evaluates two image based methods to
transfer both reflectance maps and shading maps: Histogram Matching and Transfer by
Analogy. The transfer capabilities and limitations are studied for both methods, com-
paring and discussing the qualitative evaluation as well as the nature of the artifacts
produced by them.
We reviewed an inexpensive albedo and meso-structure capturing technique named
Surface Depth Hallucination. We use this technique to capture exemplars of textured
materials, then we define the problem of un-lighting textures and inferring geomet-
ric detail as a filter transfer problem based on such exemplars. The aim of proposing
transfer techniques to infer albedo and meso-structure is to overcome the limitation in
capturing these properties imposed by the necessity of perform it in controlled lighting
environments. We analysed the behaviour of two different transfer methods: histogram
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matching and transfer by analogy. The relative merits of these two approaches were
discussed. We concluded that both techniques reasonably accurately transfer both ma-
terial properties, although the performance of both techniques is data dependant. His-
togram Matching depends on the relationships between the material appearance and its
properties, and provides explanations for meso-structure that are plausible and struc-
turally consistent with the appearance. Transfer by Analogy depends on the similarity
between the exemplar and the target material.
As future work, we propose investigating transfer techniques that combine both
proposed methods taking advantage of their benefits. As stated in the previous section,
the nature of the artifacts as well as their "strong points" are different and up to a
point are complementary. In the case of albedo, Histogram matching fails to fully
remove shadows but generates highly detailed maps; Transfer by Analogy results in
a loss of high frequency detail, but shadows are correctly eliminated. In Figure 3.26,
we show a simple preliminary experiment of a possible combination, by merging both
albedo maps resulting from both transfer techniques. The way these two images are
combined is by taking the brightest pixels of both of them. That effectively removes the
remaining shadows in the histogram matched albedo and, at the same time, keeps most
of its detail. More complex combination techniques and new transfer options are left
for future work. Also, further studies on the relationship between reflectance, shading,
and appearance could lead to feature descriptors with better transfer characteristics.
(a) Histogram Matched Albedo. (b) Transferred by Analogy
Albedo.
(c) Transferred Albedo using our
hybrid method.
Figure 3.26: Preliminary result for future hybrid transfer method. This method
removes the shadows effectively and preserves high frequencies.
The ultimate aim of the transfer technique is to recover the necessary properties of
the materials for building façades. A complete façade normally contains different ma-
terials in different proportions. Chapter 4 studies how to extend the transfer techniques
presented here, to construct complete façades.
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CHAPTER 4
Transferring Material Properties to
Large Surfaces
THIS chapter deals with the problem of transferring materialproperties to an image where several materials cover large sur-
faces. We present a solution to deal with several materials for both
transfer techniques Histogram Matching and Transfer by Analogy.
We also investigate an extension to the Transfer by Analogy algo-
rithm to automatically associate the different exemplars with the dif-
ferent materials in building façades.
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, we have introduced two techniques to transfer albedo and meso-structure
from exemplars: Histogram Matching and Transfer by Analogy. We evaluated these
techniques using pairs of exemplars of the same material. The real advantage of a
transfer approach is that it allows us to approximate these properties for large surfaces,
reducing the capture effort and inferring these material properties for inaccessible sec-
tions where capture is infeasible. Photographs of larger surfaces, and particularly of
building façades, typically contain different materials. Both our transfer methods work
under the condition that the exemplar and target image contain the same single mate-
rial. Therefore, they cannot be applied directly in this scenario. This chapter studies
the problems involved in the transfer of albedo and meso-structure to large surfaces
such as building façades.
Our solution consists of separating the different regions in the image, according
to a homogeneity predicate based on a material model, and providing associations be-
tween these regions and their corresponding exemplars. Our separation and association
problem can be stated as: given a façade with several materials and a set of exemplars
containing all the materials present in the façade, we aim to identify regions that have
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the same underlying material properties and can be associated in a one-to-one relation-
ship with the exemplars.
The homogeneity predicate required for this process is defined by the characteris-
tics of the different materials, but also depends on the transfer method used. A material
is a textured surface that contains the same albedo properties and shading properties
as the texture captured in an exemplar. In the case of Histogram Matching, we require
material properties to be globally and statistically the same. Specifically, exemplar and
segment must share albedo and shading histograms. In the case of Transfer by Analogy
(TbA), the same material can be defined as the one whose local features are contained
in the exemplar. Having two different requirements for the homogeneity predicate
means that the desired segmentations for the different transfer techniques might differ
from each other. At this point in our exposition, we assume that exemplars contain a
unique material and both global and local homogeneity predicates are satisfied.
The process of separating regions of an image, according to homogeneity predicate,
is usually referred as segmentation. Image segmentation is a complex, application-
dependent problem. Applications include background/foreground separation, object
counting and recognition, image retrieval, scene interpretation, and texture separation.
It is important to state that we do not try to solve the image segmentation problem
which is more general, but finding an appropriate solution for our specific problem by
exploring ways to efficiently transfer material properties to façades with several types
of textures. In this chapter, we explore the application of segmentation techniques to
our problem. We present a system developed based on Graph-cuts [BVZ01] to inter-
actively segment the material in an image. Furthermore, aiming at a completely auto-
matic process, we investigate the performance of data-driven texture descriptors for au-
tomatic material association, by extending our Transfer by Analogy method to account
for several materials and exemplars. The results of this investigation are promising and
encourage further research on this technique.
4.2 Graph-cut Based Semi-automatic Material Segmen-
tation
First, we developed an interactive system for material segmentation. Interactive tech-
niques allow for robust segmentation giving the user the opportunity to correct errors
in the automatic process. Also, user input provides important guidance for texture sep-
aration and association, taking advantage of the human ability to differentiate materials
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and textures.
The user draws strokes over the image, marking areas of different materials and
associating a label with each material. Then the algorithm optimises the segmenta-
tion according to the user input and the image information. The user can refine the
segmentation by drawing more strokes and re-optimise until the result is satisfactory.
The optimisation process uses Graph-cuts [BVZ01] which finds a globally optimal
division of the image, finding a label per pixel that minimises an energy function.
The image is represented as a graph where every pixel is a node connected to its four
neighbours by edges. Every possible material is marked by a stroke, and assigned to
a label. An energy function is defined for each node and edge, then graph-cuts are
used to find an approximate solution to the minimal energy configuration. The energy








where Edata defines the data cost at every node xi and specifies a cost of assigning
a label to this node. This reflects the likelihood that is this node belongs to this label.
Esmooth is the smoothness term and defines the cost of assigning different labels to two
neighbouring nodes. Finally, λ establishes the relative importance of one sub-function
against the other. A high λ value prioritises the data cost minimisation, allowing for
a bigger number of cuts, and therefore smaller and more numerous segments. A low
λ value gives more importance to the smoothness term, encouraging large continuous
segments.
The user marks-up each different material in the texture map by drawing a stroke
over the regions composed of the same material, as shown in Figure 4.1. A different
coloured stroke is used for each material. The pixels in the image covered by the
strokes of each colour are used to create an appearance model of this material. The
RGB values of these pixels are clustered using K-means, and the centroids of these
clusters define the appearance model of this material. We set the algorithm to have 64
clusters as in [XFT+06], which gives enough colour variety to the appearance model to
account for colour variations. The cost of assigning a node in the image to a material is
the minimal euclidean distance (in the RGB colour space) between the node colour and
the centroids of the appearance models, a short distance meaning a low cost. Following
equation 4.2, every node is assigned a cost for being labelled with a material.
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(a) Strokes (b) Segmentation
Figure 4.1: Strokes and resulting segmentation using our interactive system
Edata(xi) = min_distance(Colour(xi), Centroidj)∀j ∈ {1..64} (4.2)
The smoothness term is defined for every edge connecting two nodes in the graph,
setting a cost for assigning different labels to neighbouring nodes. This cost is a func-
tion of the colour difference (in a Euclidean distance sense) between adjacent nodes.
The bigger the difference the lower the cost, encouraging cuts in the high-contrast
edges and continuity in low-contrast areas. The smoothness function Esmooth can be
written as




where β = (2 〈(xi − xj)2〉)−1 and 〈·〉 denotes expectation over an image sam-
ple [RKB04].
Once the costs have been established, the labelling problem is solved by minimis-
ing the energy function over the whole graph. Several algorithms can be used to find
an approximation to a global solution [SZS+08a]. We use graph-cuts to solve the op-
timisation, which provides a good balance between performance and execution time.
The initial segmentation can be refined interactively by drawing more strokes, re-
calculating the appearance model and the data cost. Once a satisfactory segmentation
is obtained, the user links exemplars and materials through a simple user interface.
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We demonstrate our segmentation system with a façade test case in Figure 4.1.
The segmentation process is quick and intuitive. The strokes in Figure 4.1(a) are the
result of two refining iterations. Each iteration took approximately one minute for the
user to draw the strokes and approximately two minutes for the algorithm to find a
close-to-optimal solution to the segmentation. In this way, the association segment-
exemplar is performed manually. Since there are just a few materials and a small
number of segments, this task is both simple and convenient. In a total time of less
than 5 minutes, the user obtains a good segmentation solution that can be refined to the
desired level of accuracy. In contrast, to segment this image (note that its resolution
is 2300 × 1800) using a completely manual process, marking the boundaries of the
regions with a line drawing tool, took around 2 hours of work. Our semi-automatic
method presents therefore an important time reduction compared to completely manual
segmentation, proving to be an adequate tool for a typical façade segmentation.
This approach works adequately when boundaries between materials are well de-
fined as in this example. However, problems arise in places where the architectural
features are complicated. Gradient and colour based segmentation techniques, such
as ours, tend to locate segment boundaries in high-gradient areas. When the desired
boundary should not lie in these areas, the algorithm may behave poorly. User guided
refinements normally solve these problems at the cost of more iterations.
It is important to keep in mind some guidelines when capturing exemplars in order
to simplify the process and get optimal results. For instance, an exemplar containing
both a brick wall and moss, requires segments to contain proportional regions of brick
and moss for good transfer. This complicates the segmentation process. Therefore, it
is normally a good practice to capture exemplars that contain a single material. We can
remove the area with moss from the exemplar, or divide the exemplar in two: moss
and brick wall, making the segmentation more intuitive and easier to perform. On the
other hand, middle-size segments generally match the material statistics better than
large segments, since the latter are more likely to contain irregularities.
Using our system we are able to create material associations and segments for our
transfer methods in a semi-automatic way, reducing the time and effort spent in this
stage of the system. Interaction is simple and intuitive, but the process relies on the
judgement of the user and, in very challenging cases, the amount of refinement required
can lead to times similar to those for fully manual segmentation. New segmentation
algorithms are constantly being presented, improving previous approaches. Due to
time constraints, these improvements have not been deeply explored, but we suggest
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this research for future work.
As an alternative to complex segmentation techniques, we explored the extension
of our TbA algorithm to several materials. This has three interesting goals. First, if
our matching metric is capable of correctly matching the appropriate material from
a set of given ones, explicit segmentation is not necessary, since it is implicit in the
transfer technique. Second, this would lead to a completely automatic segmentation-
association-transfer process. Third, if the association provided by the algorithm is cor-
rect, the feature space, matching metric, and algorithm, would be interesting for texture
segmentation. The next section presents our novel extension of the TbA method to sev-
eral materials and presents the results of the automatic transfer of material properties
to a full façade.
4.3 A Novel Approach to Automatically Associate Tex-
ture and Exemplars
Interactive or manual segmentation is a working solution for transferring several ma-
terials in an image, demonstrating particularly good behaviour when the boundaries
between materials are well defined. When these boundaries are not clear, segmen-
tation can be difficult. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate ways to avoid the
segmentation process. The TbA algorithm associates every pixel in the target image
with its best match within an exemplar. Extending this algorithm to process several
materials chooses the best match within a set of exemplars without the necessity of
previously segmenting the image. This automatically provides a per-pixel association
with the material, which provides a segmentation, but with an important conceptual
difference. Segmentation encourages continuity of segments, whereas our novel asso-
ciation encourages the best local match. This difference has a number of interesting
consequences:
• It separates the concept of exemplar from the concept of material; exemplars may
contain several different textures or have local variations (such as moss in a brick
wall), and the algorithm would still detect the best match. That simplifies the exem-
plar capture process.
• It is a general algorithm and completely automatic, so it has the potential to be
extended to n exemplars in a database. This would make it unnecessary to capture
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the exemplars in-situ: and would allow us to perform the transfers to already existing
models.
• It allows capturing several exemplars of the same texture to collect a larger set of
local features, leading to a better transfer.
• It allows for partial matching. That means that if a certain small region within a
texture has a better match to a different exemplar, we allow this possibility and
encourage the best match within all the exemplars.
• We can perform a "fuzzy segmentation" – assigning weights to exemplars instead
fixed labels – which allows reconstruction of textures that are not present in a single
exemplar but are a combination of several of them.
• The advantages of having an association between every pixel of the texture map and
a higher resolution exemplar allows us to increase the resolution of the texture map.
• The segmentation is actually defined by the exemplar. Each exemplar acts as a
complete very rich vocabulary of features instead of a fixed texture model.
• Finally, this approach allows fine grain segmentation, which would be very time
consuming to do manually.
These potential advantages encouraged us to investigate such an extension of the
TbA algorithm.
Several aspects of the technique need to be investigated. In chapter 3 we tested
the ability of the algorithm to match features in order to transfer material properties.
In this chapter, we evaluate the algorithm and the matching metric when applied to
several materials.
We experiment with data-driven texture descriptors for our transfer and association
technique. Specifically, our extended TbA algorithm uses small 7 × 7 pixel patches.
These pixel features are inspired by data-driven texture synthesis techniques [EF01,
Ash01, Ash03] which have proven to be able to produce very realistic textures from
small exemplars by using patches and neighbouring data. These methods have been
evaluated by users that perceive the synthetic results to be the same texture as the
exemplars. This shows that most of the information important to reconstruct tex-
ture is contained in the close neighbourhood. When applying these techniques in a
multi-scale approach, the global structure of the texture is well preserved during syn-
thesis. A recent approach [RHDG10] uses the same type of texture descriptor but
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samples several scales at the same time, which deals with the variation across scale.
We discuss the problem of scale in more detail in section 4.3.6. Our observation is
coherent with the texture analysis and segmentation literature where descriptors based
on small patches like textons (minimal texture entities normally defined by a small
patch) [ZGWX05], Gabor filters [JF91] or texels (distinct cohesive groups of spatially
repeating patterns) [TA09] are used to extract statistical models of texture. These and
other texture features have not been explored within this thesis for time constraints.
Further studies on texture models based on more complex descriptors could benefit
our algorithm improving the matching process.
In the rest of this chapter we introduce our suggested extension and evaluate our
matching metric with synthetic and real experiments. We discuss the ability of the
algorithm to associate the correct materials and exemplars, and the robustness of the
association when increasing the number of possible labels (exemplars). It is worth
emphasising again that we are not trying to solve the texture segmentation problem,
but to investigate the utility of data driven texture descriptors to automatically transfer
and associate materials, which results in a segmentation, but does not have the same
requirements as traditional segmentation.
4.3.1 Description of the Method
The TbA method finds the closest match between every pixel in the texture map and an
exemplar, based on the assumption that two pixels with a similar appearance (described
by a patch of neighbouring pixels) will have similar underlying material properties. We
propose to extend this method to several materials, which leads to a novel exemplar-
based data-driven technique that performs segmentation, association, and transfer si-
multaneously and automatically. We rely on a similar assumption we made for the
TbA approach in chapter 3: the same material (in an exemplar and in a photo-texture)
under sufficiently similar diffuse lighting conditions can be correctly associated by
comparing their appearance.
In order to extend the algorithm to handle several materials, we find the best per-
pixel association for every exemplar separately and store its coordinates. This process
gives us an error metric for every pixel and its best match in every exemplar. In our re-
sults we labeled pixels with the exemplar that presents the smallest error. To render the
transferred images we use pixel voting of the labelled pixels as presented in chapter 3.
The core of the algorithm (see Figure 4.2) relies on the metric used to compute the
error. We evaluate the capability and robustness of three metrics to correctly associate
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Figure 4.2: Transfer by Analogy Algorithm for several materials.
a given pixel with the appropriate exemplar. We carry out several experiments with
synthetic data and real data.
4.3.2 Evaluation of the Method
The TbA algorithm has several parameters: patch size, number of iterations and the
metric used. Patch size influences the spatial coherence of the result and execution
time. The number of iterations affects the fine grain of the matching. First, we wanted
to evaluate the performance in relation to the metric used. We ran the experiment
with patch sizes from 3 to 19 and found that the quality of the results is coherent for
the three metrics across the patch size. We discuss the influence of the patch size in
more detail in section 4.3.4. Similarly with the number of iterations. Therefore, for
metric comparisons we fixed the patch size to 7×7 pixels and the number of iterations
to 10. The three metrics evaluated are: Sum of squared differences (SSD) shown in
equation 4.4a, Zero-mean Normalised Cross Correlation (ZNCC) in equation 4.4b, and














log(1 + abs(x− y))2; (4.4c)
Where x, y are each of the pixels in the patches X, Y respectively. SSD is a com-
monly used metric used in texture synthesis. SSD has limitations in capturing the
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perceptual difference between patches [HJO+01], but is still the most commonly used
metric for reasons of simplicity and lack of more adequate ones. It is very sensitive to
noise and also to large differences in a small number of pixels, because of its square
factor. ZNCC is a widely used similarity metric for comparing small patches in com-
puter vision. ZNCC is invariant to intensity and contrast, and has low sensitivity to
changes in orientation. In our experiments, ZNCC showed a poor performance, prov-
ing not to be an adequate metric for our purpose. Due to its invariance to intensity
and contrast, it loses important texture information and is unable to discriminate be-
tween exemplars. The objective of LBM is to encourage good matches, as in SSD, but
not to penalise excessively large localised differences, favouring partial matching and
robustness against noise.
(a) SSD (b) LBM
Figure 4.3: Graphical response of the SSD and LBM. The x axis represents the
difference in value between two pixels. The y axis shows the corresponding value
returned by the metric.
Figure 4.3 shows graphically the response of both SSD and LBM to the difference
in a pixel. Analysing the graphs we find two main differences, the evolution of the
graph with the increment of the value in the X axis – difference in value between two
pixels – and the value returned by the metric in the Y axis. The value in the Y axis
determines how important is the penalisation of a single pixel with respect to the total.
In LBM, having a pixel that is totally different (255 in X), adds a value of 33 to the
metric; which is equivalent to having two pixels with difference of 50, or six good
matches where the difference is 10. SSD has a more radical behaviour. One pixel with
difference 255 in X gives a value of 65025 in Y , which is higher than 25 pixels with a
difference of 50. That means that a patch with perfect match for all the pixels except
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two very different pixels, will be considered a worse match than one with all the pixels
with a difference of 50. That makes SSD very sensitive to noise and partial matching,
and LBM more robust to these two phenomena.
4.3.3 Synthetic Data Experiment
We designed an experiment to test the concept of our extended TbA algorithm for
texture association. We created a synthetic image (Figure 4.5(a)) by combining dif-
ferent textures that had been created using exemplar based texture synthesis tech-
niques [EF01, Ash01, Ash03]. We used the original exemplars(Figure 4.4), ran the
segmenting algorithm, and created a false colour image that represents the exemplar
that has been associated with each pixel.
Figure 4.4: Exemplars used for segmentation
We fixed the patch size and the number of iterations so we could evaluate the differ-
ent metrics only. In our first experiment we simply took an example with four distinct
textures shown in Figure 4.5(a). In this simple example, SSD assigned 97% of the
pixels correctly. Using LBM, our algorithm increased the correct association to the
99.8% of the pixels. ZNCC behaved poorly with close to 15% of wrongly labeled
pixels. Since the textures are synthesised using the exemplars, we expected an almost
perfect result for this experiment, only finding problems in the boundaries between tex-
tures. Surprisingly, SSD does not provide a close enough to perfect result. Analysing
the result, we find that SSD is not able to associate properly patches that show small
variations from the original exemplar. LBM is able to handle these small variations,
performing more robustly. ZNCC is not able to discriminate the correct material.
In a second experiment, we ran the algorithm using eight exemplars, four of which
did not correspond to any texture in the image. We aimed to evaluate the robustness
of the associating algorithm when adding more exemplars. In the case of SSD, the
error increased from 3% to 4.3%, so the accuracy was over 95% of the pixels. The
percentage of correctly associated pixels with LBM remained above the 99%.
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Figure 4.5: The assignment is correct in the 97% of the pixels for SSD and 99.8%
for LBM. Only the 85% of the pixels are correctly labeled with ZNCC
The algorithm showed promising results in these tests, being able to associate a
large percentage of the pixels correctly. We found that LBM performs better than the
other two metrics tested. Finally, increasing the number of exemplars had a small
influence on the result in this experiment .
4.3.4 Real Data Experiment
We have tested the idea of patch-based segmentation on different textures in the syn-
thetic experiment. In this section, we tested the robustness of this approach on a real
image of the façade of a building. This façade case is challenging since textures have
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both great local variations and similarities between them.
To make evaluation and execution times tractable, we crop an interesting area in
the façade in Figure 4.6, to obtain a section that contains several materials and refer
to this as the test image (Figure 4.7(a)). Then we select small areas in the full façade,
containing one type of texture or interesting features like windows or a water drainpipe,
to be our 14 exemplars (see Figure 4.6). Some of these exemplar textures are contained
in the test image and some are not.
Figure 4.6: Real Data Experiment: Reference Façade and Exemplars extracted
from it.
We first ran our algorithm using just the three exemplars in Figure 4.7(c). Exem-
plar 1 covers part of the test image. The texture in Exemplar 2 is not present in the test
image, but we can see it shares some similarities with Exemplar 1 such as the colour
between the bricks. Exemplar 3 is similar to the red brick in the test image. We show in
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(a) Test image (b) Manual Segmentation for reference
(c) Exemplars used for the first experiment
Figure 4.7: Real Data Experiment: Reference Texture
Figure 4.7(b) a manual labelling for reference. The reference labelling in Figure 4.7(b)
gives an idea of how the association should look, although this is not necessarily "the
perfect segmentation" for this data. Note that YELLOW and GREEN segments in Fig-
ure 4.7(b) are not associated to any material, since they are not contained in any of
the exemplars. Exemplar 2 (middle in Figure 4.7(c)) is not associated to any segment
in our manual segmentation. Exemplars 1 and 3 (left and right) are assigned a colour
marked with a small circle in the bottom right corner. Unfortunately we cannot create
a ground-truth labelling for the test image because the best association is the one that
best transfers the underlying material characteristics. Therefore, we perform a visual
evaluation of the results where we expect a coherent association at a global level and
correctly matched local features.
The aim of this experiment is to test the two parameters, patch size and metric, with
real data. We run the experiment with patch sizes from 5 to 19 (only odd numbers) and
with the 3 suggested metrics: SSD, ZNCC, and our LBM.
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Patch Size: Robustness, Behaviour and Relationship with Texture Features
Taking the test image and the three exemplars, we ran the the extended TbA algorithm
and assigned a colour to the pixels according to the exemplar that presents the lowest
value for the metric. The patch sizes are: 5,7,9,11,13,15,17, and 19 for all three met-
rics: SSD, ZNCC, and LBM. The patch size must be odd to create a symmetric square
around the pixel. Figure 4.8 shows the results for 5, 9, 15 and 19, which provide a
good illustration of the behaviour of the technique. These images follow the colour
code of Figure 4.7, being areas in black, red, and blue labelled to exemplars 1, 2, and
3, respectively. The results should look similar to the reference segmentation except




Figure 4.8: Real Data Experiment: Pixel size and metric performance. 5-9-15-19
The first observation on the results is that ZNCC does not produce spatially coher-
ent results, even with big patch sizes, the matching produces noisy associations except
for the squared area shared between exemplar and test image. This area is clearly
distinguishable in the first left image of Figure 4.8(b).
The results from SSD vary with the patch size, gaining more coherent associations
with bigger patch sizes. However, when the size is 17 or bigger, the metric starts
getting correspondences with the wrong exemplar; even within the shared square area.
This happens because, at the lower resolutions, the patches have pixels outside the
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shared area and SSD finds wrong best matches, because of its sensitivity to noise.
Then, because the exemplar is small, the algorithm is not able to correct for these bad
matches. LBM is more stable with different patch sizes and gets a good solution more
quickly with smaller patches.
From this experiment, we conclude that the patch needs to be big enough so it
keeps the structure of the texture. If the patch is smaller than the texture features, the
resulting associations are spatially incoherent. If the patch size is too big, then the
metric has problems to find an appropriate feature, since it becomes difficult to find
a good match. The patch size has a dramatic effect on the execution time, since the
complexity of the algorithm is N × PatchSize2. Therefore, to be able to get a good
association with smaller patch sizes is a useful property. We found that patch sizes
of 7 and 9 behave well, providing a good performance in execution time and feature
matching. LBM provided the most coherent results of the three metrics tested as it did
in the synthetic case.
Number of Exemplars:Robustness
The second experiment aimed to asses the robustness of the algorithm when several
exemplars are used. We fixed the patch-size to 9 and use the LBM, since this proved
to work best. We increased the number of exemplars, one by one, up to the fourteen
exemplars available, associating a new colour to every exemplar. The complete colour
code can be found in Figure 4.6
(a) 3 4 5 6 7 8 exemplars
(b) 9 10 11 12 13 14
Figure 4.9: Real Data Experiment: Robustness to the number of exemplars
We observe in Figure 4.9 that the texture corresponding to the first exemplar (black)
remains stable in the association. Also, when we introduce exemplar 11, cornice and
window are well associated to it (yellowish green). When the material is not regular,
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the method has problems to find spatially coherent associations, since the texture re-
gions have more local variation than the exemplars. The interesting aspect of these
results is that, when the exemplar is a good match, the labelling remains stable inde-
pendently of the number of exemplars.
We finally ran the association algorithm with 3, 6 and 14 exemplars for the whole
façade in order to evaluate the behaviour in a more complex example. We can see the
results in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Real Data Experiment: Robustness to the number of exemplars for
the full façade. From left to right: Façade, association with 3, 6, and 14 exemplars
The results for the full façade present similar behaviour to the partial image ones.
With a small number of exemplars, the labelling could be useful for segmentation pur-
poses adding spatial constraints similar to the ones presented in section 4.2. If the ex-
emplars share features, the algorithm creates associations that mixed both exemplars.
In the presence of many exemplars, the algorithm creates very fine grain associations.
This could be problematic when using them for material transfer, producing a loss of
structural information. Even in the presence of many exemplars, good material associ-
ations are consistent, for instance, all the cornices under the windows are associated to
the same material.
4.3.5 Conclusion of the Experiments
The associations are correct locally, and our metric LBM produces more coherent as-
sociations than SSD or ZNCC. These associations are too fine grain to be used directly
for segmentation, but we believe that they suffice for material transfer. Including many
materials, especially when they are similar, reduces the spatial coherency of the as-
sociations and this can affect the structural coherence of the meso-structure transfer.
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This automatic association technique is promising, but has some intrinsic limitations
that are discussed in the next section.
4.3.6 Limitations and Future Work
Our association technique has two main limitations inherited from patch matching:
scale and orientation. Beside these, our matching is performed under the condition of
exemplars and façade captured under similar lighting conditions. Scale needs to be
matched between exemplars and façade, and features only can be matched in the ori-
entation in which they were captured, i.e. the orientation in the exemplar has to be the
same as the orientation in the façade’s texture. We capture exemplars and façades un-
der diffuse lighting conditions, but the intensity of the lighting needs to be matched in
order to be comparable. We discuss how we solve these limitations for our application
and suggest future work for more automatic solutions.
The Intrinsic Limitation of Scale
We match scale manually between exemplars and the façade. This is a simple task in
most cases, solved by measuring the number of pixels covered by a repeated pattern
(such as a brick or a stone tile) in both the exemplar and the photo-texture, and finding
the ratio between them. Then, we scale down the exemplar to match the scale of the
façade.
We investigated briefly the possibility of matching scale automatically. Most work
regarding scale in computer vision, tries to find scale-invariant features and descriptors
for feature matching problems [LP92, DSH00, BL05]. This seems to work for image
stitching or object matching, but require features to be present in both images. In our
case, we want to match textures that are the same, but not necessarily contain the same
image information, i.e. different samples of the same material.
Figure 4.11: Variation across scale. The same texture has different appearance at
different scales.
We experimented with the patch matching technique as a way of automatically
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matching the scale. We select random samples in the texture and find the closest match
in the exemplar at different scales. Computing the complete cost for all the patches,
we have a measure of how well these two textures match for a given scale. If patches
would represent appropriately the texture, then the scale with lower cost would be
more likely to be at the same scale. We tested this hypothesis, but discovered that this
method only works when the features sampled in one image are contained in the other.
Unfortunately, when this is not the case, due to the variation across scale of textures
illustrated in Figure 4.11, our technique was able to find good matches at different
scales.
Recent work in this topic [HSNC08], seems to solve a similar problem and ap-
ply it to segmentation, by defining a scale descriptor for texture. Future work in this
interesting topic could be applied in our pipeline.
The Intrinsic Limitation of Feature Orientation
Patch matching works on a unique orientation. This assumption normally holds for
buildings, since bricks, stones, and other construction materials, are normally set in
constant orientation. Normally we can capture the textures in this orientation, but
sometimes, the orientation changes to make arches and other architectural features.
Matching orientation locally implies the possibility for orientation changes in the patch,
which would increase the number of comparisons per patch substantially.
We solve the problem partially by using an orientation field over the texture that
deforms the neighbourhood and therefore the patch, adapting the orientation in the
texture with respect to the exemplar. We use this to deal with deformations in the
texture due to geometry, so we can apply our algorithms over complex geometries
rather than only flat facades. This could be used to account for changes in orientation
as well, but the challenge of computing an orientation field automatically remains to
be explored. We discuss orientation issues in more detail in chapter 5.
Matching Ambient Appearance under Different Lighting Conditions
In the experiments presented in previous sections, exemplars were extracted from the
façade photo-texture, so images are comparable. When exemplars are captured sepa-
rately, images need to be normalised. To solve that, we crop a section of the facade
similar to the exemplar and histogram match the ambient image of the exemplar to this
selection. This compensates for any disparities in intensity, or colour lighting.
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4.4 Multiple Material Transfer over change of scale
In this section we review the whole transfer process using a complete façade of a
representative building in Manchester as an example. We capture four exemplars and
perform the three combinations of the techniques presented here: Segmentation and
Histogram Matching, Segmentation and TbA, and Automatic association and TbA.
4.4.1 Data capture and processing
We capture the two kinds of data required in our system: exemplars and a façade
photo-texture. We identify four materials in the façade: red brick, sandstone, stone 1,
and stone 2 captured using the depth hallucination method [GWJ+08] and shown in
Figure 4.12. That provides four complete sets of high resolution images (2616 × 3900
pixels) containing an ambient capture, albedo map, shading map.
Figure 4.12: (From left to right) Exemplars Captured Using SDH: Red Brick,
Sandstone, Stone 1, and Stone 2. First row: Ambient capture. Second row: Albedo
map, Third row: Shading map.
The second data source is a photo-texture. By combining together several high
resolution images we manage to get a 9126× 9856 pixels photo texture (Figure 4.13) 1.
The elements in the picture that we are not interested in, or we do not have exem-
plars for, such as cars, windows, background, and doors, are segmented out.
1Image created by Timo Kunkel. http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/ kunkel/
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Figure 4.13: Photo-texture reconstructed from several images of a building in
Manchester
4.4.2 Material Transfer by Histogram Matching
We created a file that defines the association of every segment with its corresponding
exemplar. We then histogram matched every segment separately, and merged all the
histogram matched segments in a single image. This provided a full resolution albedo
map (Figure 4.14) and shading map. We computed the depth map using the depth-
hallucination technique and a normal map from the depth map.
Looking closer at the albedo map and the normals computed from the transferred
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Figure 4.14: Resulting Albedo map Using Segmentation and Histogram Matching
surface detail (see Figure 4.15), we can see the quality of the results. The appear-
ance of the four materials is preserved and also the surface detail. This is difficult to
evaluate, since we do not have ground truth, but visually, we can see the plausibility
of the results compared with the captured albedo maps for the exemplars and with
the expected geometry from the original photo-texture. An interesting characteristic
of this technique is that it keeps the geometry from the original image. For example,
the ornaments in the gate are well captured as well as the broken areas in the Stone 1
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material.
(a) Close up detail of the Albedo Map
(b) Exemplar Albedo Maps for comparison
(c) Close up detail of the Normal Map
Figure 4.15: Close up views of Transferred maps using Histogram Matching.
Albedo is consistent with the albedo maps captured for the exemplars. Geometric
detail preserves the local detail consistently with the appearance of the façade.
4.4.3 Material Transfer by Analogy
We ran the experiment using the same segments, and the same exemplars and asso-
ciations. We standardised the exemplars as presented earlier, by cropping a piece of
the photo-texture that contains the same material in the exemplar, and then histogram
match the exemplar ambient map to this image. The result is an exemplar ambient
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map that matches the lighting conditions of the material in the façade. If the light-
ing conditions for a material change over the photo-texture, we need to perform this
standardisation for every segment that is captured under different lighting conditions.
Albedo and shading maps remain unmodified.
We apply our TbA technique to the segments. We standardised the red brick ma-
terial for every floor in the façade, since in the photo-texture the higher floors present
a brighter appearance than the lower floors, due to not completely diffuse lighting
conditions when capturing the photo-texture for the façade. Under completely diffuse
lighting condition, like an overcast day, this process is not necessary.
(a) Close up detail of the Albedo Map
(b) Close up detail of the Normal Map
Figure 4.16: Close up views of Transferred maps using Transfer by Analogy.
Albedo is consistent with the albedo maps captured for the exemplars. Geometric
detail preserves the local detail consistently with the appearance of the façade.
The results are similar in quality to the ones produced by Histogram Matching.
The final maps lose some level of detail compared to the Histogram Matching ones,
but the technique is still able to produce good results. In areas where the features are
not present in the exemplar, like the ornaments on the entrance, the process still results
in acceptable albedo and normal maps. The application of this transfer technique does
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not provide any advantage in this case, since we still carried out the segmentation
process, and an extra exemplar standardisation process. Also, the materials are globally
regular, so the advantage of local matching that TbA provides, does not provide an
improvement in the result compared to Histogram Matching. Besides that, TbA is able
to transfer albedo and shading appropriately.
4.4.4 Automatic Association and Transfer by Analogy
The final experiment is to run the association process that we described in section 4.3.
The resulting association is shown in Figure 4.17. We can see that compared with the
manual and semi-automatic segmentation, the association is at a similar level of accu-
racy, although not perfect. Brick and sandstone in the window frameworks are well
associated. Ornaments in the door and windows are not associated to sandstone since
the exemplar does not contain features of this kind. There are some areas in shadow,
with complex features or albedo changes, where the matching is not completely cor-
rect, for example under the cornices or in the eaves. Taking into account that this
process is completely automatic, the results are very encouraging for further research,
but the level of accuracy required by a segmentation makes an interactive approach
more suitable.
(a) Manual (b) Our interactive approach (c) TbA Segmentation
Figure 4.17: Comparison between the three segmentation methods
The albedo and shading images are reconstructed by weighting the albedo and
shading maps from the exemplars according to the value of the metric. Figure 4.18
shows the detail of a section in the façade containing three of the four materials: Red
Brick, Sandstone,and Stone 1. This section is automatically associated and transferred
using our extension of TbA.
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Figure 4.18: Automatic association and Transfer by Analogy. (From left to right)
Original section of the photo-texture. Transferred Albedo, Transferred Shading
Map, Normal Map, and Automatic Labelling
The final result is plausible in these examples. Some resolution is lost as result of
the Transfer by Analogy process. The association image (last in the right), shows that
the red brick (in blue) and the sand stone (in green), are correctly labelled. However,
some areas with the stone 1 material are wrongly labelled. This is due to the some
very light bricks in the red brick exemplar, and to some non-textured areas in the case
of sand stone. This produces certain colour shift in certain areas of the albedo. The
colour in the albedo is also partially washed out, for example in the brick area, due to
the image creation process. This process weights the different materials according to
the value given by the metric. In this case, this gives some yellow appearance to the
albedo of the brick given by the sandstone and stone 1 materials.
The shading map on the other hand, is well transferred. The texture structure of the
three materials is well preserved and the final normal map is completely plausible.
We conclude from this experiment that the complete automatic process has lim-
itations to find the correct label configuration. The weighted reconstruction process
overcomes some of these limitations, particularly well in the case of the shading, but
can produce artifacts in the albedo map.
Results are promising, and encourage further work on the automatic multi-material
transfer process.
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4.5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented solutions for the problem of transferring materials to large surfaces
containing several materials for both transfer techniques. Histogram Matching can be
applied to complete façades by segmenting, with manual or interactive techniques, the
different materials, and apply the transfer method separately to the different segments.
We implemented an interactive segmentation technique that produces suitable results,
reducing the time necessary to perform the segmentation. Transfer by Analogy, can
be applied similarly to the same workflow, producing similar results. This requires
matching scale and lighting between exemplars and the photography of the façade.
The complete workflow is operational and produced good albedo and meso-structure
from a set of exemplars and a fronto-parallel view of a building façade.
Aiming for a completely automatic process, we investigated the extension of Trans-
fer by Analogy to several materials. We evaluated several matching metrics, the novel
Logarithm Based Metric being the one providing the best results. We analysed the
effects of changing the patch size and the number of the exemplars on the behaviour
of the labelling process. A size of 7 or 9 gives an appropriate trade-off between perfor-
mance and execution time. The number of exemplars affects the result and can make
the technique unstable, however, good matches normally remain stable.
The application of this technique to automatically transfer material properties to
complete façades has produced promising results, but requires further investigation.
Here, we investigated the use of data driven descriptors, which have been applied suc-
cessfully to texture synthesis, and we conclude that they have limitations in robustness
and accuracy. Our technique can take advantage of new advances in texture analysis,
and deeper study of texture models and feature descriptors is suggested as future work.
Matching scale of textured surfaces is an interesting open research problem, and




THIS chapter deals with the three remaining problems in our re-construction system. First, to reconstruct integrated texture
maps for large structures. Second, to perform our texture character-
istics transfer over a non-planar gross-scale geometry. This involves
certain deformations of the target space that need to be taken into
account. Third, to combine the transferred geometric detail with the
gross-scale geometry previously reconstructed.
5.1 Multi-view Texture Reconstruction
Texture reconstruction refers to the process of creating an optimal texture map from
the set of perspective images used for the reconstruction of the gross-scale model.
The definition of an optimal texture map depends on the application domain, but there
are certain characteristics that are generally desirable: a compact representation, high
image quality, and minimisation of artifacts. Besides these three, it is also important
that the texture map has low distortion and has a continuous representation in order to
apply our meso-scale and reflectance transfer techniques.
5.1.1 Compact Representation, Distortion, and Continuity: Pa-
rameterisation
A texture map is a 2D space where each vertex in a mesh has a position defined by its
texture coordinates, normally denoted (u, v). This one-to-one mapping of the surface
to the plane is termed the parameterisation and determines the distortion, continuity,
and compactness of the texture. An example of planar parameterisation is an earth
globe map, where the globe is mapped to a 2D plane. An ideal parameterisation of a
triangular mesh is one that:
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(a) Triangular mesh (b) Texture atlas 1 (c) Texture atlas 2
Figure 5.1: Allowing larger deformations produces larger charts as in (b). Tex-
ture atlas 2 (c) shows a closer to isometric parameterisation at the cost of a more
complex texture atlas.
• Does not distort the triangles, so their angles are preserved (conformal) as well as
their areas (equiareal).
• Maintains the continuity defined by the mesh, so that the neighbourhood topology
of vertices is the same.
• Only the information required for texturing is stored.
A mapping that is conformal and equiareal is denoted isometric and only exists
in very special cases [FH05]. Most algorithms for surface parameterisation attempt
to find a mapping that is conformal, or equiareal, or minimises some combination of
the two. A complete review of parameterisation algorithms can be found in [SPR06,
HPS08].
The traditional approach to finding a low-distortion mapping for complex meshes
is to cut the mesh into charts, which are parameterised individually, and then to pack
them into a texture atlas, as shown in Figure 5.1. This allows creation of isometric, or
close to isometric, mappings at the cost of cutting the mesh. Our texture reconstruc-
tion technique is independent of the parameterisation, so can take advantage of new
advances in the area, but does require minimal distortions and, therefore, it needs to
handle multiple charts.
Division of the mesh into charts introduces three further issues: (1) the mesh cut-
ting problem; (2) the discontinuities between charts for geometric processing, and (3)
the discontinuities in the parametric domain for texture processing.
The first two problems have attracted attention in the research community and sev-
eral solutions have been proposed [EDD+95, GKSS02, LSS+98, PSS01] where the
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challenge is to obtain mappings that are smooth across the patch boundaries. The
cuts and parameterisations used in this thesis have been produced using the software
GRAPHITE [GRA09]. This software includes some state-of-the-art parameterisation
and cutting algorithms. It automatically creates a texture atlas from a given geometry
allowing the customisation of several parameters such as maximum distortion, maxi-
mum scale, and minimum size of a patch.
The third problem is the discontinuity of the texture map which needs to be tackled
when reconstructing the texture. Discontinuities can incur visual artifacts like seams
if an edge shared by two charts is textured with different images, and also any texture
processing that uses neighbouring information will require the original continuity to
be maintained. Our proposed solution is to use an indirection map. This map is an
interface between the user and the texture map masking the discontinuities introduced
by the cutting process.
A similar approach was proposed by Lefebvre and Hoppe [LH06], and Gonzalez
el al. [GP09], who used a level of indirection to avoid seams when accessing on-the-
fly texture maps divided into charts. We, instead, use the indirection map during the
texture reconstruction and during the texture processing to maintain continuity of the
neighbourhood established by the mesh.
Indirection Map
The parameterisation defines the mapping of the 3D geometry to a planar space. This
planar space is discretised to the resolution of the texture map. When allowing cuts, the
empty space left between charts results in empty spaces in the texture map breaking the
continuity, i.e. a neighbouring pixel in the texture map does not necessarily correspond
to the neighbouring pixel mapped to the geometry.
To maintain continuity and produce seamless textures over a discontiguous atlas
we create an indirection map. This has the same dimensions as the texture map, and
links every position in the map with the appropriate pixel in the texture map (texel).
The user accesses the map in the same way as he would access a continuous image and
the indirection map masks discontinuities, blank spaces in the texture map, and solves
problems at the boundaries.
There exist two types of texels in the texture map: interior (green and blue in Fig-
ure 5.2 (middle)) and exterior (grey and yellow). Interior texels lie inside the chart (the
centre of the pixel is inside). Exterior texels correspond to the empty space between
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charts and are not used for texturing. A subset of exterior texels lie on a boundary (yel-
low texels). These texels are exterior but have a neighbouring texel which is interior.
Since we allow for cuts in the geometry for parameterisation, we can distinguish be-
tween geometric boundary texels (pink in Figure 5.2 (right)) and chart boundary texels
(red and orange). Geometric boundary texels are those where the boundary is the end
of the geometric model. Chart boundary texels are those where the boundary is shared
by two charts.
Figure 5.2: Chart A and B shares an edge (a-b) in A and (a’-b’) in B). The space
between charts is coloured grey. The image in the middle shows the discretisation
in texels, and the boundary texels marked in yellow. These texels are Geometric
boundaries(red and orange) and chart boundaries (pink).
We denote a texture map T [], and the indirection S[]. For a position p, S[p] re-
turns the position of the appropriate texel in the texture map. There are four possible
indirections:
1. If the texel p is valid and interior, the position referenced is the same. T [S[p]] =
T [p]
2. If the texel t is exterior and not in the boundary, the indirection map acts as a mask.
T [S[t]] = NULL
3. If the texel q is a chart boundary, the indirection map references w, which is an
interior point in the neighbouring triangle in the appropriate chart. T [S[q]] = T [w]
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4. If the texel r is a geometric boundary, the indirection map references to the closest
interior and valid texel s. T [S[r]] = T [s]
During the construction of the indirection map, boundary texels are detected when
discretising the mesh in the texture space, then assigned to the closest interior texel.
In the case of a chart boundary texel, the boundary point has a corresponding texel in
a different chart. We locate this texel by finding the shared edge and interpolating the
position between the texels corresponding to the vertices of the edge. This position
must be a boundary texel or a valid interior texel. In the case of a boundary texel, the
closest interior valid point is assigned instead.
The resulting indirection map assigns every position in the map to a valid interior
texel or to NULL for invalid empty texels. The indirection map also recovers the con-
tinuity and neighbourhood defined by the 3D geometric model within the 2D texture.
5.1.2 Texture Sampling Quality
The sampling quality of the reconstructed texture depends on the quality of the original
images. Since a portion of the surface will be visible in several views, not all of them
will provide the same quality, hence a quality metric needs to be defined to select the
best view for every part of the texture. Gibson et al. simply used the distance to the
camera [GHCH03]. Debevec et al. and, Lempitsky and Ivanov, used measures based
only on the angle between the normal and the camera [DYB98, LI07]. Bernardini el al.
included both factors [BMR01]. Several authors, used the projected area of the texel
at every view, which takes into account projection, pose, and distance [POF98, Bau02,
RAKRF08].
More formally Ismert el al. [IBG03] defined the texture quality metric of a view as
a sampling problem.
"The image formation process is represented as a mapping of
the texture onto objects, then onto the image sensor. This mapping
can be described by the image transform MImg, which maps tex-
ture space to image space (R2(s,t) → R2(u,v)). MImg is composed
of MProj , which projects the object into the image plane and is
defined by the Projection Matrix P , and MTexwhich projects the
surface onto the object that is defined by the parametrisation dis-
cussed in section 5.1.1. This transformation can be characterised
by its Jacobian matrix J(M−1Img):
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Recall that J(M−1Img) maps (s, t) to (u, v). The values of the
Jacobian matrix, as partial derivatives, indicate the change in sam-
ple distances in the directions indicated. Thus, the elements of this
matrix describe the change in the sampling behaviour induced by
the transformation. Note that because it is derived directly from
M−1Img, J(M
−1
Img) accounts for all of the factors affecting the sam-
pling rate, i.e. projective effects, camera pose or position, lens
distortion, etc.
Evaluating the Jacobian matrix across the texture gives four
measures per texel. Values in the Jacobian matrix > 1 indicate that
the texture space in discretised more densely than the projected
image space, while values < 1 indicates the opposite. To keep the
detail contained in the original images, these values must be ≥ 1
at every texel."
By enforcing this condition we can determine the optimal resolution of the texture
map.
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix J(M−1Img) is in fact the reprojected area of
the texel in the image space as was used in [POF98, Bau02, RAKRF08]. This is a
complete quality metric per texel and view, that accounts for all the transformations
in the image process including camera angle to the view and distance. Our texture
reconstruction process uses this metric to determine the best available view for every
texel in the texture map.
5.1.3 Texture Artifacts
Apart from the sampling quality of the texture, there are other factors that determine the
overall quality of the texture. We refer to these as artifacts that should be minimised.
We identify four different types of artifacts:
• Seams appear when different images are used for texturing contiguous areas, due to
differences in the lighting conditions, camera parameters, etc. We denote regions
textured using the same image as patches.
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• Occlusions due to the same object produce areas textured with either wrong, or no,
information.
• Occlusion due to non-modelled objects which are present in the images, eg. a car or
a person.
• Ghosting and blurring due to imprecisions in the model or blending of different
views.
Reducing seams has received most attention in the literature on multi-view tex-
turing. For example, a similar problem occurs in the process of image mosaics and
panorama stitching, where images are taken under different conditions and need to be
merged seamlessly. Solutions in the context of multi-view texturing usually blend the
overlapping areas of the different views. Different weights are given to the different
views according to a quality or confidence metric, as explained previously [DYB98,
BMR01, POF98, Bau02]. The main problem with blending is that errors in align-
ment and big differences between neighbouring images (for instance when a person
is present in one image but not in the other) produce blurring and double images or
ghosting effects. To solve the blurring problem [Bau02, YLHS05] used a multi-band
blending algorithm which merges separately high frequencies and low frequencies,
preserving image detail and reducing the blurring. This algorithm was previously in-
troduced by Burt and Adelson [BA83b], also referred as Laplacian pyramid blending
or multi-resolution spline blending, applied to image mosaics.
An alternative technique for merging images seamlessly is to perform the combi-
nation in the gradient domain. This was first used in the 2D mosaicing problem by
Agarwala et al. [ADA+04] and adapted to multi-view texturing in the 3D domain in
[LI07]. Besides the effectiveness of combination techniques, seams need to be reduced
to a minimum, which suggests minimising the number of patches.
Our new approach to texture reconstruction minimises both seams and number of
patches using graph-cuts [BVZ01] based optimisation over a Markov Random Field [SZS+08b].
We define the texturing from multiple views as a mosaicing problem directly over the
texture domain, including both quantitative and qualitative factors in the formulation.
The remaining seams are removed using a gradient based method described in more
detail in section 5.2.3.
Occlusions due to the same object need to be detected so the surface is not textured
with a view where it is not visible. That involves a visibility test for every view and
triangle in the model. Those areas that are not visible will need restoration, by using
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texture synthesis or in-painting techniques. We in-paint small sections as described in
section 5.2.3.
Occlusions due to objects that are not modelled are more difficult to handle, since
we do not have evidence of the occlusion. Bornik et al. used a median filter that
discards pixels that are more than 10% different to the average colour of the pixel in
all the images to find non-modelled occlusions [BKBF02]. Similar procedures have
been used to remove specular highlights which are also view-dependant [OSRW97].
This process will discard outliers as long as there exists sufficient evidence of the
real colour of the surface, i.e. the colour of the pixel is similar in several images.
Our implementation uses the same method to detect occlusions due to non-modelled
objects.
In the next section we describe the texture reconstruction method developed and
implemented during this thesis which is inspired by previous work but adapted to the
requirements of our specific problem: reconstructing high resolution textures from au-
tomatically calibrated, wide-baseline, multi-view images and a gross-scale geometric
model for texture transfer purposes.
5.2 Markov Random Field Texture Reconstruction
Optimal texture reconstruction from multi-view imagery requires a trade-off between
the best sampling quality and the reduction of artefacts. Simply using the best view
can incur artifacts like seams and occlusions due to non-modelled objects. On the other
hand, minimising only the seams might produce badly sampled areas. We decided to
formulate the problem within an optimisation framework where the different factors
are included in the process.
We designed and implemented a novel solution that formulates the texture re-
construction problem in an optimisation framework, inspired by the work on image
mosaics, over a Markov Random Field (MRF) defined on the texture space. MRFs
have been successfully used in energy minimisation problems [SZS+08b] in many im-
age processing tasks in 2D like image segmentation [RKB04], selective compositing,
3D like mesh segmentation [LW08] and, more pertinently, image mosaics, panoramic
stitching [ADA+04], and multi-view texturing [LI07]. In fact [LI07] is very close to
our formulation, but there are several important differences.
Our method performs the optimisation in texture space instead of geometric space,
and so is independent of the mesh resolution. This way, we can control the resolution
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of the optimisation by simply modifying the resolution of the MRF, which is easier
than doing so in the mesh basis. Also, we can perform the optimisation on a texel
basis, instead of a triangle basis in [LI07], which is important for occlusion detec-
tion. Furthermore, a 2D approach simplifies the possibility of including interactive
techniques in the process similar to those in [ADA+04], in-painting, and other image
processing algorithms. The method of Lempitsky et al. performs the optimisation di-
rectly in 3D avoiding parameterisation and therefore distortions, However, since we
need to perform other processing in the texture domain, parameterisation is necessary,
and optimising in 3D is of no advantage to us.
Texture reconstruction as a 2D optimisation problem shares its three main steps
with the mosaic generation process. First to find a common parametric space for all
views is necessary. In this case, the common space is the texture space. By re-sampling
every view in the texture domain, we set all the images in the same space. Second, we
need to choose the best view for every texel. This process is performed by minimising
an energy function that encodes both reduction of seams and sampling qualities. The
final step is to remove the remaining seams. As mentioned before, we use a gradient
based method for this purpose. In the following sections, we present the details of our
solution.
5.2.1 Finding a Common Parametric Space
The first step in the texture reconstruction process is to parameterise the geometric
model in a planar surface with minimal distortion. Once we have the model in a flat
chart mosaic, we choose a resolution for the texture and scale our parameterised model
accordingly. Then we discretise the model by sampling in equal unitary intervals the
geometry, creating a 2D regular representation of the geometry, where every position in
the grid stores a three dimensional vector with the 3D geometric coordinates. Having
the position of the geometry for every pixel, we sample every view for every point in
the geometry image acquiring a texture map for every view, all of them in the same
texture space. Figure 5.3 shows three texture maps corresponding to three different
views.
Unifying all the views in the same parametric space allows us to choose the best
view to texture every texel using our optimisation framework.
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Figure 5.3: (Top row) Three different views used for texture reconstruction. (Bot-
tom row) Corresponding texture maps in a unified parametric space. Yellow means
this area is not visible in this view.
5.2.2 Camera Selection as an Optimisation Problem
A Markov Ramdom Field (MRF) is an undirected graph consisting of a set of nodes
and a set of links between nodes, and contains a probability or cost associated with
every node and link. In our case, each node is a texel, and the objective is to find the
most appropriate camera to texture each node, minimising the seams, and maximising
the sampling quality. These two factors to be optimised are encoded in an energy
function established by the equation
E(C) = EQ(C) + λES(C) (5.2)
for a set of possible cameras C = {c1, c2, ..., cn}. This equation contains two
terms (a data cost term EQ(C) and a smoothness cost term ES(C)) and a scalar factor
λ. The term EQ(C) assigns a penalty for using a camera to texture a texel. This
penalty is inversely proportional to the sampling quality for this camera, the better
the quality the lower the cost. Visibility is also encoded in this term by setting the
cost to the maximum value when the node is not visible in this camera. The second
term ES(C), defines the cost of assigning different cameras to neighbouring nodes.
This term encodes the seams. If both neighbouring texels are labelled with the same
camera, the penalty is zero, since there is no seam. When the cameras are different, this
penalty is proportional to the difference between the texels. The factor λ is a parameter
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defined by the user to give more importance to the cost or the smoothness term. A high
value of λ prioritises the smoothness term giving a solution with larger areas textured
with the same camera.
The data cost term is defined as EQ(C) =
∑
t
Cd(t, ci)) where Cd specifies the
penalty of assigning the camera ci to a texel t. This penalty is the inverse of the pro-
jected area of the texel t in the image i in pixels. Since the area of the texel is unity,
the projected area in the image i is equivalent to the determinant of the Jacobian as
explained in the section 5.1.2. Two visibility tests are also performed. A self occlu-
sion test that works by re-projecting every texel in the original image and producing a
depth map using the distance from the point in the geometry at this texel to the camera
position, and a second visibility test for occlusions due to non-modelled objects. This
uses a median filter, as in [BKBF02], that compares the value of this texel for a specific
camera with the average value of this texel, computed with all the available cameras.
The second term is defined as ES(C) =
∑
t,s
Cs(t, s, ci, cj) and encodes the seams
due to change of camera. Cs specifies the penalty of assigning a camera to neigh-
bouring texels t and s with the cameras ci and cj respectively. If ci = cj then the
penalty is Cs() = 0 since there are no seams. If ci 6= cj then the penalty Cs() is
the Euclidean distance in RGB colour space between texel t in camera ci and texel s
in camera cj . When accessing neighbouring texels we use the indirection map as de-
scribed previously. This preserves the continuity of the texture through the geometric
model avoiding the spaces between charts.
The parameter λ simply specifies the priority assigned to quality or to seam reduc-
tion and is specified by the user. Assigning λ = 0 will use the best sampling quality
camera for every texel. On the other hand, high values of λ will give preference to
minimising seams with respect to the texture quality, providing a solution with fewer
cuts and therefore larger areas textured with the same camera.
While the MRF framework yields an optimisation problem than is NP hard, good
approximation techniques are available [SZS+08b]. We use graph-cut optimisation [BVZ01].
We typically create a high-resolution texture mosaic of 7000 × 7000 pixels, although
the process allows for arbitrary resolutions, limited only by the memory of the system.
During the optimisation process we instantiate in memory the data cost maps for every
view. Since the number of views can be large, we run the optimisation at a lower res-
olution, depending on the number of views, and then we scale up the association map
and sample the texture map at full resolution.
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5.2.3 Removing Remaining Seams: Poisson Reintegration
The last step in the texture reconstruction process is reducing any remaining seams. We
use gradient based fusion similarly to [ADA+04]. The algorithm is based on solving
the Poisson equation using Neumann boundary conditions i.e. dropping any equations
that involve pixels outside the boundary of the image. This method can reconstruct
the original images from their gradients up to a scale factor setting all the images to
the same global brightness level, performing a global correction in the colour. By
modifying the gradient field, this method can be used to perform several image editing
processes, such as inserting objects in pictures seamlessly [PGB03].
Figure 5.4: Remaining seams due to lighting variation shown in the top row, can
be totally removed using poisson reintegration as can be observed in the bottom
row. The middle and right columns correspond respectively to the areas inside the
red and blue squares highlighted in the right column images.
We use this technique to remove any remaining seams by reintegrating the image
from its gradients. We create a gradient field that takes the gradients from the dif-
ferent views. Then, we apply the Poisson Reintegration to create a seamless texture
map. Figure 5.4 shows a texture map reconstructed with our technique. The top row
shows some remaining seams which are removed using the gradient fusion shown in
the bottom row. In general, the remaining seams are small, like this example, because
the lighting conditions do not vary a lot in the short time required to capture the wide-
baseline sequence. However, the technique is also able to deal with more severe seams
as demonstrated by Perez et al. [PGB03].
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Figure 5.5: Our implementation of the Poisson reintegration algorithm can also in-
paint small areas and remove shadows. In the example of the left, a reconstructed
texture, using our system, presents areas with no data available due to visibility
(red and yellow areas) which are in-painted with this technique. In the example of
the right, we removed a hard shadow in a building by editing its gradient field and
reconstructing the image from it.
This process can also be used to in-paint small areas in the texture where we do
not have information, or even to remove shadows by removing the shadow edge in the
gradient field. Examples of in- painting and shadow removal are shown in Figure 5.5.
5.2.4 Discussion
Our formulation of the ‘texture reconstruction from multiple views’ problem offers
several advantages over previous work. Compared to blending techniques, our la-
belling is unique, avoiding blurring and ghosting effects due to the combination of
different images. Our method is easily scalable to a large number of images by per-
forming the optimisation at a lower resolution and then sampling the texture with the
resulting labelling at full resolution. Our method is also independent of the mesh res-
olution and can therefore be applied to highly detailed meshes at the same cost. The
gradient based fusion makes a correction to the whole texture, not only at the seams,
producing a texture with a unified appearance. The Poisson reintegration phase can be
used to repair untextured areas and to remove shadows. Finally, since the optimisation
is performed in texture space, the technique can directly take advantage of new param-
eterisation and atlas packing algorithms, new blending techniques, new solutions for
MRF based optimisations, and interactive methods.
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5.3 Transferring to a Deformed Space
Once the texture map is reconstructed, we can use it as a diffuse reference to infer
albedo and meso-structure by transferring these from exemplars. In the general case,
exemplars and texture maps are represented in different domains. Exemplars are pho-
tographed using a fronto-parallel view, and are assumed to be globally flat surfaces.
The texture or parametric domain introduces an arbitrary deformation per triangle,
including rotation, translation, scaling, and warping, with respect to the exemplar do-
main.
The next section analyses the effect of these transformations in both transferring
processes presented in previous chapters – Histogram Matching and Transfer by Anal-
ogy – and the solution adopted to perform the transfer in the deformed texture space.
5.3.1 Transformation Texture map - Exemplar
The texture map and the exemplars may have different global orientations, different
global scales, and, in the general case, a different mapping per triangle, which means
different local piecewise transformations.
Surface Tangential Field
In order to find the relationship between the exemplar space and the texture map space,
we fix the horizon as a global orientation for both exemplar and texture map. This
means that the exemplar is captured setting the x axis parallel to the horizon. Also
that the texture in the complete model is present in the same horizontal direction. For
example, for a wall with a texture containing rectangular bricks, we would consider
that the long side of the brick is parallel to the x axis in the exemplar, and that is
parallel to the plane X,Z in the full model coordinate system. This implies defining
a tangential field that traverses the surface in the horizontal direction parallel to the
horizon and in the vertical direction parallel to the up vector.
Since the geometric model is not necessarily aligned with the vertical axis Y , we
first have to define an up vector, ~up. The user identifies the vertical direction directly
in texture space, by viewing the texture as a reference and choosing a straight line
where he/she is confident that the texture is not deformed, and marking two texels that
establish the up vector. Then we can define a tangential field at every texel of the
texture map by evaluating the normal vector ~n at every texel and finding the vector
orthogonal to both normal and up vectors ~t = ~up× ~n. This tangential field defines the
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global orientation in the texture domain. Note that if the exemplar is not a flat surface
oriented with the horizon, we can define a tangential field following the same process.
Spatial Transformation
Having exemplar and texture map domains oriented in the same direction, we find the
mapping between them. This problem was studied previously for synthesising texture
on the parametric domain [LH06, ELS08]. We follow their derivation.
Figure 5.6: We find the transformation S between the Exemplar Space E and the
Texture Domain D to understand how to use our transfer techniques in the Texture
Domain from Exemplars.
Following the Figure 5.6, the surface parameterisation f maps every point in the
texture domain D into the surface M . The Jacobian Jf measures the variation of
position in the geometry when we vary the position in the texture map. The param-
eterisation is piecewise linear, so the Jacobian Jf is piecewise constant within each
triangle, but we can evaluate it at every texel varying unit vectors in the texture domain
D.
Assuming the exemplar to be already oriented, the unitary matrix in equation 5.3
defines its variation, we can define the relationship between the tangent frame and the
exemplar as
(t b) = JfJ
−1I (5.3)
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where Jf is the 3 × 2 Jacobian of the surface parameterisation f : D → M , and
J is the desired 2 × 2 Jacobian for the relationship between the texture map and the
exemplar S : D → E (see figure 5.6). (t b) is the tangential field defined over the
surface M , as explained in the previous section. From equation 5.3 we derive
J = (t b)+Jf =
(
(t b)T (t b)
)−1
(t b)TJf (5.4)
where "+" denotes matrix pseudo-inverse. If (t b) is orthonormal, then (t b)+ =
(t b)T . We construct (t b) to be orthonormal, therefore J = (t b)TJf . J defines the
relationship between the exemplar domain E and the texture map domain D. This re-
lationship encodes local transformations as well as orientation, and is defined at every
texel in the texture map.
(a) Reconstructed Texture. (b) Synthesised lines follow-
ing tangential field.
(c) Textured Model.
Figure 5.7: The tangential field defines the vertical and horizontal orientation over
the surface of the model. We can use this field to synthesise texture using a simple
two lines exemplar. The result is a texture that follows the horizontal and vertical
directions of the model.
In Figure 5.7 we show how we used the Jacobian field to synthesise a texture con-
sisting of parallel lines from a small exemplar (in the middle). The resulting texture is
deformed in the same way as the reconstructed texture (left) following the horizontal
direction in the geometric model (right). This places exemplar and Texture map in the
same space, so they can be compared.
In the next section we use this to analyse the effect of the parameterisation on the
transfer process, and also to extend the Transfer by Analogy method to non-planar
surfaces.
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5.3.2 Histogram Matching
Histograms are used to analyse and index images, and, in our case, to characterise
materials. It is important to understand how differences between exemplar and texture
map domains influence the histograms. Hadjidemetriou et al. studied more funda-
mentally the influence of local transformations on the histogram [HGN01]. Here we
analyse how changes in the histogram influence the transfer process.
The first thing to note is that the Histogram Matching process uses the Cumulative
Distribution Function, which is normalised and therefore invariant to scale. Conse-
quently scaling of the histogram does not influence the transfer process.
Hadjidemetriou et al. derived analytically the complete class of local image trans-
formations that preserve the histogram or simply scale its magnitude. They presented
the transformations as vector fields acting on the image and deduced that when these
fields are Hamiltonian, the histogram is simply scaled. Some simple examples of
Hamiltonian transformations are rotation, translation, shear, and stretch [HGN01].
We can consider the exemplar-texture mapping presented before as an image trans-
formation of the exemplar view. Hence, we can define the mapping as Hamiltonian
if the transformation of the exemplar view is Hamiltonian. For example, an isometric
mapping would represent just rotation and translation with respect to the exemplar –
both Hamiltonian transformations – therefore the histogram is preserved and the his-
togram matching approach is valid. Using this methodology, whether the histogram
matching is valid for a given mapping depends on the mapping being Hamiltonian.
Hadjidemetriou et al. formulated and verified the following theorem:
"Theorem 2. A family of transformations Tt which arises as the solution of a
vector field X scales the histograms of all the images if and only if the vector field has
constant divergence for all t. The scale factors are the determinants of the Jacobian of
the transformations at any point."
This establishes that if the vector field defined by the mapping has constant diver-
gence, then the histogram is simply scaled and therefore the mapping is Hamiltonian.
Consequently, the Jacobian field of the mapping J requires a constant determinant at
every point to be Hamiltonian. This condition depends totally on the parameterisation,
and therefore, only certain types of mapping are theoretically valid for this approach.
Due to the nature of the data however, we can add some cases where, even if the
divergence is not constant, the Histogram Matching is still valid. The basic assumption
of the transfer process is that for a given material, the statistics are the same locally
(exemplar) and globally (texture map). That means that if the mapping is piecewise
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constant in divergence for regions big enough to be considered samples of the material
– i.e. statistically equivalent to the exemplar – then the transfer process is still valid,
because the different scaling factors are multiplying the same histogram, so the final
histogram is simply scaled by the sum of the scaling factors.
It is worth recalling that the transfer process is performed on segments and there-
fore these requirements are not for the complete texture map but for the individual
segments.
In our experiments, we use parameterisation techniques that create close to confor-
mal mappings, so distortions are minimal. Also, we restrict the possible scaling of the
triangles to 10%. The resulting parameterisations do not produce visible effects in the
final model. However, a more detailed study of the acceptable levels of distortion is
suggested as future work.
5.3.3 Transfer by Analogy
The Transfer by Analogy process matches the most similar patches in both images.
Clearly, in order to compare two images, both must be in the same domain. The
exemplar-texture mapping is defined at every point by J , allowing us to transform
one of the domains into the other. The transfer process is performed in a multi-scale
fashion (see section3.4), therefore, we have to take into account this deformation when
constructing the different levels of the Laplacian Pyramid.
Deformed Laplacian Pyramid
The Laplacian pyramid is constructed by blurring and under-sampling the image by
a factor of two. Blurring uses neighbouring information so this process requires to
take into account the deformations produced by the parameterisation. We access the
neighbour texels normally but calculate the distance to the centre of the kernel and the
value of the Gaussian kernel, multiplying the displacement vector by the Jacobian J ,
which creates a deformed Gaussian kernel according to the parameterisation. Then, we
under-sample normally. This way we take into account the Jacobian in the calculation
of the Laplacian Pyramid, which produces a correct multi-scale representation of the
texture map. This is presented in more detail in the work of Eisenacher et al. for texture
synthesis on a deformed space [ELS08].
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Deformed Patch Matching
The patch matching process performed during the Transfer by Analogy process ac-
cesses neighbouring pixels in 7× 7 patches. We use the Jacobian J , calculated previ-
ously, to modify the neighbourhood of the patch in order to access equivalent pixels in
both the texture map and exemplar. The texture-map space has a lower sampling rate
than the exemplar and it is also deformed by the parameterisation. Because of this, we
access a regular patch in the texture-map and then sample the exemplar according to
the mapping J . The deformed patch is computed by accessing the central point and
then computing the deformed displacement from the central point by multiplying the
displacement by the Jacobian at this position, as shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: In the texture map (right), we access the neighbourhood of the pixel
normally. When calculating the equivalent pixel in the exemplar, we multiply
the displacement vector recursively by the Jacobian (green and red arrows). We
perform bilinear interpolation for the access coordinates in the exemplar.
As discussed in chapter 3, the scale between the exemplar and the texture map
needs to be specified by the user. This can be included in the Jacobian J by simply
multiplying it by the corresponding scalar.
Using this deformed patch matching we are able to perform the transfer process
to the texture space. This effectively extends our TbA method to work over arbitrary
surfaces, and therefore to complete models.
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5.4 Multi-source Geometry Fusion
The last step in the transfer of the material appearance to full models is to combine
gross-scale and meso-scale geometries.
Both geometry sources, the gross-scale model recovered from multi-view images,
and the meso-scale detail transferred from the exemplars to the texture map, are par-
tially inaccurate. The gross-scale geometry has a limited resolution and suffers the
limitations of image-based reconstruction techniques. The meso-scale geometry is
an approximation based on shading information encoded in the texture. The recon-
structed texture contains artifacts and in some cases violates some of the assumptions,
introducing geometric artifacts. This section discusses the nature of these inaccuracies
and errors in both sources of geometry, and presents a frequency based combination
that improves the result compared to a naive combination. A similar approach was pre-
sented in [NRDR05] for merging normal maps and low resolution models. The sources
of their data and noise are different to ours, but they arrived at similar conclusions and
solutions.
Geometry Images
The mesh and the meso-scale geometry are related by the parameterisation, which
associates the texture coordinates and therefore the meso-scale map with every vertex
in the model. The mesh and meso-scale maps have different resolutions, so we first
have to set both geometries to the same level of detail. We evaluate the geometry of the
gross-scale model at every texel, storing its 3D coordinates in the RGB channels of a
geometry image [GGH02]. The geometric coordinates for a pixel p inside a triangle t
are calculated using the barycentric coordinates of p in t and then multiplied by the 3D
coordinates of the vertices of t. The resulting representation of the geometry (shown in
Figure 5.9 (left)) allows us to compute its normal map (Figure 5.9 (right)) and directly
add the geometric detail computed from the transfer method.
In the next section we show how to combine gross-scale and the meso-scale models
filtering out artifacts from both models using a frequency based approach.
5.4.1 Frequency Based Geometry Fusion
Having both geometries at the same resolution and in the same domain, the naive
approach to combining gross-scale and meso-scale geometry is to add the depth re-
covered by the shape from shading algorithm in the gross-scale normal direction. The
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Figure 5.9: The geometry image (left) places the geometry in the same space
as the texture map, allowing for direct fusion of the gross-scale and meso-scale
models. The normal map (right) is used to define the direction in which the meso-
scale is added to the gross-scale model.
scale factor between both geometries is related to the distance from the camera to the
model, which is difficult to recover automatically without extra measurements or ref-
erences, since the gross-scale geometry is reconstructed up to a scale factor. This scale
factor is specified manually.
A more sophisticated method to combine both sources of geometry, by looking
at the errors and noise that both models contain, is proposed here. In general, gross-
scale geometry contains high-frequency noise like the bumps visible in figure 5.10(a).
These errors are caused by noise in the original point cloud, resolution limitations in
the images, errors introduced by the normal estimation and by the surface meshing
method. Also, high-frequency geometry like edges and geometric detail are not well
captured in general for similar reasons. Therefore, high-frequency information in the
gross-scale model is often unreliable. Running a low-pass filter over the geometry
removes the high-frequency geometric features and effectively smooths the surface.
We can run this filter over the geometry image, accounting for the deformations due
to the parameterisation, in the same way as presented for the Deformed Laplacian
Pyramid in section 5.3.3. Alternatively, we can use similar smoothing techniques in
the geometric space, available in most software packages.
On the other hand, in our approach, meso-scale geometry is used to add the detail
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(a) Untouched Gross-scale (b) Gross-scale model after fil-
tering high frequencies
(c) Real image of the building
(d) Untouched Normal Map (e) Normal Map after filtering
low frequencies
(f) Final model combining both
sources of geometry
Figure 5.10: The real image of the building (c) shows how the structure con-
sists of flat panels decorated with carvings. Filtering the high frequencies in the
gross-scale model(a - b) and the low frequencies in the meso-scale model(d - e)
eliminates the bumps and inaccurate detail, resulting in the final model (f).
missing in the gross-scale model. This geometry is reconstructed from a shading im-
age and contains unreliable information of a different nature. The shading in a large
structure not only contains the effects of texture self-shadowing, that are important for
the meso-scale geometry, but also others due to global structure. These shading effects
lead to geometry that is not necessary correct and, in any case, is not the geometry
that the meso-scale model should contain. In the perception literature, such as Land’s
Retinex Theory [LM71], high-frequency variation is usually attributed to texture, and
low-frequency variations are associated with illumination. In our scenario, some of the
variations due to illumination are essentially produced by gross-scale features, that are
already recovered in the gross-scale model.
Texture can also contain low-frequency information and this implies low-frequency
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geometry. This texture information is normally misinterpreted in the transfer process
as shading information, when it is actually colour information. Thus low-frequency
geometry may recover large geometric features, due to gross-scale shading, or wrong
features due to large untextured surfaces shown in Figure 5.10(c). These large features,
if present, should have been already recovered by the gross-scale geometry; it is fair to
assume that low-frequency geometry at the meso-structure should be treated as either
erroneous or redundant, and in any case unreliable. We run a high-pass filter over the
shading image, prior to computing the depth map. This retains the high frequency de-
tail in the meso-scale model and removes the artifacts due to global shading or texture
misinterpretation (see Figure 5.10(d)).
Figure 5.10(f) shows the final combined model. The combination of both sources
of geometry produces a realistic result, approximating correctly the shape and meso-
structure of the real building (Figure 5.10(c)).
5.5 Discussion and Future Work
We have presented solutions for the three remaining problems in our pipeline: multi-
view texture reconstruction, material transfer to parametric space, and combination of
gross-scale and meso-scale models.
Our implemented system for texture reconstruction is able to produce high reso-
lution textures with low levels of distortion and minimise the artifacts, with a quality
level appropriate for our application. The reader can see more complete results in
chapter 6. Our novel formulation by adapting the ideas of image mosaicing, are shown
to work well, producing seamless texture maps.
In this chapter, we also presented an extension to our Transfer by Analogy algo-
rithm to work over the texture domain, solving the remaining limitations of the transfer
technique. We also analysed theoretically the effect of the parameterisation in the His-
togram Matching process.
Finally, our fusion method for geometry combination deals with the errors intro-
duced by both sources of geometry, reducing artifacts and noise that appear during
the process, and improving the quality of the final model. We experimented with the
bilateral filter, which preserves edges better than simple low-pass filters, for reducing
the artifacts of the gross-scale model. Preliminary results were promising, and we find
this an interesting area for further research.
In the next chapter we present the resulting models after applying the complete
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process presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 6
Evaluation of the Complete
Reconstruction System
IN this chapter, we review the complete building reconstructionsystem, including the techniques presented during this thesis.
We show and discuss the results of three architectural structures of
historical interest: Clifford’s Tower in York, U.K. and the Eagles and
Jaguars Platform in Chichen Itza, Mexico; and a façade of Church of
the Holy Name in Manchester, UK.
6.1 System Overview
We first revisit our system pipeline, previously presented in chapter 2, in order to re-
view the complete reconstruction process. The overview of our 3D reconstruction
pipeline is shown again in Figure 6.1, where orange boxes are techniques developed
and implemented for this thesis.
Our 3D reconstruction system obtains a quasi-dense point cloud, camera param-
eters for each photograph, and a corresponding surface mesh for the photographed
structure. For large structures, requiring a large number of images (more than 20),
the model is recovered in several sequences, and partial point clouds are filtered and
aligned. The resulting mesh is cleaned by cropping the interesting areas. We refer to
the 3D model recovered from this part of the system as gross-scale geometry, and in
the context of our pipeline this represents the global 3D shape of the acquired façade.
To complement this global shape information with surface detail, we first begin by
capturing accessible samples (at close range) of the different textured materials present
in the façade, by applying surface depth hallucination. This yields exemplars for each
material consisting of both albedo and meso-structure. Using the reconstructed model
and camera parameters we create a high-resolution texture mosaic for the complete
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of our Mixed Image-based Modelling System.
model from the multi-view image sequence by selecting the best view for each texel as
described in chapter 5.
Next we segment the texture mosaic image and assign materials to appropriate
exemplars. This segmentation can be performed manually, using commercial software,
using our implemented graph-cut based segmentation, or, in the case of Transfer by
Analogy, can be performed automatically by using the extension to multiple materials
presented in chapter 4.
We then transfer albedo and shading from the exemplars to the segmented texture
using Histogram Matching or Transfer by Analogy. In the case of Transfer by Analogy,
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we require the user to define an up vector in the texture map, in order to derive a
tangential field and recover the transformation between exemplar and texture domain,
as described in the second part of chapter 5. Finally, we estimate a depth map from
the transferred shading image, after filtering out the low frequencies, which can either
be fused with the gross-scale geometry or rendered as a bump map. The fine detail in
the complete 3D model results in a visually rich and faithful appearance of the original
surfaces.
After data capture our entire process, with the exception of segmentation, is fully
automatic. The final models acquired with our method contain highly detailed geom-
etry, and approximate albedo, providing rich appearance under novel lighting condi-
tions. This improves the results of both gross-scale geometry acquisition, and surface
depth hallucination, used in isolation. Our method is able to capture interesting surface
features that would be labour intensive to generate manually. The breakdown of effort
for the models included in this chapter is presented in Table 6.1. The times presented
in this table are estimates and their objective is to provide a sense of time consumed by
each part of the process and a relative scale between them. The complete process took
around one day of work including capture and processing, the segmentation process
being the most time consuming.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of effort. Y ork1 and Y ork2 = Respectively, Exterior and
Interior Façades of Clifford’s Tower,E&J = Eagles and Jaguars Platform,Church
= Church of the Holy Name. (A) = Automatic. (I) = Interactive. Processing over
7K × 7K pixels Textures.
Y ork1 Y ork2 E&J Church
N o Images Gross-scale 33 7 19 5
N o Exemplars 5 6 1 3
N o Segments 16 17 18 4
Capture Gross-scale 30min 10min 20min 10min
Capture Exemplars 1h 1h 10min 30min
Process Gross-scale(A) 1h 30min 30min 1h 25min
Model Cleaning(I) 1h 20min 1h 15min
Texturing(A) 15min 15min 15min 15min
Segmentation(I) 3h 3h 3h 1h
Transfer(A) 15min 15min 15min 10min
Depth Estimation(A) 1min 1min 1min 1min
TOTAL Reconstruction Time 7h 15min 5h 15min 6h 2h 45min
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6.2 The Platform of the Eagles and the Jaguars
The Platform of the Eagles and the Jaguars is an elaborately carved platform located on
the central plain of Chichen Itza, a Mayan archaeological site, in Mexico. It presents an
interesting global structure and lots of surface carvings at the meso-scale level, which
makes it ideal to test our system.
Captured Data
Figure 6.2: Ten of the 19 photographs in the wide-baseline sequence.
During the data capture process, we collected a set of photographs around the plat-
form every 10 to 15 degrees, covering two thirds of the platform with 19 views. This
is a narrower baseline than is normally required due to the structure of the platform,
which contains concave angles, requiring more images to cover the façade. A sub-
set of the sequence is presented in Figure 6.2. Besides the wide-baseline we took a
flash/no-flash pair of photographsfrom which we derive an exemplar that contains a
representative panel of the platform (see Figure 6.3), which we can use both for trans-
fer and comparison.
Figure 6.3: Resulting exemplar for the Eagles and Jaguars reconstruction model
using Surface Depth Hallucination. From left to right, resulting albedo map, shad-
ing map, and final relit model.
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This data was captured by Mashhuda Glencross during a trip to Mexico. She had
no personal experience with the wide-baseline reconstruction system, but just a general
idea of how to capture the images. This conveys informally the easiness of the capture
process. Unfortunately, the exemplars were captured before the idea of transferring
materials was developed. For this reason, we do not have data for other types of texture.
However, the results using only one exemplar are compelling and visualy rich.
Texture Map
Using our texture reconstruction system, we produced a high-resolution texture map.
With the 19 views available, we are be able to perform the optimisation at a 1500×1500
resolution and then super-sample to the final 7000×7000 texels. We show the complete
texture map in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Eagles and Jaguars 7K × 7K texels texture map reconstructed from
19 views. The red square indicates the area corresponding a particular area that we
will discuss further in the next sections.
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The red square indicates the zone corresponding to the same area recovered by the
exemplar in Figure 6.3. Before showing the complete model under novel lighting con-
ditions, we will focus on this marked area, and will discuss the results of the transferred
albedo and geometry compared with the depth hallucination method, and with another
image-based geometry reconstruction method.
Eagles and Jaguars Panel
We focus on a section of the platform, that we refer to as panel, in order to judge the
quality of the transferred albedo map, the transferred meso-structure, and the compete
model. We chose this particular panel because we have an exemplar of the same section
which we used to compare and judge the results.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: (a) Section of the texture map corresponding to the panel, (b) Trans-
ferred albedo using Histogram Matching, (c) Same section of the platform cap-
tured using the Depth Hallucination method.
In Figure 6.5, we show the region of the texture map of the complete model corre-
sponding to the panel (a), the transferred albedo map for this region (b), and the cap-
tured exemplar (c). The distortions and change of orientation in (a) and (b) with respect
to (c) are due to the parameterisation of the geometry. We appreciate that the appear-
ance of the panel in (a), under the capturing lighting conditions, differs significantly
from the reflectance recovered with the depth hallucination method (c). The appear-
ance of the histogram matched albedo (b), approximates the reflectance of the panel
consistently to the captured one (c), effectively un-lighting the texture. The transfer
method does not suffer due to the small distortions introduced by the parameterisation
process, following the behaviour analysed in previous chapters.
Figure 6.6 shows the material transfer to the same area, in this case performed
using the transfer by analogy technique. The albedo map has an appropriate colour,
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however, it has lost some structure. Some areas have been matched perfectly, finding
the corresponding features in the exemplar, and transferring the albedo and shading
accordingly. However, some areas are not correctly matched because of two reasons.
The first one is that some features are not present in the exemplar. The areas at the
left and the bottom of the panel are not contained in the exemplar, and therefore, this
method failed to estimate the albedo of these areas. The second reason is the sensi-
tivity of the method to scale and orientation. If these two parameters are not perfectly
matched at every point, the method has problems to find the correct feature. In this
particular example, the method matches perfectly some features, as can be seen in the
transferred shading map in (c), but fails in other regions.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: (a) Albedo for the panel transferred using TbA, (b) Shading trans-
ferred using TbA, (c) Close up of the middle section of (b).
The results from the TbA method are less consistent than the ones produced by the
Histogram Matching method. However, when the features are matched correctly, as
happened in the area shown in Figure 6.6(c), the resulting albedo and shading maps
are more accurate.
Geometric Models
Figure 6.7 shows visual comparisons for the geometric models of the panel, recon-
structed using different techniques. Our combined model (6.7(a)) is able to recover
both global depth and local detail, while the model containing only gross-scale geom-
etry (6.7(d)) fails to recover meso-structure. Comparing with [DTC04] – considered
the gold standard in automatic multi-view reconstruction – their model (6.7(c)) pro-
vides sharper geometry than our gross-scale model, but introduces artifacts at the fine
detail level. Our transfer system provides more detailed and coherent meso-structure.
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Depth Hallucination (6.7(b)) captures high-resolution local detail, but is not able to
model the global structure, presenting little depth difference between the centre of the
panel and the rest, due to the flat-surface assumption.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.7: (a) Close-up view of panel reconstructed with our transfer sys-
tem, (b) using Depth Hallucination [GWJ+08], (c) reconstructed with [DTC04],
(d) gross geometry without meso-scale detail.
It is important to emphasise that (b)(SDH) was created using an optimal view of
only this panel. In contrast, (a) was constructed from views of the whole building
matched with the exemplar. Some minor differences in detail can be seen, but overall
results are quite similar.
In general, we consider that the geometry resulting from our complete process
improves the results of gross-scale and meso-scale models separately, and compares
favourably with the method of Dick et al. [DTC04]. In particular, the meso-structure
improves the lack of sharpness at the edges of the gross-scale model.
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Relit Models
Finally, we present renderings of the complete model under novel lighting conditions.
We used both physically based sky models, and image-based lighting with an envi-
ronment map. The renderings are compelling and show a great level of detail in the
carvings.
Figure 6.8: The model shows a great level of compelling detail and a realistic
appearance.
The image in Figure 6.8 shows a rendering of the complete model under cloudy
lighting conditions. Looking at the close up view, we can observe self-shadowing
effects produced by the detail acquired with our system, for example in the carvings of
the panel on the left, or the jaguar head on the right.
To finish with this model, we show in Figure 6.9, the platform rendered under four
different lighting conditions: morning (a), late afternoon (b), sunset (c), and night (d).
The appearance of the model changes to reflect these conditions and yields results that
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.9: The platform of the Eagles and the Jaguars model rendered under
different lighting conditions.
correspond visually to how we might expect them to look.
6.3 Clifford’s Tower
Clifford’s Tower is a historic castle in the English city of York. This building has
an irregular structure and the stone around it has deteriorated, providing interesting
textures and colour variations. We reconstructed the exterior façade and a section of
the interior.
Figure 6.10 shows some renderings side by side with images downloaded from the
Internet 1 2 3 matching the view point. The lighting conditions have not been matched,
but the appearance is realistic and plausible. Despite the presence of minor artifacts,
for example in the roof and windows, both model and reflectance produce realistic
looking results comparable to the photographs.









Figure 6.10: Renderings of the reconstructed model using a physical model of
the sky (left column) and a set of photographs, downloaded from the Internet,
matching the view points.
direct lighting (a), producing more pronounced self-shadowing effects, and in shadow
(b and c), where these effects are less apparent. Again, the appearance of the building
under new lighting conditions is consistent with the appearance in the photographs.
Surface details like the carving at the entrance are well modelled and consistent with
the texture. The importance of these details can be seen in Figure 6.11.
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Geometric Models
At the scale of the complete building, meso-structure includes inter-stone cracks, win-
dows, and shield carvings above the entrances. Without this detail, the model (left
image in Figure 6.11) appears somewhat flat. In contrast, our detail-enhanced model
introduces all these aspects of the geometry.
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.11: (a, c) Gross-scale model only. (d) Gross-scale model with albedo
texture. (b, e) Complete reconstructed model including meso-scale geometry. (f)
Complete model including meso-scale geometry and albedo texture
Figure 6.12: Portion of the interior façade of the Clifford’s Tower Model, recon-
structed with our system. Again the transferred detail enhances the model, adding
important features such as the cracks between stones.
The close up view of the entrance façade in the second row of Figure 6.11, shows
comparisons between the gross-scale and complete models with and without texture.
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The meso-scale detail changes the appearance radically when the lighting changes.
Without the meso-scale (c), the model has an appearance similar to a surface covered
with wall paper independently of the lighting. The meso-structure is important for the
visual richness of the render and for the variation of the appearance with the change of
light.
Similarly, in the case of the interior façade in Figure 6.12, results show the enhance-
ment of the geometry due to the added geometric detail. The cracks in the stone wall,
missing stones, and other holes also mask some of the artifacts due to the gross-scale
geometry such as the small bumps in the left image.
Relit Models
Figure 6.13: Exterior façade of the Clifford’s Tower Model, reconstructed with
our system, rendered under different view-points and lighting conditions.
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Finally, we present some relit renderings of the exterior and the interior of Clif-
ford’s Tower in Figures 6.13 and 6.15, illustrating the quality and realism of the recon-
structed models.
Figure 6.14: Exemplars of the 10 different materials captured for these recon-
structions.
We can see how the cracks and carving details change the appearance of the model
under the different lighting conditions. Despite the minor artifacts on the stairs, and
other non-modelled objects (pillars, handrails, etc), due to the limitations of the gross-
scale reconstruction system, the final renderings provide realistic results suitable for
many types of applications such as video games.
The interior façade exhibits a high variation in the types of material. Figure 6.14
shows the ten exemplars captured for Clifford’s Tower. Most of these were captured in
the interior. This variation makes segmentation harder and correct assignment of ma-
terials more important. The reconstruction of the interior façade (Figure 6.15) shows
a comparison with a photograph of the same section of the building. Although the
surface detail is nicely recovered, some artifact in the albedo are present. For example,
there is an excessively pink area in the middle of the surface. Also, the small stones in
the middle of the structure are clearer than the ones in the photograph. This is caused
by wrong assignments during the material-exemplar association process, in the case of
the small stones due to the inaccessibility of this type of texture. Where the association
is correct, the material appearance is well approximated. A more accurate result could
be achieved by performing a more exhaustive segmentation.
The models presented in this thesis were created with minimal manual intervention,
to illustrate the capabilities of our automatic processing. Other visible inaccuracies in
the geometry shown in Figure 6.13, like the window holes or the white area on the top
of the model, can also be removed by performing a more detailed cleaning.
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Figure 6.15: Interior façade of the Clifford’s Tower Model (top and bottom-right),
compared with a photograph of the real façade (bottom-left).
6.4 Church of the Holy Name
This church is situated on the campus of Manchester University. It has a highly or-
namented façade as can be appreciated in Figure 6.16 (right), with columns, carvings,
small towers, etc. We took only five photographs of the building in order to reconstruct
the gross-scale model, and one exemplar of the type of stone covering the major area
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of the façade. The dark type of stone in the higher section, was approximated manually
by modifying the captured exemplar. Windows were matched to a black window cap-
tured in a different place and doors were textured in black. Windows in the façade are
highly specular and we do not recover this material property. The resulting modelled
façade is shown in Figure 6.16 (left), rendered under novel view point and lighting.
Figure 6.16: Façade of the Church of the Holy Name. (Left) Reconstructed model
under novel lighting and view point. (Right) Photograph.
Most of the limitations in our system arise from the gross-scale geometry recon-
struction. Structures with complex ornaments are challenging to reconstruct from mul-
tiple views, requiring very high resolution images, which cannot be processed in our
desktop computer. Also, the meshing technique used in our pipeline has difficulty cor-
rectly recovering these ornaments. On the other hand, the carvings and other geometric
details that can be modelled by our meso-structure acquisition technique, are correctly
modelled as can be seen in Figure 6.17.
Note the two circular ornaments on the sides of the façade, and the central sym-
bols at the top of the entrance. This detail geometry is hardly accessible to capture
with other techniques and would be labour intensive to model manually. Our method
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Figure 6.17: Close up view of an interesting area of the façade. (Top) Relit model.
(Middle) Recovered geometry. (Bottom) Photograph of the same section.
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succeeded to model the geometry and the visual appearance of these ornaments almost
fully automatically.
Figure 6.18: Façade of the Church of the Holy Name rendered under synthetic
floodlit.
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Our last rendering shows our model simulating flood lighting at night. The ap-
pearance is also consistent under this lighting conditions and interesting features of the
texture show up due to the meso-structure modelled with our system.
6.5 Final Considerations
We show, in the images of this chapter, examples of the high-quality models recov-
ered with our reconstruction system. The meso-structure computed by the transfer
techniques developed in this thesis, provides enough geometric detail to reproduce
self-shadowing effects when relighting. This detail is consistent with the texture infor-
mation and presents a significant improvement over the gross-scale geometry model
alone.
The approximated albedo is transferred correctly to the complete texture map, re-
producing the albedo of the exemplars, effectively un-lighting the texture. The final
reflectance map contains small artifacts introduced by the texture reconstruction pro-
cess, but the final result has a good overall quality. Correct association is crucial to
obtain an accurate result. When the correct exemplars are inaccessible, we can manu-
ally approximate them using image processing software.
These results provide evidence of the effectiveness of our system on providing re-
flectance and meso-structure estimates for complex outdoor scenes, by using a transfer
approach. This provides very plausible models, with very high level of detail, at a very
low cost and effort.
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Conclusions and Future Work
THIS concluding chapter reviews the work presented in this the-sis, followed by a summary of contributions and suggestions
for future work.
We have described a novel method for constructing models of buildings from pho-
tographs. Our method extends existing approaches for geometry acquisition by adding
image-based estimation of local depth and albedo. We illustrated this by applying
it to capturing both the geometry and detailed appearance of building façades. Al-
though this detail is approximate, it is informed by shape information contained in the
statistics of the photographs. The method mitigates the limitations of image-based 3D
reconstruction and surface depth hallucination by fusing information captured at dif-
ferent scales. This combination provides relightable 3D models for a range of cultural
heritage, visualisation and entertainment applications.
7.1 Summary of the Thesis
In the thesis we addressed the problem of constructing visually faithful models of
building façades. Our objective was for reconstructed models to appear as much like
the real scenes as possible, under varying viewing and lighting conditions. The main
focus in this investigation was on approximating detailed surface meso-structure and
albedo, and combining this with a gross-scale geometric model. We envisaged a sce-
nario where a user takes several pictures of a building from different viewpoints to
recover the global structure, and sample images of materials at a close range, used
to estimate material characteristics. Surface detail and appearance were transferred
from the exemplars to the complete model. This approach yields high-quality models,
imparting the illusion of measured reflectance.
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Image-based multi-view reconstruction systems allow users to recover good low-
to-medium resolution models, but struggle to acquire reliable and realistic texture de-
tail. High resolution texture geometry and reflectance are important for plausible re-
lighting and view point change, and can be acquired by using controlled lighting. How-
ever, the specific problems of reconstructing outdoor scenes limit these techniques to
the power of portable light sources and, therefore, to accessible small areas. Chapter 2
reviews these methods, presented our pipeline, overviewed the gross-scale reconstruc-
tion system and our contributions to it, and motivated the necessity of a novel approach.
The thesis addressed the difficulties of previous image-based reconstruction sys-
tems, by exploring an exemplar based transfer method to add meso-scale geometry and
reflectance to a gross-scale model. Chapter 3 overviewed the Surface Depth Hallucina-
tion technique for capturing material exemplars of textured surfaces. Then, the transfer
methods Histogram Matching and Transfer by Analogy were described. Emphasis was
placed upon the analysis and performance of both techniques, aiming to gain new in-
sights into their transfer capabilities and their application to complete models. Through
the evaluation of these techniques, we concluded that both albedo and meso-structure
are reasonably well transferred for different types of textures, but the result is data de-
pendant. Histogram Matching provides plausible and structurally consistent material
characteristics, but only removes self-shadowing effects completely in certain cases.
This particular limitation is partially mitigated during the rendering process and does
not affect the plausibility of the result. Transfer by Analogy does not require the global
statistics to match, behaving better in shadowed areas at the cost of losing some image
coherence. The combination of the two transfer techniques was briefly explored with
promising results.
These methods were extended in Chapter 4 to several materials and large surfaces.
This extension consists of segmenting the façade into different regions containing only
one material and performing the transfer on a one-to-one basis. We discussed a practi-
cal solution for interactive material segmentation using graph-cuts within a Markov
Random Field framework. Interactive techniques are recommendable, providing a
good trade-off between effort and accuracy. This workflow produced plausible esti-
mates for both albedo and geometric detail. Aiming for a completely automatic sys-
tem, we investigated the application of data-driven descriptors, inspired by the texture
synthesis literature, to associate exemplars with materials in the façade. We observed,
in our experiments, that colour descriptors of relatively small sizes (7× 7 or 9× 9), in
combination with a robust-to-noise metric, provided the most coherent segmentations.
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In the examples tested, the method provided promising results on close to regular tex-
tures, but it had some limitations in its robustness and accuracy. Further studies on
texture models based on more complex descriptors and statistical models could benefit
our algorithm, improving the matching process.
Chapter 5 discussed the requirements of an optimal texture map and presented a
novel approach for its acquisition. Our texture reconstruction system follows the work-
flow of image mosaic creation by using minimisation techniques over a MRF frame-
work. An optimal solution was achieved by minimising seams and number of patches,
and including occlusion detection. Poisson reintegration was used to remove any re-
maining seams and to in-paint small un-textured areas. In the second part of the chap-
ter, we analysed the effects of the deformations caused by the texturing process in the
application of our transfer techniques. Histogram Matching requires the texture space
to be a Hamiltonian transformation of the material exemplars, which was achieved by
creating a close-to-conformal texture mapping. Transfer by Analogy requires deform-
ing the neighbourhood computation according to the transformation between texture
map and exemplars, which needs defining a tangential field on the texture space. Once
the transfer is performed over the deformed texture space, we finished the reconstruc-
tion process by fusing gross-scale and meso-scale geometries, using a frequency based
approach. This filters out artifacts from both sources of geometry, creating a detailed
approximation of the building geometry.
An evaluation of the complete system was carried out in Chapter 6. We showed
realistic reconstructions of two historic buildings that contain typical challenges of
outdoor scene reconstruction. Our models compared favourably against reconstruc-
tions carried out with other image-based approaches. Side-by-side comparison with
photographs of the buildings showed the plausibility of the relit models and illustrated
the effectiveness of our approach. Minor artifacts arose at every stage of the recon-
struction system, and models cannot yet be regarded as comparable with the level of
accuracy of laser-scanned models or other more labour-intensive methods. However,
the modest effort required to create our models proves our system as a really use-
ful tool for low-budget projects, casual users, and applications such as video games,
where visually compelling appearance is more important than accuracy.
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7.2 Summary of Contributions
The application of exemplar-based texture transfer techniques to the problem of re-
covering meso-scale geometry and visual appearance for outdoor scenes offers a new
approach to the inverse rendering problem. This approach can be used in any existing
textured model to enhanced its geometry and visual appearance, including cutting-
edge research in automatic reconstruction of cities from image collections. The trans-
fer techniques presented in Chapter 3 have shown their effectiveness on automatically
approximating material characteristics for a variety of textures with plausible results.
In the thesis we have established the characteristics that can and cannot be transferred
by these techniques, their limitations, and their relative merits. This study provides
important insights for inexperienced users to decide which technique they should use
depending on the type of material.
In Chapter 4, we identified the problems involved in applying our transfer tech-
niques to complex surfaces over a change of scale. Histogram Matching was shown
to work well by segmenting the texture and associating every segment with an exem-
plar for transfer. We also analysed the requirements of the texture parameterisation to
correctly use the Histogram Matching technique on non-planar surfaces. The results
produced by this method provide visually rich reconstructions, and the simplicity of
the process allows it to be applied in other pipelines. At the moment, the results of
this technique are being assessed by a major US games company, Activision, to re-
duce the effort dedicated to modelling normal maps and albedo maps for architectural
structures.
The Transfer by Analogy method provides the basis for automatically transferring
several materials without the necessity of segmentation. The experiments of this thesis
showed the potential of the technique and encourage further research. We solved the
problems of applying this technique over complex surfaces containing multiple ma-
terials, and over changes of scale, orientation, and light intensity. Close to regular
textures benefit from this method and produce better results than Histogram Matching.
To completely automate these processes is still an open issue, however, the experi-
ments presented in this thesis contribute to the body of knowledge needed to reach this
goal.
A new method for texture reconstruction from multi-view images based on graph
optimisation was presented in Chapter 5. Our formulation deals with the common is-
sues of texturing from wide-baseline photographs, including optimal camera selection
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for artifact reduction and quality maximisation. Our technique is able to produce seam-
less high-resolution textures and our definition of an indirection map maintains the
continuity of the texture map, even when the parameterisation require cutting the mesh
into different charts. Although this method is designed to accomplish the requirements
of our specific pipeline, it can be applied to any type of model reconstructed from
multiple images.
The complete working system developed during this thesis introduces the individ-
ual contributions of the different chapters, providing a tool capable of producing realis-
tic models of full building façades, containing high-resolution geometry and plausible
approximations of visual appearance, with modest user interaction. As commented in
Chapter 6, the system only requires basic guidelines for data capture, providing com-
plete relightable models in less than a day of work.
7.3 Future Work
Automatic reconstruction of urban environments is of large interest for the graphics
and vision community. We believe that new reconstruction systems can benefit from
our techniques, by enhancing the realism and visual richness of their models, acquir-
ing surface detail and reflectance. To provide such a benefit, we intend to create a
publicly available database of exemplars of common materials to be transferred to
global surface models. This would also allow individual users to enhance their ex-
isting 3D models. In this scenario, providing automatic material associations can be
crucial. Our suggestion for future work is the improvement of texture descriptors for
both texture transfer and association, based on patch-matching techniques as suggested
in Chapters 3 and 4. Inverse texture synthesis, where textures are compacted in small
exemplars by analysing the local neighbourhood, can reduce significantly the size of
our exemplars, and therefore the execution times, allowing the system to compare the
textures against a large database of exemplars.
Models reconstructed from multiple views suffer from lack of sharpness at edges,
especially after filtering out high-frequency information. Using texture information as
well as edge-preserving filtering methods, such as the bilateral filter, can improve the
gross-scale model. On the other hand, using the gross-scale model to detect shadows
in the estimated shading map, could improve the surface detail derived from it.
Finally, transfer of different material characteristics such as specular reflectance,
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Perceptually Validated Surface Depth
Hallucination
THIS appendix presents, for the convenience of the reader, theoriginal Surface Depth Hallucination paper published in SIG-
GRAPH 2008 [GWJ+08].
A.1 Abstract
Capturing detailed surface geometry currently requires specialized equipment such as
laser range scanners, which despite their high accuracy, leave gaps in the surfaces that
must be reconciled with photographic capture for relighting applications. Using only a
standard digital camera and a single view, we present a method for recovering models
of predominantly diffuse textured surfaces that can be plausibly relit and viewed from
any angle under any illumination. Our multiscale shape-from-shading technique uses
diffuse-lit/flash-lit image pairs to produce an albedo map and textured height field.
Using two lighting conditions enables us to subtract one from the other to estimate
albedo. In the absence of a flash-lit image of a surface for which we already have a
similar exemplar pair, we approximate both albedo and diffuse shading images using
histogram matching. Our depth estimation is based on local visibility. Unlike other
depth-from-shading approaches, all operations are performed on the diffuse shading
image in image space, and we impose no constant albedo restrictions. An experimental
validation shows our method works for a broad range of textured surfaces, and viewers
are frequently unable to identify our results as synthetic in a randomized presentation.
Furthermore, in side-by-side comparisons, subjects found a rendering of our depth map
equally plausible to one generated from a laser range scan. We see this method as a
significant advance in acquiring surface detail for texturing using a standard digital
camera, with applications in architecture, archaeological reconstruction, games and
special effects.
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Figure A.1: The left image is a photograph of a Mayan carving under diffuse
lighting, which was combined with a similar flash photo to derive a height field
and albedo map for this surface. The middle image uses the derived model to
render the same view with novel lighting. The rendering on the right shows an
oblique close-up with a second novel lighting condition and added specularity.
A.2 Introduction
Textured surfaces such as brick, stone, wood and many other building materials have
local variations in their surface meso-structure. Shading variations due to self-shadowing
provide important perceptual cues necessary to convey a correct impression of shape.
An interesting question, however, is how accurate does surface meso-structure need
to be for shape and corresponding shading to appear plausible? This is an important
question as our objective is to produce synthetically relit results that are perceptually
difficult to distinguish from photographs. (See Figure A.1.) In this paper we show that
an approximate representation of the real surface (depth + albedo map) may be used to
relight predominantly diffuse textured surfaces in a visually plausible manner. To this
aim, we introduce a practical method to recover approximate surface texture informa-
tion from a single viewpoint. From a 2D picture, we infer surface depth where it is not
fully divulged in the image. We call this depth hallucination.
Representing surface detail is useful to increase the visual realism in a range of
application areas, especially architectural reconstructions. In particular, accurately as-
sessing the effect of new buildings on lighting requires modeling of gross 3D geome-
try, meso-structure, and albedo (equivalent to diffuse reflectance), so that simulations
of appearance at different times of the day are possible. Our method is aimed pri-
marily at the materials recovery part of such architectural reconstructions. We aim to
acquire surface meso-structure so that it may be combined with gross 3D geometry
(obtained using another method) to convey the appearance of visually realistic surface
detail. However, this technique is equally applicable to recovering and representing
surface detail for use in graphically rich games and movies. Currently, our method is
being used to recover depth maps at Chichén Itzá (Mexico), for the production of a
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dome-projected movie.
Our main contribution is a novel, experimentally validated shape-from-shading
method, which takes diffuse-lit/flash-lit image pairs and produces a plausible textured
height field that can be viewed from any angle under any lighting. In the absence of
a flash-lit image, we apply histogram matching against a visually similar texture for
which we have recovered a model from captured pairs. This practical optimization
simplifies the capture requirements for large surfaces composed of the same material
but containing significant meso-structure variation. Since our goal is to recover enough
surface detail for plausible relighting, accuracy requirements are purely perceptual and
are evaluated based on the final imagery. To date, no published method for recovering
and relighting textured height fields has been validated against equivalent photographs.
Our experimental studies demonstrate that participants cannot reliably identify our re-
lit images as synthetic, and more importantly that they believe these to be as plausible
as geometrically correct laser-scanned reconstructions.
A.3 Previous Work
Creating 3D models directly from photographs is appealing since it offers the poten-
tial of economical acquisition for photorealistic visualization. The landmark method
of Debevec et al. [DTM96] produces visually pleasing results for architectural ap-
plications. However, detailed surface meso-structure of building materials is rarely
considered in such models. To correctly relight different materials requires separation
of the way surfaces scatter light and the actual light striking the surface. Although
solutions to separate these under specific constraints have been proposed [NVN03],
the problem is not generally solvable. To fill in the missing information, humans use
tacit knowledge gained from experience of real world illumination to estimate material
properties [FDA03]. A number of meso-structure recovery methods capture normal
and texture maps with multiple sources [RB99, LKG+03]. An accurate but data in-
tensive approach is to capture and encode the appearance of textured surfaces with a
gantry under a large number of lighting and viewing conditions [DvGNK99]. Other
methods to recover albedo and meso-structure exist, but require sets of images and/or
specialized equipment [YDMH99, LYS01, LFTW06, ND06, PCF05, PC06].
Classic shape-from-shading solutions aim to acquire 3D depth information from
a single image [KvD83, Hor89, MM89, HF98a, HF98b, PF05]. This is an under-
constrained problem. Numerous shapes, surface reflectances, and lighting conditions
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can give rise to the same shading pattern [BKY99], and associated ambiguities in shape
perception [Ram88, LB01]. However, shape-from-shading approaches are attractive
for our application as they do not require special equipment or lengthy data-capture
processes. Khan et al. [KRFB06] successfully demonstrated how, under certain cir-
cumstances, limitations in our ability to correctly interpret depth and lighting [OCS05]
can be exploited to create plausible synthetic images from a dark-is-deep approxima-
tion [LB00]. Our depth hallucination approach is inspired by their ideas.
A large body of literature on the topic of shape-from-shading exists, and we refer
to published surveys for a review of existing methods [ZTCS99, DFS07]. Broadly,
our approach performs irradiance estimation and is similar in spirit to the iterative
technique of Langer and Zucker [LZ94]. Langer and Zucker’s model is specifically
designed for recovering shape-from-shading on a cloudy day. They observe that un-
der diffuse lighting, surface luminance depends primarily on a local aperture function
defined as the solid angle subtended by the visible sky at each surface point. They
formulate a set of constraints, applying a robust numerical approach to solve for depth.
However, there are a few practical limitations to their method. First, the model as-
sumes uniform albedo, which is a problem for a wide range of textured surfaces. Sec-
ond, their approach suffers from quantization errors since they perform discretized
sampling of light source directions over a hemisphere at each point on a hypothetical
surface. Third, their implementation is based on an iterative ray-tracing scheme, which
is computationally expensive. Since our goal is to recover sufficient depth for plausibly
relighting textured surfaces, we develop a simpler, deterministic image-space solution
that approximates their results.
A.4 Depth Hallucination Method
We assume our surface can be plausibly represented as a height field, whose underly-
ing material matrix is approximately Lambertian and opaque, with average reflectance,
2% < ρ < 70% or so. Our overall process is illustrated in Figure A.2. The individual
steps are image capture, albedo and shading estimation, depth estimation, and relight-
ing the surface. Specifics of how we estimate albedo and shading depend on whether
the input to our process is a diffuse-lit/flash-lit image pair [ED04], or a single diffuse-
lit image. Subtracting the diffuse-lit image from the flash-lit image gives a reasonable
estimate of albedo, and a comparison of our diffuse-lit image and albedo provides a
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Figure A.2: Flow chart showing the steps in our process.
usable estimate of diffuse shading for depth estimation. We discuss this in further de-
tail in Section A.4.2. Our depth estimation method is described in A.4.3, and rendering
of our final images is described in A.4.4. Throughout these sections, we illustrate the
steps in our process with a case study of a brick path and show the output of each
intermediate step.
A.4.1 Image Capture
To capture our input images, we employ a standard digital SLR camera mounted on a
tripod, and an attached strobe. Our method requires that we capture a sample of the
textured surface without global curvature, as might be found on a wall or floor. If the
textured surface contains significant specularities, cross-polarization (i.e., the polarizer
on the flash is perpendicular to the polarizer on the lens) can be used to minimize
highlights [Her08].
First we capture a RAW format image1 under indirect illumination (i.e., overcast
skies or shadow). We call this the diffuse-lit condition. A second photo is taken from
the same point with the flash fired at full power. The camera is set to its maximum
flash synchronization speed, while position, aperture, and focus are fixed to ensure
good pixel registration between the diffuse-lit and flash-lit conditions. Ideally, the
1We use RAW format to simplify calibrating the images to each other, however our technique also
works with linearized JPEGs.
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flash should be mounted as close to the camera lens as possible in order to minimize
shadows, though the images shown in this paper were all taken with a standard flash
mount. See Figure A.3 for an example input image pair.
A.4.2 Albedo Map and Shading Image
The first stage in our method requires estimation of albedo and diffuse shading. We
begin by calibrating our RAW image captures to one another based on their aperture A
(f -stop), ISO I , and shutter speed Ts and convert to linear, floating-point pixel values





If absolute values were required, there would be an additional conversion factor,
which is unnecessary for relative measurements such as ours.






Pixel values in the diffuse-lit image Id are subtracted from our flash-lit capture If ,
and we divide the result by pixel values in the flash calibration image Ic taken of a
white Lambertian surface at a similar distance and aperture. This yields approximate
reflectance values at each pixel, simultaneously correcting for vignetting, fall-off, and
the global cosine factor. Since the cosine factor also depends on the local surface
(a) Photograph of a brick path taken in shadowed
daylight conditions.
(b) Flash-lit photograph of the brick path.
Figure A.3: An example input photograph pair.
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(a) Derived albedo map. (b) Diffuse shading image.
Figure A.4: Example albedo map and shading image generated from the pho-
tographs in Figure A.3 of the brick path.
normal, we may underestimate albedo in steeply sloped areas. In the overall method,
such errors will manifest as slight edge shifts, which are very difficult to detect vi-
sually. We apply a daylight white balance that provides a good match to the flash,
therefore image subtraction results in a good color balance in our albedo image, as
shown in Figure A.4(a). In cases where flash shadows are present, we also apply a
simple thresholding and neighbor-filling technique that copies detail from the flash-lit
areas [PSA+04]. In more severe cases, we can apply an intelligent shadow removal al-
gorithm [FHCD06], though this requires some user intervention. (All examples shown
in the paper used the simpler, automatic method.)
To compute the diffuse shading image, we take the ratio of the diffuse-lit condition
over the albedo at each pixel. This can result in a color cast due to skylight or cloudy
illumination, but our depth estimation method uses only the luminance channel. A
computed grayscale shading image for our brick path is shown in Figure A.4. The
depth estimation method described in the following section assigns a height of 0 to a
pixel intensity of 0.5, so we normalize our shading image to this mean value.
In cases where there are significant differences in meso-structure but similar ma-
terial properties to a previously captured surface, we can use a diffuse-lit image in
conjunction with an existing diffuse-lit/flash-lit pair. We transfer the statistics of the
diffuse-lit image to the albedo and the diffuse shading image of the existing exemplar
using histogram matching [HB95]. Figure A.5(a) shows an example diffuse-lit capture
taken close to the location shown in Figure A.3(a). Figure A.5(b) shows a synthesized
diffuse shading image computed by applying histogram matching of Figure A.5(a) to
Figure A.4(b). The histogram matching method is especially useful in architectural
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(a) Alternate photograph of a brick path taken in
shadow.
(b) Histogram-matched diffuse shading image.
Figure A.5: Example input image for histogram matching and generated shading
image.
applications, where it is impractical to take flash-lit images of every portion of a large
structure, but sample areas with similar appearance and statistics may be readily found.
A.4.3 Depth Estimation
The Langer and Zucker [LZ94] method is designed to recover shape from shading on
a cloudy day, which is precisely what we capture in our technique. Applying their re-
laxation method entails iteratively ray-tracing a discretely sampled hemisphere of light
source directions at every surface point. Instead we develop an approximate solution
that works entirely in image space and yields a direct estimate of depth at each pixel.
A conservative model basis ensures that we do not exaggerate depth variations, and a
final, user-specified scale factor achieves the desired roughness.
Surface meso-structure can be approximated as a terrain with hills and valleys.
The orientation of the surface to the sky (cosine factor) dominates on the hills, while
the visible aperture effect dominates in the valleys, where the sides are at least partly
in shadow. We therefore begin by developing two local models to approximate these
different types of relationships between meso-structure depth and shading. The scope
of each model is shown on a hypothetical textured surface in Figure A.6.
These models are derived such that an above-plane linear model is matched to a
below-plane quadratic model at a tangent point, creating the smooth piecewise function
plotted in Figure A.7.
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Above-plane surface model applies
Below-plane surface model applies
Figure A.6: Example of a profile of a textured surface and the separation between
the above-plane and below-plane surface models.











Figure A.7: The relationship between aperture and shading factor in our model.
The dashed line shows the unused extensions of each model.
Below-Plane Model
We derive our below-plane shadowing model by approximating pits in the surface as
cylinders with an aperture 2a and depth d, as shown in Figure A.8(a). In order to arrive
at a simple formula, we chose to ignore interreflections, which we found affect the
scale but not the character of the depth estimates. We calculate an illumination factor





cos θ′ sin θ′dθ′ = pi sin2 θ (A.3)
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To arrive at the shading factor S we divide Ec by the illumination factor for the



















For the above-plane model, we approximate surface protrusions as hemispheres. Shad-
ing of these is a function of the visible portion of the hemisphere hv subtended by the
angle ψ (Figure A.8(b)), and added to the remaining reflected portion of the hemi-








(b) Hemisphere protrusion model.
Figure A.8: Model to approximate shading of pits and surface protrusions.
Depth can thus be estimated by a simple linear model derived as follows, where ρ
is the effective surrounding surface reflectance. (While we will assume ρ = 0 in both









Consequently our above-plane shading factor is calculated as the ratio of these
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This can be simplified and solved for cosψ to give:
cosψ =
2S − (1 + ρ)
1− ρ (A.9)
From Figure A.8(b):
d = R−R cosψ (A.10)




where R is the radius of the hemispherical hill.
Combined Model
These two models, expressed in Equations (A.5) and (A.11) can be conveniently com-
bined at a double root solution to their intersection, by substituting S = 1/2 and




Recall, we assume the surrounding surface reflectance ρ = 0, yielding depth, d,
from the diffuse shading, S, at each scale, a, in the combined aperture formula:
D(S) = d/a =
{ √
1/S − 1 for S ≤ 1/2
2(1− S) for S > 1/2 (A.13)
Multiscale Formulation
A shading change over a large region generally corresponds to a greater depth dif-
ference than the same shading change over a small region. Since our aperture model
estimates depth from diffuse shading relative to a specific feature size, a, we must
consider each scale in our captured diffuse shading image separately. Separating our
diffuse shading image into scale layers, we efficiently convert our aperture estimates
into depth estimates as required for a geometric model.
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Figure A.9: The effect of different levels of Gaussian blur on the normalized
shading image for the brick path example.
Starting from a normalized version of our diffuse shading image, shown in Fig-
ure A.4(b), we compute several Gaussian blurred images using kernel radii r increas-
ing by powers of three up to a maximum detail size based on image content, which
may be specified by the user. At each level, the image is divided by the image at the
next largest kernel radius (up to the largest) and multiplied by 1/2 for normalization,
effectively yielding a Laplacian pyramid of equal resolution images [BA83a]. These
blurred images are referred to as `(i). Each of our N levels is then transformed using
the depth function D given in Equation (A.13), where a is replaced by the blur radius








Figure A.9 shows our progressively blurred shading images for the brick path ex-
ample. We subtract 1 from our computed depths at each level since this is the normal
value for D(S) at the average image intensity of 0.5, and we want our average surface
displacement to be zero.
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As noted earlier, our depth estimates are conservative. First, we ignored albedo
to simplify our analysis. Second, we approximated indentations in the surface as pits,
where a crevice model might be more appropriate in some cases. We therefore apply
a user-selected, uniform scaling factor to each depth map to compensate for this and
achieve an acceptable visual match to the original surface appearance. For all our test
scenes, this scaling factor was between 0.75 and 1.5. Our unoptimized implementation
takes 15 seconds to generate a 900x600 resolution depth map on a single core 2.5 GHz
desktop computer.
Figure A.10: A comparison between a simple dark-is-deep approximation (left)
and our multiscale model (right).
In Figure A.10, we show the difference between our depth hallucination method
and a global, linear, dark-is-deep approximation [KRFB06] applied to the same diffuse
shading image. Notice that our model is less sensitive to noise and better approximates
the upper surface as well as the crevices.
(a) Rock wall image. (b) Depth map obtained using our model.
Figure A.11: Depth map recovered from a single image of a rock wall obtained
from the Web.
To demonstrate the flexibility of our approach, we downloaded a photograph of a
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textured rock wall from an online texture resource2 taken with an unknown camera,
and recovered a depth map using histogram matching to a roughly similar surface to
obtain a diffuse shading image. The original image and our hallucinated depth map are
shown in Figure A.11.
A.4.4 Relighting the Hallucinated Surface
Once we have an albedo map and a depth map for our surface, virtually any rendering
algorithm may be applied. We use the Radiance physically-based renderer [War94]
with a suitable sky model that includes both direct (solar) and indirect (sky) compo-
nents, choosing a low angle of solar illumination to make our depth variations more
visible. A directly lit surface will have a warmer color cast, and we incorporate this
in our model [PSS99]. Figure A.12 shows the results for the brick path example with
a solar altitude of 30◦. Specularity is not specifically addressed in our method, but
may be added trivially to the material model by assuming a uniform value, as might
be encountered on a wet day. (See right-hand image in Figure A.1.) Our validation
described in the following section addresses the visual plausibility of our rendered
results.
A.5 Experimental Validation
We aim to answer two questions through two experiments. First, can our rendered im-
ages be reliably identified as synthetically generated? Second, do renderings generated
using hallucinated depth maps appear plausible when compared with renderings using
laser-scanned data? If users cannot reliably identify synthetically relit images created
using our method while focused on assessing them, then we can conclude our method
recovers sufficient detail to allow us to plausibly relight textured surfaces.
Participants with normal vision were seated in front of a standard LCD display. The
experimenter ran an application that presented high resolution images to each partici-
pant. Depending on the experiment, for each stimulus, participants were asked to press
a key to either rank the image or to choose between an image pair. All collected key-
presses were logged. We determined the duration for which each image (or pair) was
displayed via a pilot study involving 20 participants in which stimuli were presented
for 1, 3 and 5 seconds. We found no apparent differences in people’s ratings between
2Source of image: http://www.texturewarehouse.com
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(a) Original photograph. (b) Relit brick path.
(c) Histogram-matched relit brick path generated
from A.5(a).
(d) Sunny equivalent photograph.
Figure A.12: Results of relighting our brick path examples.
(a) Rendering of hallucinated depth map. (b) Rendering of laser-scanned depth map.
Figure A.13: Matched lighting frames of the Venus North Platform.
images shown for given time intervals. Study data was collected from new sets of par-
ticipants who were shown each stimulus for 3 seconds. A total of 40 participants (20
in each) took part in two studies.
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A.5.1 Experiment One
The goal of experiment one was to assess whether people can reliably identify images
created using our depth hallucination approach. Single images depicting a variety of
textured surfaces, consisting of both real photographs and synthetically relit images,
were presented in a randomized order. (See Figure A.1 and Figure A.12 for examples.)
A total of 27 images were presented to each person in this part of the study. This
set contained 9 day-lit photographs, 9 synthetically relit images and 9 synthetically
relit histogram-matched images. Due to the difficulty in acquiring photographs with
natural sunny lighting conditions at exactly the same location, the set of equivalent
day-lit photographs were not necessarily taken from an identical view point to the
images used to recover texture hallucinations. Participants were asked to rank each
image from 1 to 5, corresponding to their certainty that the image they were viewing
was an untouched photograph. On this scale, we define 1 as definitely synthetically
generated, 5 as definitely an untouched photograph, and 3 as undecided.
A.5.2 Experiment Two
Our second study was a two-alternative forced-choice experiment in which the aim was
to evaluate the visual plausibility of our estimated depth maps relative to ground-truth
data. Twelve pairs of still image frames from an animation depicting changing solar
position over the scene with a fixed viewpoint (but novel to the captured one) were
used. Each image pair contained an image frame created using ground truth geometry
acquired through a laser scanning process, and an equivalent image frame generated
using our technique for estimating the depth map from photographs. The same albedo
map was registered to both the laser-scan and hallucinated depth maps, and the same
physically-based rendering method was used for relighting both sequences. No in-
filling techniques were applied to the laser-scan. The lighting frame was matched
for specific image pairs (similar to those shown in Figure A.13), but similarly varied
between frames in the image sequences. Within each image pair, the laser-scanned and
hallucinated surfaces were presented in a randomized order. Participants were asked to
choose the image they believed to be most likely to be the real surface. The image pairs
shown contained clear visual differences due to the different depth capture processes,
but we aimed to answer if they are equally plausible visually.
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A.6 Results and Data Analysis
In the first experiment, where participants rated how real the images looked, a re-
peated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a slight preference for the
photographs (F2,38 = 21.61, p<0.001). This difference was statistically significant. An
important result however is that on a scale of 1 to 5: photos received a mean rating
of 3.97, relit images scored 3.22 for models derived with diffuse-lit/flash-lit pairs, and
2.98 for histogram-matched versions. The difference between both classes of synthetic
images was not found to be statistically significant. On our rating scale a value of above
3 suggests the image is more likely to be a photograph than synthetic.
Relit images were rarely dismissed as artificial, and equivalent photographs were
not always recognized as real. For 4 out of our 9 test scenes, the mean scores in
Figure A.14(a) show that our synthetic images were virtually indistinguishable from
equivalent photographs. In the remaining scenes, relit images were still not rejected
outright. Importantly Figure A.14(b) shows that around 15 out of 20 participants gave
our synthetic images average ratings above 3, leading us to conclude that our render-
ings compare very well with photographs. This is further supported by participants
commenting in post study de-briefing, on the difficulty in determining which images
were synthetic.
In the forced-choice experiment, a paired-sample t-test showed no significant dif-
ference between hallucinated depth and the laser-scan. This leads us to conclude that
participants could not tell which of the two looked most plausible to them. Mean
scores for each choice were 54% for the hallucinated depth, and 46% for the laser-
scan. Nine participants out of 20 showed a preference for the hallucinated depth (see
Figure A.15), while 6 show a preference for the renderings based on the laser-scanned
data. The remaining 5 seem undecided. The viewpoint for each data set was kept
identical across all stimuli and close to the captured view to avoid bias for or against
either depth map. Within each image pair, the only variable was the depth map used
to generate the image. If the view played a significant role in users’ assessments then
people’s choices would have been highly consistent, however only 2 participants chose
a particular depth map in every comparison. Between each image pair, lighting was
varied. If lighting played a significant role in biasing the results, we would not have
seen overall strong differences in preference between participants.
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(a) Average ratings from 20 participants, for each specific scene.
(b) Average ratings per participant, for each class of stimulus.
Figure A.14: Results from experiment one.
A.7 Limitations
Naturally, there are situations where our assumptions do not hold, and these may pro-
duce unexpected or undesired results. We examine three such cases, which we encoun-
tered while acquiring test scenes for our experiments.
The first case is shown in Figure A.16(a), where ivy vines are physically separated
from the stone surface below. The separation is small, but it violates one of our basic
assumptions, which is that our surface may be plausibly represented as a height field.
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Figure A.15: Experiment two: percentage of preferred class of stimulus (halluci-
nated or laser-scanned) per participant.
Even if our mathematical model held in this case, which it does not, our height field
representation would still fail us. The vines appear to be protruding from the wall
rather than next to it, and the rendering looks wrong.
The second case is shown in Figure A.16(b), where our surface is a reasonable
match to our geometry assumptions but the daylight illumination is not. In this area, the
light comes primarily from one side, as it is nearby a dark structure and only a portion
of the sky is visible on the cobbled ground. This results in a bias in the shading image,
which our technique translates into a bias in the geometry, making the stones appear
to lean towards the original sky direction. While this problem might be overcome with
large bounce cards, in a practical setting such biases may be unavoidable and would
have to be corrected in a geometry post-processing step.
The third case is shown in Figure A.16(c) and A.16(d). The highly reflective and
slightly translucent rock material violated our opaque reflectance assumption, result-
ing in a rather flat and unnatural appearance, though some surface structure is still
obtained.
A.8 Conclusions
Ultimately, our goal is to combine models of materials approximated using halluci-
nated depth maps with wide-baseline 3D reconstructions of buildings. This is likely
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(a) Ivy wall relit image. (b) Cobbles relit image.
(c) Translucent rocks photo. (d) Relit white rocks.
Figure A.16: Example failure cases that violate fundamental assumptions of our
algorithm.
to pose further challenges, such as surfaces that are unevenly or directly lit, or where
neighboring images are taken under differing illumination, or at oblique angles, and
must be stitched together seamlessly. Our method complements image-based recon-
struction processes by supplying surface detail.
In this work, our objective is to convincingly render the altered appearance of tex-
tured surfaces under differing lighting and viewing conditions, while requiring only
simple and practical data capture procedures. Starting from diffuse-lit/flash-lit pho-
tographs, we generate both an albedo map and textured height field, which can be relit
and viewed from any angle under any lighting. Our model applies a surface aper-
ture function but, in contrast to previous methods, works entirely in image space. If
only a diffuse-lit image is available, we apply histogram matching with a similar ex-
emplar pair to lift the flash requirement, further simplifying data capture. Compared
to alternatives, such as laser scanning, our depth estimation method does not require
additional data registration, since both albedo and depth are acquired from perfectly
aligned captures.
Histogram matching permits us to hallucinate local height variations from other
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diffusely lit imagery, and gaps in our captured model may be filled in using texture
synthesis [EF01]. Processing from image to model is also sufficiently simple that depth
and albedo maps could be generated on the fly from captured or synthetic texture data
on consumer-level graphics cards.
Experimental evaluation of this new approach yielded two important observations.
First, when presented with relit images, 75% of participants rated them as more like
photographs than synthesized images. Second, participants were unable to decide
whether hallucinated depth renderings or those generated using ground truth depth
values acquired by laser scanning looked most realistic. Since depth is never fully di-
vulged by shading, our estimates may fall short of absolute accuracy. Our experimental
results show that in many practical situations this is unimportant, because the halluci-
nated depth method reproduces surface appearance that is perceptually tantamount to
photographs.
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